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ABSTRACT
This study was conducted primarily to evaluate, and also
to form a basis of comparison for continuing investigation
of, manpower utilization and motivation in a Governmental
production activity. The U.S. Naval Ordnance Plant, Indiana-
polls, was chosen for the survey. This plant is under Bureau
of Ordnance control and produces aircraft firecontrol equip-
ment.
To investigate the situation a questionnaire was designed
for submission to all employees in the producing group, con-
sisting of the Industrial, Quality, Engineering and Research
and Test Departments. At the same time, discussions were
held with tnose executives in top and intermediate levels of
management throughout the entire organization who could aid
in the pursuance of the study. Records were sought for which
could be intercompared either with other governmental activi-
ties or with private industrial concerns. These were expected
to aid in assessing the productivity, or measure of industrial
effectiveness, of the Ordnance Plant.
In comparing and evaluating employee opinion resoonse to
certain questions, use was made of tne results of similar
questions which had been asked 1) of employees at the Naval
Ordnance Laboratory and 2) of technical, professional, non-
supervisory employees of the western Electric Company. Fre-
quent reference was .hade to Navy Civilian Personnel Instructions

ii
as to approved policies and procedures for- managing manpower
in Navy employ. NCJrl manpower records, the only types which
could be readily compared with others published in the litera-
ture and which used the same standards find methods of measure-
ment, were resorted to as the only accurate means for ob-
taining factual data on oroductivity
.
Tabulation of responses was divided according to whether
the employee indicated he was "graded", that is, under the
General Schedule classification in Civil Service -- a per an-
num or "white collar" worker, or "ungraded" -- a per diem or
"blue collar" worker, Also, results were tabulated according
to which Department the worker was in. In this way, inter-
Departmental comparisons among similar general types of em-
ployees was possible. A total of 1654 usable returns resulted
from the distribution of ^311 forms. The questionnaire was
entitled THE NOPI OPINION and was of the anonymous, multiple-
choice response type. The 1654 forms were taken to Purdue
University for sorting, arranging, and key-punching of results
on IBM machine cards as a further assurance of employee
anonymity. The cards were taken to NOPI where they were
tabulated.
On the basis of the interviews with members of management
and observational visits to various parts of the different
Departments, plus the evaluation of aopropriaie records, it
was concluded that the Naval Ordnance Plant, Lni Lanapolis, is

iii
well managed, staffed, and operated. Its employees are, in
general, well-trained for their respective jobs. Selection
and placement procedures are good, and turnover is quite low.
Safety is excellent, and absenteeism, or unexcusel leave, is
negligible. Reliability and near-perfection of the equip-
ment produced is more important than cost. "^xact production
cost per unit is only roughly known. The type of manufac-
turing done may best be described as intermittent, small lot,
non-repetitive. Because of this, the records of units pro-
duced at one given time are not comparable to units produced
at another period. Because of the unique type of product, no
other activity, private or governmental, can be used as a
basis for comparison either as to units produced per given
time or- as to cost per unit.
On the basis of the results of the tabulated opinions and
comparison to the others mentioned above, where possible, it
was cone .aided that employee job satisfaction was high; com-
munications were reasonably good; and supervision was good in
general, but in need of' improvement, especially in its ability
to handle and get the most out of its working groups.
Very few grievances came up to the second stage or
higher. This was true even though a noticeable percentage
of employees thought that their supervisors ignored their
complaints, or believed that their complaints were not
settled fairly at the first level.
Job performance is not discussed with employees as
often as it should be for best effectiveness.
Delegation of responsibility and authority is reason-
ably good, but needs to be improved.

iv
A substantial number of employees is rather dissatis-
fied with the advancement made to date and feels that
chances for advancement are not too favorable. Some em-
ployees feel this is due to favoritism.
Per Diem employees look most for "more security" in a
higher -Level job, while Per Annum people look most for
"a chance to do more responsible work"; both groups rate
"more pay" very highly, however.
As to what determines who will be recommended for pro-
motion, both groups feel strongly that the main factors
influencing this are "how you stand with the person you
work for" and "who you know in the Ordnance Plant". This
indicates that favoritism, influence of cliques, and
other forms of discrimination, although against policy,
seem to be part of the promotion-influencing picture.
This question resulted in the largest indication of a
widely-held unfavorable opinion to be found in the entire
questionnaire.
Employees further indicated that a considerable amount
of improvement was possible in the arrangement of their
workplaces, especially the Research and Test people.
Almost one-third of the Per Diem personnel and one-
fifth of Per Annum employees believed that their v/ork
was interrupted "often" by lacks of materials, tools,
supplies, or instructions, indicating great need for im-
provement.
Many felt that improvements were desirable in the
methods and control of manufacture as presently conducted.
Most felt that equipment at NOPI is well above average,
although some indicated their equipment to be in need of
replacement.
Many employees didn't know enough about motion and time
study to have an opinion as to v/hether it could be applied
to NOPI effectively. Some did feel that it could be ap-
plied in certain areas.
The consensus was that forms used were well desipned
and called only for necessary information.
Employees in general weren't sure whether materials-
handling times were excessive, normal, or low at NOPl.
An increased awareness of the possibilities of cuttin-
costs by utilizing carefully investigated methods should
prove beneficial at NOPI.

Apart from experience on the job, one-fourth of the
Per Diem employees and almost one-third of Per Annum
personnel stated they get no training to speak of; a
majority of both types felt they either got a "great
deal" or "some" training, however.
Most employees when confronted by a personal problem
try to work it out for themselves, although a considerable
number consult with tneir supervisors. Very few 30 to the
Employee Relations office for help.
Per Diem personnel in most cases feel that they are
rated fairly, while per Annum employees feel they are
not, by the Civil Service performance rating system. it
appears that the system is functioning as designed, but
that many employees resent being in the broad classifi-
cation of "average".
as to spending productive time on handling red tape
connected with their jobs, a majority of employees felt
this to be a minor factor.
Most employees like the Beneficial Suggestion Program
but don't make suggestions. Increased training would
appear to aid in this program's effectiveness.
About one-fifth of the participants in the questionnaire
survey submitted comments in the space provided. These were
listed by classification as to subject matter and representa-
tive comments were quoted which bore on the general areas of
the study.
Summary. It is considered that NUPI management's careful
and considered utilization of the Information contained in
this survey may Drove beneficial in increasing the generally-
noted highly favorable satisfaction expressed by employees.
It is believed that over-all productivity of employees, can be
increased thereby. Efforts to decrease the widely-held opinton
concerning favoritism as a basis for promotion should be
undertaken. Both technical and human relations training for




AIv APFHAISAL CF FhCTCSS AFFECTING THE PBCDUCTIVITY CF
EMPLOYEES IN A NAVAL ORDNANCE PLhKT
INTRODUCTION
.Vhy This Particular Study?
This study was conceived and carried through for sever-
al reasons. First and foremost was the desire to examine
and appraise the utilization and motivation of manpower in a
Governmental production activity. L:uch has been written and
published in industrial relations research among private in-
dustry's employees. Not so much is known to the general pub-
lic about industrial relations research conducted within se-
lected Governmental areas, although many such studies have
been conducted and reported. Partly, this is due to the
fact that access to certain types of Federal installations,
especially in the area of the Department of Defense, is lim-
ited by security regulations. Also, it is aue to the fact
that the information gained, even though of a non-classified
nature*-*, the security standpoint, is not too pertinent to
the field of private industry. The profit motive is not pre-
sent; Federal workers are under Civil Service regulations;
other basic differences mitigate against wide
-spread report-
ing to the general public, ever, though the data may be a-
vailable upon request.
t
However, in Government as well as in private industry,

-icre and more managements are realizing that research into
their employees' needs, motivations, and behaviors is im-
portant. .Vhat makes one organization outstanding while an-
other similar one -ay be mediocre? Basically, it is the
performance cf the people employed, performance measured in
terms cf the overall cost cf operating the organization as
compared to the productive output cf the activity. In-
creasing: the amount and quality of the product while cutting
the cost necessary to make it results in increased productiv-
ity
,
a phenomenon particularly typified by American histor-
ical experience. It is this increased productivity, or the
ability to turn out more gr.cds per unit of time with the
same or less worker energy expenditure, which has made the
United States fcremcst among the nations of the world in in-
trial capacity. Of ccurse, many factors relate to this
outstanding American ability to produce, but in this study
the management, utilization, and motivation of the men and
women comprising the organization will be emphasized.
Long ago the need fcr research into the field of phys-
ical, chemical, electrical, mechanical, and other areas of
the so-called "natural sciences" was recognized and pursued.
otheseswere proposed, experiments conducted, and gradual-
ly fundamental principles and laws .'ere evolved and stated.
Of ccurse, this type of research has paid and is continuing
tc pay fcr itself thousands of times ever. A wealth cf




;stepping stones for further research arid refinement, and
opening the way for further technological advance. Thus, we
have radar, radio, television, radiant heating, ia+.OCO ton
hydraulic presses, gas turbines, jet engines, H-bombs, auto-
mobiles, off-set printing, high-speed photography, low in-
fant mortality, higher life expectancy, and a host of other
realities that only one hundred years ago were non-existent.
What was the common denominator in the development of each
of these? It was research -- basic, pure, and applied, and
done by people, the catalytic agent required to convert a
ton of iron ore from the form in which it existed since the
Earth began into high grade turbine blades for turbojet air-
craft engines.
With this preoccupation on the development of material,
natural resources into products, the research into the na-
ture of the catalytic agent--man--lagged far behind until
recent times. Man was always available in profusion so
there was no real reason to worry about him. If one man
couldn't do his rehired job, another could be located to
replace him. If an occasional genius came along, like Sir
Isaac Newton, Leonardo da Vinci, or Benjamin Franklin, pro-
gress was hastened thereby, but most of mankind was unen-
lightened by their or other similar work. Communications
were poor, education was for the very few, ar.d , besides,
mankind was too busy scratching out a bare existence from
the soil, forest, or sea to have enough time to engage in

much theoretic. 1 musings or analysis of what rnr.de men func-
tion as they did. Then came the Industrial Revolution and
its attendant shifting of population from rural to industrial
situations, rcdies to fill jots became the need of the day,
se bodies .vere avail'.lie in the forms of men, women,
id children. Survival of the fittest became the way of
life, with the more ruthless and shrewd and able people
directing the lives of the less endowed. Managers, owners,
-J "Losses" as a class were pitted against workers as a
class. Some of the former were enlightened inherently and
were able tc operate successful tusinesses or industries
while their employees enjoyed working for them. Others op-
erated successfully while they drained their employees
•
energies and services to the detriment of health and life
itself, while paying the least possible wages, using econom-
ic pressure and the threat of summary dismissal to hold
their employees. Men were plentiful; machines were net.
i!en were cheap; machines were net.
Then, toward the end of the Nineteenth Century, reali-
zation came tc some more advanced leaders of industry that
people ..ere important, too. By 1911 Frederick W. Taylor,
"the father of scientific management", wrote:
There is another type of scientific investigation which
... shoulc. receive special attention, namely the accurate
study of the motives which influence men. At first it
may appear that this is a matter for individual observa-
tion and judgment, and it is net a proper subject for
exact scientific experiments. It is true that the laws

hich result from experiments of this class owing, to the
fact that the very complex organism--the human being--is
being experimented with, are subject to a larger number
of exceptions than is the case with laws relating to
terial things. And yet laws of this kind, which apply
to a large majority of men, unquestionably exist, and
when clearly defined are of great value as a guiae in
dealing with men...!
Various sociologists, economists, and psychologists began to
investigate limited areas of people employed in industry.
Taylor, quoted above, and Frank '/». Gilbreth, among other
management specialists , sought means for increasing efficien-
cy of manpower, placing of men test qualified for certain
jobs, and other ways of furthering manpower organization,
direction, and ccntrol. The advent of World <Var I went far
waru spotlighting the neea for research in the manpower
field. Manpower resources began to become as precious as
natural resources;
.
rcfligacy and inefficiency in their uti-
lization became a cause of concern. Since ;tforld <7ar I, and
especially durin f and after <\orld <<ar II, this concern has
grown steadily, although, tco, research into the area has
become more and more a standard practice. Especially today,
with the ties tern naticns vastly outnumbered by the manpower
resources of the Soviet Russia-dominated nations, it is vi-
tal that cir productive output per man or woman be maximiz-
ed. This is true whether that productive output be in the
field of machine and tool design, research into nuclear phys
""Frederick iff. Taylor, The Principles of Scientific Man -
ape^ent (New York: Harper and Brothers
, 193h-) . P« 119
•

ics, controlling car.cer , directing the efforts of others,
turning cut parts en a machine tcol, or whatever. Thus,
one purpose of this study was to investigate manpower uti-
lization ana motivation in a Governmental activity.
A second reason for the study was to inquire into what
the employees themselves think about their employment as
Government workers. Phis was desired in order to get a
qualitative comprehensive viewpoint concerning their grcup
feelings toward their workplaces , their jobs, their super-
vision, their organization , and their plant. Thus, by pet-
ting and summarizing their opinions and ccrrelatinp the
over-all way they felt about these areas with vario is kinds
of manpower and production records, it was hoped tc estab-
lish a groundwork, cr ci-iterior,
,
to which subsequent im-
provement or lack of it ecu Id be compared.
Finally, this st jdy ;".?, conducted for the pur. ose of
determining response differences among widely differing
groups of people, and whether or not a questionnaire espe-
cially d ned for a particular plant cculd be given suc-
cessfully tc all levels of employees, from top management
down through all levels of the organization. On the basis
of the tabulated replies, areas for possible management
actio:. t be pointed cut. Thus, one Department's re-
spo: cculd be compared tc those of the others , needs for
certain desirable modifications might be delineated, an
presently felt estimates of management as t rhst it te-

7lieved were the summary cf opinions or the personnel under
them might be verified, or perhaps, shown in need of modi-
fication.
The Government production activity chosen i'cr this
study was the United States Naval Crdnance Plant, Indiana-
polis, Indiana. "NOPI" , as the Naval Crdnance Plant, Ind-
ianapolis, is generally called, was selected because of the
variety of employees comprising the activity, because of its
proximity to West Lafayette so that frequent visits could he
made, and because it is an activity under the Naval Bureau
of Ordnance which has sponsored the writer's graduate edu-
cation.
The Naval Crdnance Plant, Indianapolis
Description * UOPI is located on North Arlington Avenue
in Indianapolis. It occupies 164 acres and extends from
16th to 21st Street. The manufacturing building, the main
structure, is 920 feet long by 5bC feet wide, and comprises
lis acres of floor space. It is fronted by a three story
administration building, and flanked by a cafeteria and a
parage and maintenance paint shop; all these are part of
the main single-roofed structure. In addition, a power-
house, a research laboratory comprising lt.OOC square feet
of floor space
,
and various other smaller storage ulu ware-
house buildings c institute the remainder of the activity's
structures.

8The research laboratory and main structure are aircon-
ditioneo throughout, L iving constant temperature and humid-
ity control. Both direct and indirect lighting is provided;
the illumination level at each working S'pace is atout forty
foot candles throughout the shop; mere is provided for
drafting room spaces.
To reduce fatigue and provide a vibrationless case for
machines
,
the floor is constructed of six-inch reinforced
concrete slab, with a two-inch hemlock sub-flocr set in mas-
tic covered with one anu one-quarter inch maple. The ceil-
ing- is of Sanaccustic metal which has a noise reduction co-
efficient of approximately eighty-five per cent.
Locker rooms, complete with modern facilities for safe-
keeping of the employees' belongings, are provided. Ample
parking space is provided in the adjacent parking lot. The
modern cafeteria has a seating capacity of 1,000. An up-to-
uate, well staffed dispensary is also provided.
To assist employees in present work and in preparation
for mere advanced positions, a modern technical library is
maintained. I^ore than 2,600 texts and bound periodicals
and 3^,000 pamphlets and military publications are on file,
and 2CC periodicals are received regularly. NOPI also uses
inter-library loan service from other private and govern-
mental activities.
activities at MOFI are primarily centered about the
development and production of more accurate and useful avi-

ation ordnance fireccntrcl instruments to Keep abreast of
the Navy's expanding need resulting from continued tactical
research, armament and ammunition engineering , and the con-
stant development of more advanced and faster aircraft.
Fireccntrol equipment and components are engineered to
strict service performance requirements and specifications.
At NCFI , mathematical expressions for solving various fire-
ccntrol situations are developed and later mechanized to a
fine aegree of accuracy. Unlimited use of theoretical prin-
ciples, mechanization methods, and materials is possible due
to the diversified qualifications of the personnel.
Precision equipment of this type may require the com-
pletion of 1000 to l^OO drawings for detailed production
plans. Special test equipment must be devised. Extremely
high inspection standards must be devised and followed
through. Component parts are delicate and easily damageable
in handling; most pieces of equipment are composed of high-
precision, light weight, small size sub-assemblies. Solder
joints must be vibration-proof and have good conductivity.
Typical tolerances maintained are about plus-or-minus three
ten-thousandths of an inch, although considerable work must
be dene to one ten-thousandth. Finishes required average
about thirty-two micro inches. NCFI is net in the convey-
or belt, mass production type of business. The products
are difficult to make, yet they must be made right, for




pials worked with . - ceramics, all types of
, plastics, or. , fibre, and others.
Scrre machines use tools only six- thousandths of en inch
.e. The ratio of machines to men in the machining divi-
sion s about 2.5 tc 1. employees must be net only
skillful, but versatile in their knowlei f various ma-
processes. rhe yearly product value r .^s about
,000,000. Figure 1. sho./s a frontal viev; cf NOPI.
Ciy ani::at: en . NCPI is 0] :ed by and fcr the Bureau
0^ Ordnance, Department cf the Navy, The Navy took over
i Dn of the plant at the conclusion of '.Vorld War II
from the Lukas -Harold Corporation, a subsidiary of the Carl
1. Norden Corporation. The plant was built in 19^2 a:
rated under civilian management tc produce the famed
:. rden Boubsight. Uany cf the nanagement and other employ-
ees continued their employment under the Navy's management
control. Thus, employees' lengths of service at NCPI vary
from twelve years over-all to newly aired.
.' organization is built upon the Navy's standard line
1 . ^ regular navy line Captain heads the organisation
and under him is a Commander. Under these two top adminis-
ters cone the heads of the various Departments. Thus,
the G'. Commander act as Plant iger and assist-
vely. These two positions are












sea or other shore duty with other officers from juty
cr ether shore duty replacing then. officers are se-
lected carefully for taese positions-, and their qualifi-
cations include, usually, special industrial training and
practical experience in the Bureau of Ordnance or ether Bu-
Crd activities alon ! iministrative lines, as well as cet-
eris trstea ability tc command at sea.
The Department Heads, for the most part, are civilian
Navy employees, although the Planning Office and the ."edir
;
. Su; ply Departments are headea by naval officers. The
ever-all breakdown of the organization below the top admin-
istrators is intc three categories: (1) the staff group,
(2) the mission supporting group, and (j) the mission ac-
complishing group. Figure 2 is the over-all organization
chart for :.XII.
The personnel employed at NCPI" total a nominal three
thousano. r:na fifteen. The "mission accomplishing" or op-
erating Departments were selected for this study; however,
»
their close interrelationships with certain other Depart-
ments and Offices necessitated some liason and interview-
ing with respresentatives from Planning, management I
nine &nd Review, ana Inuustrial Relations. The four Depart-
ments studied, with the number of personnel employed in
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For : funct i t each of these Depart-
.
.
. *s , see Fij 2 . MtiLi.i.
thej* divid t ions, Erai .
,
... Sections for
-. 5 e s
.
:::.. : a . The uiissicn I the Naval Crdnance i
Tl ' • - p.tive berss , ! ' nnum" ' . " "re
in general use, if imprc erly. Per *j nu.:. refers tc employ-




2:ceueu by the CI; lificatic . t of 1949.
Th~ ses in this tet'ory Lre c ctlled ".tile, collar"
o;- "fradi L n workers, r.nd the r er
::.
, n the other hand, refers tc these workers whe occupy
are rif t in the previsions of the Clissfi-
cati
.
. t of 1949 1
'
: H • .'-"- theii s set ty in Ar
sificaticr Office, Lnz .vhc i ..err.lly
.
lth ; hey : I \ y the
day. t .er sy; per uierr workers are "ungraded."
or "wa^e i ." i "Hue : LI r" v/oj . Per clez. employees
are paid the ^cJrp hourly race :"cr similar tr'.de, craft,
machine operator, latcrer, helper or supervisory jots
these :ate£'orie Ld ty private industry in the general
are 1 ., ined by
.
;..
survey : justment. I er
num employee! Lari< s are fixec according tc '.cell- classifi-
cation, ily Congressional 'ictioi ci^n z. Pe-
riodic . longevity basis with-
in the g] . it€ re nls< Lied ..ithir. the job
ar . f the . . k fcurti ....
for example, i !... irly rate than a
step ordnanc* uan, Gn 25 J - ;•' 195^ the stej
for ungraded ... . ..ere cut tc a total of three: t. irth
stej
.
.: frozen at that wa^e, r.nd nc further ad-
Lces to fourth step are autneri: . fourth will
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Design, develop, product engineer, manufacture, assemble,
inspect, test, distribute, modify, overhaul and maintain
aviation and medium or small size control equipment and
ether ordnance material as directed. Prepare, revise,
stock and issue manuals for the above types of equipment
and material as directed by the Bureau of Ordnance. De-
velop and apply statistical quality evaluation techniques
in acccruance with Bureau of Crdnance directives. Over-
haul and. repair all types of synchros. Perform support-
ing services to aviation activities and other activities
performing aviation ordnance installation work as author-
ized by the Bureau of Ordnance. Perform the functions of
a Secondary Stock Point in the Ordnance Supply System and
the functions of a Reauy Issue Point in the Aviation Ord-
nance Supply System. Provide drawings and manufacturing
data to Crdnance Establishments and such manufacturers as
may be directed by the Bureau of Ordnance.
3
Navy Civilian Personnel Instructions. As U.S. Navy
Regulations
, 19^-3 is to the naval officer or enlisted man,
so Navy Civilian Personnel Instructions are to civilians
employed by the Navy Department.
SECNAV /the Secretary of the NavyJ INSTRUCTION 543C7 of
2C Inarch 1953 delegated to the Assistant Secretary of the
Navy for Air the responsibility for matters concerning
civilian personnel policy. The Office of Industrial Re-
lations was placed under the immediate supervision of the
assistant Secretary of the Navy for Air.
Navy Civilian Personnel Instructions .... are issued in
conformity with .... U. S. Navy Regulations, General Order
No. 5, and SECKAV INSTRUCTION 5430.7 .... and therefore
have full force and effect for ,the guidance of all persons
in the Naval Establishment . . . .4-
The primary function of the Office of Industrial Rela-
tions is to advise the Secretary of the Navy on all matters
-Quoted from a Bureau of Ordnance letter, "U.S. Naval
Crdnance Plant, Indianapolis, Indiana; Mission of," dated
12 March 1954.
^Navy Civilian Personnel Instructions , Instruction 1,
(Washington, D.C.: Navy Department, Office of Industrial
Relations, 2i\ April 1953), pp. 1, 2.

pertaining to the administration of the civilian employees
of the Navy, to prepare and recommend to the Secretary ap-
propriate policies and procedures governing civilian employ-
ees, and interpret for civilian employees the policies of
the Navy that directly affect them.
The purpose of the NCFI , as the Navy Civilian Personnel
Instructions will hereinafter be referred to, is three-folu:
(a) To assure uniformity insofar as practicable, through-
out the Naval Establishment in the application and inter-
pretation of laws, executive orders, comptroller general
decisions, and Navy Department policies and procedures re-
lating to civilian personnel administration.
(b) To provide between twc covers in simple ccdified form,
in serial order, over-all instructions, policies and pro-
cedures required to be followed in the administration of
programs under the general cognizance of the Office of In-
dustrial Relations.
(c) To assure like treatment, right and obligations with
respect to all civilian employees in the Naval Establish-
ment. NCPI's conform to the guiding principles for the
conduct of human relations in dealing with- civilian person-
nel for the entire Department of Defense...
5
NCF'I comprises seme forty-eight sections or chapters,
loose leaf in form and numbered and titled by the subject
matter contained. Taken collectively, they comprise the
basic personnel policy under which KCPI operates.
Approach to the Study
Due to time and financial limitations, it was decided
to limit the study to these areas bearing on the productive






type questionnaire was decided upon. Criminally, only the
Industrial Department was intended for coverage, with analy-
sis en the basis of Divisions within the Department. How-
ever, it became evident that certain persons could easily be
identified if this system were used, due tc the limited num-
bers of certain positions within various Divisions. Further,
Management at NOFT was interested in polling a larger group
of employees. Thus the plan evclved tc submit questionnaires.
to all employees in the four operating Departments. More
identification data was requested than could be analyzed in'
this study, although complete employee anonymity was assured.
Then, by interviews throughout the Ordnance I-lant and by in-
clusion cf available records bearing en the productivity of
employees at the general time that the study was made, 'it .vas
desired tc form a measuring base from which further continuing
research could begin. The broad coverage and intensive ef-
fort involved was considered to be a challenge, although it
is conceded that consolidation of the effort on a smaller
segment of the entire program might have yielded more con-
crete, more immediately usable, results. Since no similar
survey of employee opinion on as bread a scope had ever been
conducted at KOPI, it was believed that at the very least,
An employee opinion type Survey cf Personnel Utiliza-
tion was conducted at NOPI in 195^' • This was a standardized
fourteen question fcrm, four of the questions being utilized
for identification purposes in data analysis, the remainder
asking the employee's opinion on how he felt he was being
utilized, efficiency .vise. The questionnaire was sponsored
by the Departmental Civilian Personnel Division, Administra-

^4
3 opportunity for "bottoms up" communication by so
employees would have the value of alio, m to "bl
off steam" ana to let them know that KOFI management ir_ con-
cerned with what they think. On' the ether hand, results of
such a study could very conceivably show the need 1 or better
policy promulgation, ror better human 'relations training,
and better ways and means for improving job methods and sat-
isfaction, among other areas oT concern to management. For
example, causes of absenteeism, excessive fatigue, lack of
essential information, lack of training, inefficient work
methods, and contemplated resignations, all obviously af-
fecting productivity, might be disclosed.
"(continued) tive Office, Department of the Navy. De-
signed for standardized use throughout the Kaval Sstablish-
ment
,
it was riven both a1 the Bureau of c. iashing-
ton, D.C., ana at NCPI. Ecth these tabulations showed that
the employees at each plr.ee felt that their over-all utiliza-
:.n was ninety-eight per cent, E:pproximately, c£ the Survey-
defined one nun . r cent.

DESIGNING AND EXECUTING THE QUESTIONNAIRE
Source Material
A se.irch through available records at the Bureau of
Ordnance, flashing ton, D.C., failed tc disclose any employ-
ee opinion questionnaires which were standardized and along
the basic lines desired. The Survey of Personnel Utiliza-
tion, referred to in footnote 6, was too limited in scope.
However, Information was received that the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory, White Oak, Maryland, had conducted a survey
along the general lines desired. Consultation with Mr. J.
F. FitzGerald of the Industrial Relations Department at
the Ordnance Laboratory proved very helpful. Mr. FitzGerald
described the approach taken at the Laboratory, the design
of their questionnaire, some of the pitfalls involved in
their use of the poll, and the value which the Commanding
Officer and other managerial personnel attached to their
study. Two surveys, one in 195° and one in 1952 , had been
conducted. As a result of the first one, certain weaknesses
shown to be present in the organization were concentrated
upon by the NCL management. The second poll showed highly
significant improvements in the field of over all morale
and especially in the field of supervisor relationships
with employees. The most concrete result of this improve-
ment was to cut the turnover rate by increasing the employ-
ees' job satisfaction with the resultant savings of time,
training, money, and productive output inherent in a stable,

cooperative v/ork £roup. The work done at the Naval : -
nance Laboratory therefore formed a helpful source of in-
formation for this study.
Another source of material for this project was con-
tained in a report of an opinion survey conducted by the
National Council of Western Electric technical employees
amonr ^1?0 non-supervisory professional personnel. A br:
plan cf the survey and the results obtained were published
7in the technical employee periodical Council Compass ' and
were considered as a possible means of comparison in some
cases to the results obtained in the KCPI study, due to the
fact that many of the employees to be polled at NOPI were in
a similar job category.
Other general background sources included various
studies conducted by Professor Joseph Tiffin of Purdue Univer
sity and resumes oi' various questionnaire-type polls as re-
ported in business and professional periodical literature
and textbooks.
Scope of Study . ::ore was desired from this study than
merely an appraisal of employee attitudes, which, taken as
o
a whole comprise morale . ' Important as morale determination
is, the design of the present study was intended to reach
'Published by the Council of Western Electric Technic
Employees, rk, New Jersey. Vol. 9, No. n , Oct. -Dec. 1953*
pp. 1-7.
q
See Dale Yoder, Personnel Principles and Policies (New
York: Prentice-Hall, Inc.
,
i;>J, p. 'jtb , ej~ se :
.

more deeply into the NCPI employment atmosphere and to
locate areas tearing directly or indirectly upon productiv -
ity . Productivity has been defined in various ways; one
of the test ones the writer has located is: "Productivity
is the record of the number of units produced per unit of
time and production is merely a record of units produced.
Productivity can further be thought of in terms of hew tig
is the result of your effort and not in terms of hew hard
you vvcrk."^ Another concept along similar lines is: "Pro -
ductivity unit is a measure of the rate of production, com-
monly designated as productivity, by indicating an improve-
ment or recession in industrial effectiveness. That is, it
is an indication of technological change." The foregoing
will be the concepts of productivity in this paper.
Now, it is obvious that an almost endless number of
factors affect employees' rates of output. Among them may
be listed the following:
/'itsente'eism
Tardiness
Type of work performed , 'working conditions and environ-
ment
Motivation




-Quoted from an address delivered before the 1953 Purdue
University Industrial Engineering Conference by !.'r. Q. !'.
Groth, Supervisor of Methods end Plant Layout for TAFCC Div-
ision, Thompson Products Company.
10L. P. Alford and H.R. Beatty, Principles of Industrial
M.nagement (New York: The Ronald Press Company, T7-4-CJ , p. ($z .

Method of approaching and doing particular job








Wage or salary level
Attitudes toward supervisors, management, and Company
Patriotism
Loyalty
Attitudes toward fellow employees
Status in the organization





"t'orale" is the term most frequently used tc describe
employee attitudes toward their jobs, employer, and fel-
low employees. If such attitudes are favoratle--if the
employee likes his job, his employer, and his colleagues
in the organization—his morale is said to be high. If
employees dislike jobs and associates and working con-
ditions, morale is said tc be low....
High morale is not always associated with high levels of
output. 11
In other words, the general assumption that high morale or
favorable employee attitudes are directly and closely re-
lated to productivity may or may not be true in a specific
organization. For example, two studies, at least, have
shown an Inverse relationship between employee satisfaction
Yoder, 0j£. clt . , p. 3U5»

1°
and productivity. In the study of the railroa rorkers
,
the inverse relationship was statistically significant,
while in the study of office workers it was not. Indeed:
The complexity of the relationship between satisfaction
and productivity can not be overemphasized. The most
productive workers are the ones who have the strongest
needs for which productivity is a path (other things being
equal). Under conditions where there is little tension-
reduction or environmental return, these people will be
the best workers ana the most dissatisfied. (They will
also, however, be probably locking around for another sit-
uation where the "behavior cost" for tension-reduction is
not as high.) Under conditions of high environmental re-
turn, these people will be the best workers and the most
satisfied . ^
In the present study, however, it was decided not to de-
vote attention too strongly to the relationship between
morale at NCPI and the productivity relationship. Rather,
in this basic broad study, attention would be directed mere
generally to some of the previously listed factors bearing
on productivity. Certain questions would be included that
would determine the general job satisfaction level in the
selected Departments. They would be available for com;. ar-
isen among the four Departments and for possible management
action in indicated areas. Some of the questions asked the
employees would concern areas where their opinions and expe-
rience, in general, would be helpful in determining their
12 D. Katz, G.Gurin, et al. . Productivity , Supervision
and Morale Among Railroad Workers (Ann Art or: University of
Michigan, iJ^T), ana D. Katz, N. worse, et al. , irocuctiv i ty ,
Supervision and Morale in an Office Sit jaticn (Ann Arbors
Survey Research Center, 131,0) .
^ Nancy C. Morse, Satisfactions in the fl'hite Collar Job
(Ann Arbor: Survey Research Center , T$ rJj ) , p. 127.

productivity level, and those areas Relieved to be in need
cf improvement in order to increase employee effectiveness
in the organization. It was necessary to limit the scope
of the questionnaire proposed to the following main categor-
ies:
1. Identification data for opinion summary analysis.
2. Communication media and effectiveness.
3. Job satisfaction.
4. Supervisory ability and relationships.
3. The Navy Employees Beneficial Suggestion System.
6. Promotion opportunities and policies.
7. Industrial engineering and relations area bearing
on productivity.
.Veal-one sses and Strengths cf the Questionnaire
Probably the best method for conducting an objective
scientific study of productivity is exemplified by the clas-
sical Hawthorne studies conducted at Western Electric by
Elton iiayo. Here variables were controlled as closely as
humanly possible and changed a few at a time so that the ef-
fects could be noted. Careful, complete records were kept
of production, engineering changes, and cf social and phy-
siological changes in the employees. The experiments con-
sumed years of time and many thousands of dollars; he.-. ever,
their results justified the effort expended. I.'ost surveys
cannot use this type of approach, however desirable it may
be from the standpoints cf objectivity in separating facts
from sentiment, bias, and prejudice. Another approach to a
survey is a careful analysis of personnel records, produc-
tion records, and so on. This requires a slow, methodical

approach and limits the number of employees •• in be
studied In s river, time unless carefully designe I aain-
tained records can be put thro ig auto; atic calculating ma-
chine systems. The interview is another widely used method
survey and analysis. Here, again, is a slow and expen-
sive process. It is also subject to lack of training. on the
part of the interviewer in interpretation and recording
results, to possible bias in weighting disclosed infc; on,
and other weaknesses.
Strengths of the Questionnaire Method . The question-
naire method of assembling employee data is the easiest,
relatively, to administer. Further, it permits coverinf the
largest number of people for the least cost. Moreover,
permits the greatest number of employees to give voice to
their prollems and dissatisfactions. Better than the inter-
view, it makes coverage of specific items possible in a
reasonably uniform manner. By inclusion of adequate space
either within the questionnaire cr at the end, areas not
covered by specific questions car. be communicated by the
employee. Finally, its use permits complete anonymity of
the employee, so that an atmosphere of freedom from any pos-
sible reprisal ensues.
weaknesses of the Questionnaire Method . The area cover-
ed by a specific questionnaire might not be the one primar-
ily needing coverage. The write-in space provided helps t
overcome this disadvantage. Another possible weakness is
that not enough replies /.'ill be received to fairly repre-

sent the employees poll- The language carrier inherent in
written communication is present ; what certain words to
one person may mean something ent y different when inter-
preted by another. Insincere or "practical jokester" type
respcndees, if present in large enc . c\n threw
cA'l' the results cf a questionnaire ana remain undetected
among the answering employees who may check the same re-
nses and believe in them. The alternative answers in a
questionnaire may not provide for exactly the way the emp3
ee feels about a certain query. These are representative cf
possible weaknesses, although not an exhaustive listin .
The NOPI OPINION Questionnaire
In the actual design of the questionnaire, the above
strengths an weaknesses were considered throughout. Due to
observation and interviews, and despite misgivings en the
[art cf some cf the upper-level management personnel,"'4 it
was believed that the employees would cooperate in return-
ing their opinion ballots ••.:,; that there would be a minimum
of insincere returns. Copies of the proposed questionnaire
li+This expression of questioning the validity of results
is not peculiar to KOPI's aent by any . For e:
pie, in the Inu us trial Heiati oris h'-.n- ; k , 2nd Edition,
(Chicago: The Dartnell Corporation, 19kk\ J« C. Aspley and
Z'^re:\e i Dre , editors)', it is stated en pare 5o that:
I : - common complaint of man? that attitude sur-
veys are both silly useless because workers will r.ct
state their opinions honestly or fairly : tbly ....
. .
"




were circulated among top level administrators of the De-
partments concerned, tc the head of the Industrial Relations
Department, and to the Commanding and Executive Officers for
comments, additions, deletions, cr recommendations. The
proposed questionnaire was also discussed at length with the
President of Local 1949. International Association of I.Ia-
chinists (letter lenown as District qij of Government .Vcrl
This discussion was for the purpose of acquainting the union
l resident with the purpose of the questionnaire, to let nj
express any criticisms cr suggestions, I, mainly, tc put
him in a position to answer any questions raised by members
of the union concerning the questionnaire. Since nc sub-
stantial exceptions or changes resulted from their examina-
tion oiy the proposed questionnaire, minor changes were p:ade,
rding clarified, and sample coj U were run off, this Le-
* the fourth ever-all revision of the I nt an Li
the questionnaire.
Representative employees were designated by Department
Heads of the four groups tc be studied tc "try cut the
questionnaire". A letter explaining the purpose in taking
15
An undisclosed number of machinists belong tc this
-ion at NCFl, They sign a no-strike pledge aj
formal contract; anagement meets with union representatives
the same way it meets with any other recognised represent-
atives from employee groups. As long 11 determined
that the group exists, no list of membership is required;
hence whether only a handful of employees are union members
or whether their membership constitutes a majority of e; -
employees is not pertinent. NCFI 60 covers in detail the
procedures for dealing with all forms of employee (group)
relations.

the sample CI . .1 by the Comma] Officer
tc eac these employees. A lco lanaticn re-
sented the group by the writer, and en Laced on
the idea that if any \ nations weren't clearly worded,
were not worded in accordance with their NCFI experience a
, tc bring there cut. Besides I rdin< used, '.
ether . -nts were welcomed and sclic . - «ld en-
courage participation and interest. I e general purpose of
the Survey wa le known tc these employees. ™ total cf
thirty-three men ana women participated in this sample bal-
lot, ranging' from Division and Branch Heads ar level
ungraaed ei ees' supervisors through repre .tive lev-
els in each Department. As a result of the sample poll,
several valuable criticisms were received although seme were
beyond the scope of the survey; certain questions were made
less ambiguous and wording corrected ana improved; and, with-
its content limitations, the poll was endorsed by the re-
presentative employees
.
The Actual ^uesj : ^nr.aire . Figure 9 is one or the
ished CFIKICft . Factors reflected in the final printed ver-
sion include the following
1. Multiple choice type responses, more I icult
to tabulate than . .• yes-nc .-era, but iv: re
emphasis tc gradations i: nion ; ierefcre a fu
appraisal in the area of the question asked.
Placement of unfavorable type response phrases

IN REPLY PLEASE REFER TO
NAVY DEPARTMENT
U. S. NAVAL ORDNANCE PLANT
Indianapolis is. Indiana 23 February 1954
MEMORANDUM
From: Commanding Officer
To: Research, Engineering, Quality & Industrial Department Employees
Sub j : Employee Opinion
1. In conjunction with a Navy graduate student's research project at
Purdue University, I am interested in knowing what you think and how
you feel about NOPI. Information of this kind may be helpful in making
NOPI a better place to work. Furthermore, it offers you the opportunity
to express your views concerning your job and other areas of interest to
you in your employment here. The quickest and most thorough medium for
collecting this information is by means of a survey of individuals.
2. The enclosed questionnaire is part of a survey being conducted at
the plant. For it to be successful, your full cooperation is necessary.
Please note that there is no possible way to identify any individual
answering this questionnaire. Do not sign your name, please. It is in
the over-all results of group opinions that we are interested. Your
individual replies help to form this group opinion. You are requested
to fill out this questionnaire and place it in a sealed "ballot box"
promptly. The Purdue graduate student conducting this survey will pick
up the locked boxes and take them to Purdue University for tabulating
and analyzing. NO SUPERVISOR OR OFFICER AT NOPI WILL EVER SEE YOUR
OPINION, it will be kept strictly confidential. The results will be
shown in summary form and will be made known to all of us when the study
is completed.
3. Please fill out this questionnaire at the time designated by your
Department Head and fold and place it in the enclosed envelope; then
drop it in the Employee Opinion Ballot Box most convenient for you.
Boxes will be located in several places near where you work. One will
also be put near the entrance to the cafeteria. The boxes will be re-
moved to Purdue at 1600 on Thursday, 11 March, so be sure your ballot
is in before that time I
4.. We need your ideas, opinions, suggestions, and experience. We do not
need your name . Your answers will be treated with utmost confidence.
We request your participation in this Opinion and Information Survey.
No matter what your job is, from Department Head on through all other
levels, we went your frank and honest answers in order to improve methods,
communications, policies, and our output ability at NOPI. Space is pro-
vided at the end of the questionnaire for any additional comments you may
care to makej please feel free to use it.
5. Your cooperation in taking part in this Employee Opinion is appreciated.
1rU£tfi.&AXZ^.
MELL A. PETERSON
FIG. 9. NCPI BMPL0Y2E OPINION
INAVAL ORDNANCE PLANT, INDIANAPOLIS
EMPLOYEE OPINION
WE WOULD APPRECIATE YOUR HELP
The Management of NOPI is very anxious to do everything in its power to make this
Ordnance Plant an even better place for you to do your work. In order to do this, they must
know what needs to be done. YOU are the one who can help. This form gives YOU the
opportunity to express YOUR feelings and ideas about YOUR job and how YOU do it, YOUR
supervision, and YOUR Ordnance Plant in general.
Please answer the following questions by placing a check ( y ) in the space in front of
the statement that most nearly agrees with how you feel and what your experience has been.
POINTS TO KEEP IN MIND:
1 . YOUR ANSWERS WILL BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL. Do not_ sign your name .
We do not want to know who you are. There is no need to do so; there is no desire to
do so. The answers you check in the first six questions will help us to get group
opinion summaries, but will in no way identify you .
2. NO SUPERVISOR OF NOPI WILL EVER SEE YOUR FILLED IN OPINIONS.
Once you have put your answers in the provided ballot boxes, which are sealed, no one
connected with NOPI will see them again. The boxes will be taken to Purdue University
at 1600, Thursday 11 March, where the Opinions will be studied and analyzed. They
will be destroyed when the study is finished.
3. THE OVER-ALL GROUP OPINIONS WILL BE MADE KNOWN TO YOU. When
this study is completed, NOPI will be given a summary of results and recommendations.
From it, they should receive information, assistance, and guidance. The study should
be completed by June.
4. THIS IS NOT A RATING DEVICE, NOR IS IT A TEST. There are no "right"
or "wrong" answers. Please try to answer every question, but if you feel you can't
answer some, then answer the others and turn in your ballot anyway.
5. WE WOULD LIKE YOUR FRANK AND HONEST OPINION. This survey is
going out to everyone in the Industrial, Research and Test, Quality, and Engineering
Departments. You have a wide variety of jobs, experience, and skills. It is hard to
design a questionnaire suitable for everyone, where so many different backgrounds are
involved. Therefore, if you feel you can't answer the questions honestly and sincerely,
just put your Opinion sheet in a ballot box without filling it in. Please don't talk
over the questions with other employees — just tell what you think.
Several questions have space provided for write-in comments, should you desire to
make any.
6. IN SUMMARY, THEN, PLEASE
1. Fill out the form honestly, to the best of your ability.
2. Fold it and put it in the attached envelope.
3. Put the envelope in any convenient "ballot box" by 3 P.M. on Thursday,
11 March. The sealed ballot boxes will be taken to Purdue University at 4 P.M. the
same day.
Your cooperation in filling out and returning this Opinion sheet promptly will be very
much appreciated.
RALPH E. BALYEAT
Supervisor of Industrial Relations Courses,
Industrial Engineering Department,
Purdue University.
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3. Research U Test
4. Quality
2) I have worked at NOPI
1. Less than a year
2. One to three years
3. Four to six years




4) I am a
-1. Supervisor
-2. Non-Superviror
5) My yearly earnings at
NOPI are about
1. $6000 or more
2. $4000 to $6000
3. $2750 to $4000
6) General Job Area (Please check the one group into which you most nearly fit)
1. Engineer (Mechanical, electrical, civil, industrial, ordnance, etc.)
2. Professional other than Engineer (Chemist, physicist, mathematician, technical
inspector, technical planner or estimator, technical analyst, etc.)
3. Sub-professional (General inspector, general draftsman, general analyst, general
publication editor, etc. )
4. Clerical (Storekeeper, stenographer, secretary, file clerk, typist, calculating machine
operator, other clerks, etc.
)
5. Shop, skilled (All types journeymen, such as machinists, instrument makers, ordnance -
men, electroplater s, etc.)
6. Shop, semi-skilled (Machine operator, parts assembler, helpers, apprentices, ordnance-
workers, etc.
)
7. Other (If you can't fit yourself into one of the above breakdowns, check here)
7) Regarding Ordnance Plant matters that are of interest and concern to me I feel
1. I am kept very well informed 2. I am informed on most matters
3. I get very little information
8) As a usual thing, I get most of my information regarding Ordnance Plant policies and
regulations and the reason for them by means of
1. My supervisor, as soon as I need to know it
2. My supervisor, but when it is too late
3. My supervisor, but after I have heard it through the grapevine
4. Ordnance Plant printed information, such as bulletin boards, station notices, memo-
randa, BOMBSIGHT, etc.
5. Actually, I get very little such information.
COMMENT
,
9) How good a job is being done in explaining to employees what the NOPI Policies and Regu-
lations are and the reason for them ?
2. Only fairly good.1. Not very good Quite good
10) Do you have group meetings in which employees in your working group can discuss things
with your supervisor?
1. Never 2. Seldom 3. Occasionally 4. Often
11) How worthwhile do you consider these meetings are?
1. Very worthwhile 2. Fairly worthwhile 3. Not very worthwhile
4. A waste of time 5. We don't have such meetings now
12) How much of BOMBSIGHT do you read regularly?
1. Most of it
3. Just a little of it
.2.
_4.
About half of it
I don't read it
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13) As regards my present job
_1. I do not like it and I would prefer something else
_2. All things considered, I like it pretty well
_3. I like it very well
14) I find my work is
1. Very interesting 2. Fairly interesting
3. Not very interesting 4. Extremely dull
15) The amount of "paper work" I do on my job, considering the type of work I do, is
1. Very little 2. Necessary and reasonable
3. More than seems necessary 4. Too much
16) As to my personal work abilities, I feel my job
1. Fails to use them 2. Uses some of my main abilities
3. Uses most of my main abilities 4. Uses all of my experiences and
5. Is too difficult abilities
17) For the most part, my fellow workers in my group are
1. Very friendly and helpful 2. Fairly friendly and helpful 3. Indifferent to me
18) When you are first given an assignment, how much information and help does your
supervisor give you?
1. I never get what I need 2. I seldom get what I need
3. I usually get what I need 4. I always get what I need
COMMENT
19) Are you satisfied with the credit you receive from your supervisor when you do a good job?
1. Entirely satisfied 2. Quite satisfied
3. Only fairly satisfied 4. Not at all satisfied
20) In regard to his technical know-how, I believe my immediate supervisor is
1. Highly capable 2. Quite capable
3. Good enough for his'job 4. Lacking in some necessary respects
5. Not qualified for his job
21) In regard to his ability to handle and get the most out of his work group, I believe my
immediate supervisor is
1. Not qualified for his job 2. Lacking in some necessary respects
3. Good enough for his job 4. Quite capable
5. Highly capable
22) Usually, when I discuss a grievance with my supervisor
1. It is settled in a fair manner by him
2. He passes it up the line where it is usually settled in a fair manner
3. He passes it up the line but it is seldom settled to my satisfaction
4. He tries to help me but he is helpless to correct the situation
.5. He ignores the complaint or at least does nothing about it
_6. He settles it his way, but not in a fair manner
COMMENT
23) Do you think your supervisor tries to be fair and impartial to each employee (for example,
in assigning work, granting requests, getting each to do his share, etc.)?
1. Sometimes 2. Usually 3. Always
24) How often does your supervisor discuss your job performance with you?
1. Only when something goes wrong 2. Once a year
3. At least every six months 4. Seldom or never
5. Often enough, but not on a regular schedule
25) Do you feel free to approach and talk to your immediate supervisor about your promotion
possibilities ?
1. 1 always feel free to talk this over
2. I usually feel free to talk this over
3. I usually hesitate to talk this over
4. I never feel free to talk this over-
26) NOPI as a place to work, compared to other activities or companies that I know about or
have worked for, is
1. Just average 2. Better than average 3. One of the very best
27) Do you feel that the management of NOPI, down to and including your immediate super-
visor, delegates enough responsibility and authority to get the best results from its
employees ?
1. Yes 2. No 3. Don't know
COMMENT
28) When I run into a difficult problem on my job
1. I know how far I'm supposed to go before asking my supervisor for help
2. Occasionally I find I do not ask my supervisor for help soon enough
3. It isn't clear to me whether I should ask for help or go ahead on my own
29) Are you given a chance to offer your ideas when decisions are to be made which fall within
your job responsibility?
1. Seldom or never 2. Only occasionally
3. Yes, usually 4. Yes, always
30) How do you feel about the advancement you have made at NOPI to the present time?
1. Very satisfied 2. Fairly satisfied
3. Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 4. Somewhat dissatisfied
5. Very dissatisfied
COMMENT
31) How do you feel about your chances for further advancement at NOPI?
1. I feel my chances are poor 2. There is some chance
3. I feel my chances are good 4. I like the job I have and do not care to
advance further
COMMENT.
32) The place where I do my work
1. Is well arranged and laid out for the work I do
2. Could be improved on somewhat
3, Is poorly arranged or crowded for what I have to do
33) Is your work interrupted by lack of material, tools, supplies, or instructions?
1. Often 2. Seldom 3, Never
COMMENT
34) The way I feel about methods improvement and work simplification is
1. I haven't thought much about them
2. Whenever I find a better way to do my job, I tell my supervisor about it
3. I use the Beneficial Suggestion Program when I find a better way to do my job
4. I often find simpler and better methods for doing my job and use them, but don't
bother to tell anybody about them
COMMENT
35) Considering the kinds of products we make at NOPI, I feel our production control and
present manufacturing methods
1. Cannot be materially improved 2. Could be improved in some instances
3. Need improvement in many situations 4. I do not know
COMMENT
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36) For my type of work, the equipment I use at NOPI is
1. In need of replacement 2. Not as good as most places
3. Better than in most places 4. The best obtainable
37) How do you feel about motion and time study?
1. I don't know enough about it to say
2. Due to the many different products we make, it wouldn't be at all applicable in any of
our production operations.
3. Even though we make many different products, it could be used to advantage in at
least some of our production operations
4. I feel we could apply it to many of our production operations to good advantage
COMMENT
38) The forms I use in my job are
1. Well designed for filling in necessary information
2. Poorly laid out for filling in necessary information
3. Poorly laid out and require unnecessary information
4. I do not use forms in my job
39) I feel that the time lost in handling raw materials and semi -finished products
at NOPI is
1. Excessive 2. Normal
3. Very low 4. Don't know
40) To help me do my best work, apart from experience on my job,
1. I get a great deal of the right kind of training
2. I get some training of the right kind
3. I do not get enough training
4. I get no training, to speak of
5. I get too much unnecessary training
COMMENT
41) When I have a personal problem, the person I usually go to for help is
1. My supervisor 2. A fellow worker
3. Nobody; I try to work it out for myself 4. A member of the Employee Relations
5. Someone outside the Plant Division
42) Do you feel that the present Civil Service system for Performance Rating does rate you
fairly in your present job performance?
1. Yes 2. Don't know 3. No
COMMENT
43) How much of your working time do you feel is devoted to handling "red tape", that is, paper
work which seems to needlessly complicate your job performance?
1. 0% to 5% 2. 6% to 15%
3. 16% to 25% 4. More than 25%
44) Concerning the Navy Employees Beneficial Suggestions Program
1. I have submitted one or more suggestions and have had one or more accepted.
I have submitted suggestions, but have Not had any accepted
I know about the program and like it, but have not submitted any suggestions
I know about the program and do not like it; I haven't submitted any suggestions
I do not know the details of the Program
COMMENT
45) I would rather pass my suggestions up the line through my supervisor than use the
Beneficial Suggestion Program.
1. Agree 2. Disagree 3. No opinion
I
46) "Red tape" and delay are held to a minimum in the Beneficial Suggestion Program.
1. Agree 2. Disagree 3. No opinion
47) The money and recognition given for accepted suggestions are strong incentives for getting
ideas that might not otherwise be thought about
1. Disagree 2. Agree 3. No opinion
On these last two groups of questions, please mark a "1" before your first choice, a "2"
before your second choice, and a "3" before your third choice. (NOT just check marks)
48) What three things do you look for most in a higher level job? (Number in order of
49) importance to you 1-2-3.)
50)
1. Having more security 2. Having more authority
3. Being closer to the higher-ups 4. Having more independence
5. Having more feeling that people appreciate my work
6. Having a chance to do more responsible work
7. Receiving more pay
8. More opportunity to apply my training and know-how
51) What three items from the list below seem to count most in determining whether or not a
52) person at your level will get a recommendation for promotion to fill a job vacancy in your
53) department? (List in order of preference 1-2-3)
1. The amount of work a person turns out
2. The length of time in the Ordnance Plant
3. The amount of initiative a person shows
4. The experience a person has in the job
5. How a person stands with the person he works for
6. The quality of work a person turns out
7. The length of time since last promotion
8. The ability and training a person has to have to do the job
9. The ideas and originality a person shows
10. Who the person knows in the Ordnance Plant
Now, if you have any suggestions or comments that you think are worthwhile, please use the
blank space below to write them. If you care to explain further certain strong feelings
toward some aspect of your job and the NOPI atmosphere in general, feel free to do so.
When you have finished, be sure to put your questionnaire in the
envelope and put it in a "ballot box" by 3:00 P.M. THURSDAY 11
MARCH. Again, we wish to thank you for your cooperation and help,
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at random order in the possible replies, rather than at
one general location. This was to ens -ire the employee's
reading through all possible choices, rather than to put
in the habit of che< the first or l r,.st. ; hr r .
under all questions \ s a matter of routine it. -
led "carry-' ver" effect).
j. Identification data of six types. Included
were Department where employed; nr.el class (wheth-
er graded or ungraded); length of employ: FI;
whether supervisor or non-supervisor; bread salary
range (yearly earnings); and general job area. As pre-
viously statea, this was more identification- than re-
quired for this study. Still, it was considered that
for further internal research by the man; nt of V.CPI,
it wd aid be asked for a:. a would therefore be available
if desired.
i+. A covering "emcrandum from the Commanding Of-
ficer tc the employees to be polled, plus a letter of
instructions and solicitation of ccoperatioj . These
were included to emphasize that the individual's opin-
ion was considered important by KCPI, to rive the e
ministrative details en how to mark ana return the
questionnaire, and to emphasize the anonymc i t ure of
the responses.
5. ..rite-in s;ace for comments, t at cert-. in
ces in the bedy of the questional md at the ...

L'ethod of Pis:- tialbufl. n.d Coll -jet- r.»- U^_ CFINICKs . In
3r to see od a response ccul i ] cited fi
this method alone, the distribution of the OK] ICK fo]
rectly the chain of command through line
supervision. No bulletin board information was used, no
preliminary information was incorporated in the employees'
bi-monthly periodical, BCUBS1CHT, and no broadcast concern-
ing the questionnaire was announced over the plant-wide pub-
lic address system. Department Heads received the fcr.^ for
their Departments, ana passed them to subordinate supervis-
ors. The Department Heads were requested to enlist cooper-
ation of their subordinates in replying to the pell, but,
except fez- trying to ensure that each eligible employee re-
ceived a blank form, no other publicity medium ether thJ
that contained in th
. stionnaire itself was used.
The forms /.ere distributed tc the Department Heads i
neon Tuesday 9 March 1954- Sixteen locked or sealed ballot .
boxes were provided for ballet returns at locations in the
lore densely populated v.ork areas of the Departments affect-
ed. The employees were allowed tc fill in the forms en the
job at times designated by their respective supervisors, or
they could take them home to fill them out if they so desir-
ed. The period selected for the survey was
;
ur] sely made
between pay-day periods tc minimize this influence en employ-
ee opinions.
At V.OC * - : - : - on Thursday, 11 March 1954. the ballot

Lcxes were cellicteu
, Lheir sealed e.
cr: • Id be caj c tc i Unive -
sity by automobile, ' nd the ballot ;vrib c Leted. pro-




- the expressed method , 2311 blank CPIIIIONs ;.ere
inded cut. A total of 1663 returns resulted, I65I+ of
which were filled in completely enou h t i tal ulatatle.
The lo54 re anted a 71*;^ response.

EVALUATING THE QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
Sorting and Arranging the Returns
After all questionnaires were removed from the enve-
lopes, they were sorted first into two general categories;
those containing write-ins and these without write-ins. In
the former category were 75^ ballots; in the latter, 398.
These latter were delivered to the statistical laboratory at
rurdue University for key punching and verifying the re-
sponses en IBU. machine cards. The 756 CPINIONs were then
further sorted ty hand into groups containing significant
comments and these considered ty the writer to be not sig-
nificant. This grouping resulted in L+56 CPINIONs with sig-
nificant comments and 3 CO ready for immediate key punching.
(These 300 had contained write-ins considered already answer-
ed by indicated check marks or write-ins which were inco-
herent, for the most part. A considerable number contained
the comment under question!? "I have had no grievance" or
words to that effect. This pointed up ' the most outstanding
weakness of the entire questionnaire, as far as giving the
employees a wide enough choice of answers, even though this
wasn't disclosed in the sample poll.)
Proceeding with the sorting , of the i\ rjG ballots with
write-ins, 399 had comments at the end of the questionnaire;
it was decided tc classify these write-ins for inclusion in
tabulating. The internal write-ins Aere net, although tally-

q.w
sheets were prepared and frequency of comments by type
written dcwn. Lack of clerical aid and the desire to keep
expenses to a reasonable figure dictated this course. Thus,
classified and tabulated comments were included on 2i\.,0fo of
the 1654 total tabulated returns. Some of the end-space
write-ins concerned only one classification area; others
touched upon as many as six.
A Classification Plan was drawn up to cover the areas
included in the 393 end-of-ballot comments. Table 1 shows
the plan used. Three breakdowns within each category were
used to show: a. a favorable comment; b. an unfavorable com-
ment; and c. a suggestion in the area concerned. Two in-
dependent raters then went through the write-ins and wrote
down the numbers which represented the type of comment. The
two lists were compared and the items showing identical
classification were coded on the questionnaire form for IE
card tabulation. Many comments bore only indirectly on the
areas of the CFINICN survey, but were classified nonetheless.
As will be seen from the results of tabulation, the range of
the comments was very broad.
Tabulating the Results
hfter all questionnaires had been key punched and veri-
fied on IE!/ cards
, these cards were taken to the Ordnance
Plant for tabulating. With limited time available, the
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per diem only. This necessitated fifteen sortings— one for
each Department plus one for those OPINIONS which did not
specify which Department the responder was in, or five, and
one each for per annum and per diem, plus one for those not
indicating which personnel class they were in, or three.
This amounted tc five divisions, each further subdivided in-
to three divisions, for a total of fifteen. Obtaining these
tabulated totals and converting them to percentages took
about two and a half weeks and was done by NCPI personnel.
General Consiuerations
Prior to presenting and discussing the results obtained
from the OPINION pell, it would be well to mention some
cautions applicable to questionnaire results in general.
Althou£h a detailed discussion is outside the scope of this
paper, some general considerations are well worth comment.
Among these are:
1. The fact that the results are based on what
people think or feel . Thus, the results summarize
group opinion; they are necessary to help us find out
the thinking of people regarding areas set forth in
the basic questionnaire. They may or may not reflect
accurate information. For example, the mere belief
^ that his supervisor wasn't as cordial in his greeting
in the morning as he might have been may sour that em-
ployee's opinion of supervision temporarily, and be re-

in-
flected in the way the employee answers his questions
concerning supervision. Or, he .-nay te angry with his
mother-in-law, and take his feelings out on how he an-
swers concerning management. This probably doesn't af-
fect all employees the same way at the same time, how-
ever, so it is considered that over-all results tend to
reflect employees' thoughts on any typical working day.
Cn the other hand, if the survey happened to be con-
ducted en a hot summer day A'hen the air conditioning
broke down, general group feelings toward their work-
places would tend to be largely less favorable thai, it
generally is. In the present study, for example, an
Engineering Department reorganization proposal was set
forth just as the viuestionnaire was presented at NCPI.
Several CPIKICNs from personnel in Engineering remark-
ed feelingly on this matter, and possibly the average
job satisfaction opinion was lowered because of this.
On the other hand, if the entire purpose of the change •
had had a chance to be discussed and analyzed by the in-
dividuals, and their opinions thereby modified, the re-
sults mifht have been considerably raised.
The Engineering reorf anizaticn at NOPI is a long ten
gradual one. It will take about a year to complete. Dis-
ruption of personnel groups end projects worked on will be
held to a minimum. A laxiaun of consultation within the De-
partment is being used. The change was initiated in order
to improve the departmental efficiency and productivity.
However, vague, anxiety-causinr rumors often precede the
facts of a change, and it was thus in this case, i.'ow that
the purpose of the re6rganization is .videly understood, the
employees .vant to institute the changes immedi':t'j.; . seem
enthusiastic about it.'

2. The results are qualitative, even though meas-
ured on a quantitative basis. Even so, despite individ-
ual differences inherent in working with human beings,
trends in group thinking can be significant to manage-
ment. However, it is .veil to keep in mind that "Efforts
to 'standardize* employees have proved futile simply
because people do not all fit into the same pigeonhole,
and efforts to make them sc conform will almost invari-
ably produce repercussions. People have different
motives and different goals, and their behavior is
determined by those motives and goals.
"
3. Subjective judgment must enter into assessing
what is meant by percentages of responses. In seme
cases a reply of 30fo favorable answers may indicate in-
tensive correction is necessary in order to approach a
desired 95^> favorable level. On the ether hand, 5/=
very dissatisfied replies can be an important indicator.
'C.H. Lawshe, Jr., Psychology of Industrial Relations
(New York: LIcG raw-Hill Book Company, 1953) » p. 35.

RESULTS AN J DISCUSSION
Method of Presenting Results
In the ensuing 1 presentation of the results of the Opin-
ion questionnaire, the following general plan will be observ^
ed:
(1). The over-all breakdown of participation will be
given, by Category of workers by De ents as to Per Diem
or Per annum employees.
(2). Each iuestion, commencing with number six, will
be listed. It will be followed by its possible choices of
answers. Next to each possible choice will be placed the
percentages of replies listing that choice. In all cases,
those percentages listed immediately to the left of the an-
swer will be the response of Per Diem employees. Those per-
centages listed immediately to the right of each response
will represent the answers given by Per Annum employees.
The Commanding Officer's choice of the answer he felt would
be checked by a majority of the entire survey population
will be indicated by an asterisk at the far left of the an-
swer he selected. The actual highest percentage checked by
the entire survey population, including 110 unidentified
questionnaires , as well as those identified as to Per Annum
*:nu Per Diem employees, will be enclosed in parentheses at
far right of the choice where it occurred. In this way,
the awareness of the Commanding, Officer as to the pulse of
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of the IXPI employees' feelings and experiences can be com-
pared. • This was included, not to put the Command in* Officer
"on the spot", but to see how good top management's empathy
was.
(3). Following the percentage presentation and ques-
tion listin?, a brief discussion of that question's results
will be given. In cases where a finer breakdown is desir-
able into differences cf results among Departments, to deter-
mine areas of difference as well as items of difference, the
discussion will include these. Also included will be sum-
maries of comments written in below applicable questions,
where these comments appear tc be significant.
(n) . Where applicable, certain IXPI records will be
introduced intc the discussion of results, tc five factual
bases from which to judge the opinions expressed.
(5). When all questions have been discussed, a resume
of the comments written in at the end of the Opinion ques-
tionnaire will be shown.
(6). Throughout the results presentation, no attempt
will be made tc correlate the answers tc any one question
with those of any other, although examination may well show
several questions tc be highly intercorrelated with others
in the same general questioning area. Each question will
therefore be presented as an entity in itself.
Analysis of Participation
Table 2. lists the manner in which responses to the

NOPI Opinion questionnaire were categorized. The numbers in
single parentheses following the number of responses receiv-
ed indicate the numbers of employees polled. The numbers in
double parentheses indicate the percentages of response.
Thus, in presenting the results, the percentages shewn
next to the choices cf answers to questions will be based on
1,013 employees as lOOff for the Per Diem employees, and on
531 as 100fo for the Per Annum employees. In this manner,
the differences in responses by the two groups can easily be
noted. Since 110 returned forms did net identify the re-
sponder as being in one group or the other, their results
will not be listed separately. Their weight was considered
in arriving at complete percentage breakdowns for the entire
number of employees participating, of which only the great-
est response percentage will be listed, in parentheses at
the extreme right of the answer where occurring.
appendix A. lists the percentage responses to all ques-
tions..
Results by Question Numbers
;uestion Number 6. General Job Area. (This identifica-
tion question is included here to show the reader the ap-
proximate numbers cf various types of employees responding
to the questionnaire.)
(Per Diem) 2% C. No answer 0.9* (Per Annum)
5% 1. Engineer 33%
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Question Number 2» Regarding Ordnance Plant matters
that are of interest and concern to me I feel
2% 0. No answer 1%
31% 1. I am kept very well informed 26f
* 54# 2. I am informed on most matters $Qfo (55%)
13% 3. I get very little information ±5%
This response indicates that little difference exists
between the way the two groups feel concerning this question.
It does indicate the need for getting information to more
people, however, as more than one person out of ten feels
slighted on the information he receives. Parenthetically,
23% of the Per Annum personnel in the Engineering Department
stated they got very little information; that this is so
much at variance with the mean for all Fer Annum, workers is
doubtless due to the Engineering Department reorganization
plan, discussed earlier. The results for this answer, among
Per Annum employees in the other three Departments were In-
dustrial, 10£; Research ar.d Test, 7£; and ^aality, 6g.
In the Per Diem employees' response to this same an-
swer, 13?-' in Industrial, 12>J in Engineering, zero percent in
Research and Test, and l6„^ in Quality checKed this choice,
that they got very little information.
Since the same media of communications are available to
all Departments, it is suggested that KOFI management give
some thought to the location and spacing of bulletin boards

among Depn: fc that all employees may more access
to Alsc cf interest is the fact that two of the De-
partments reporting the highest percentages cf never having
group meetings (see question 10.) are the highest in feelij
uninformed on Ordnance Plant matters. Cn the other hand (Re-
search and Test had a high percentage, relatively, among its
Per Diem workers who stated they never had group meetings,
and yet none of them stated that they were uninformed.- This
might infer that due to the lness cf the Per Die;:, group
in the Research and Test Department, group meetings are un-
necessary and close supervisory contact is maintained with
each individual as a regular routine. Cn the other hand, the
quality of supervision as regards getting and passing cn in-
formation may be a factor.
No specific suggestion can be made, for wh n.t may be c
sidered ample information by one employee may be considered
insufficient by another. However, in general it is indicat-
ed that the communication media available are either insuf-
ficient or they are not being utilized with full effective-
ness in getting information from the top of the organization
down through all levels. In the writer's estimation, the
channels of communication are established in enough numbers
and variety, but they are beir^g used at less than optimum
effectiveness.
Question Number S. As a usual thing, I get most cf my
information regarding Ordnance riant policies and regulate
anc the reason for them by means of
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1% 0. No answer 2%
* Lj+fo 1. My supervisor, as seen l±lfa (43£)
as I need to know it
0.9# 2. My supervisor, but when 2%
it is too late
21$ 3. My supervisor, but after 22#
I have heard it through
the grapevine
33% 4. Ordnance Plant printed in- 31%
formation, such as bulletin
boards, station notices,
memoranda, BCLIB5IGHT, etc.
2% 5. Actually, I get very little Ltffa
such information
This response would indicate that the two primary means
of communication at the Ordnance Plant were functioning prop-
erly. The small percentage of people not getting informa-
tion is probably a tribute to the efficiency of communica-
tions at NOPI ; still, it indicates some room for improvement.
Also suggested is the idea that much rumor and/or informa-
tion passes rapidly through NOPI by the "grapevine", a not
unusual situation, but one sometimes fraught with frustra-
tion for the supervisors in that they, who should be the
first to know policies and regulations and to pass them on
to the employees under them, often are among the last to
know.
A breakdown by Departments for choices of response one,
three, four, and five follows:
Percentages Responding to Choice
1 2 L 5
Diem Annum Diem Annum Diem Annum Diem Annum
Industrial \$% tf% 2% 1?£ 33£ 39£ 2% %
Engineering 55^ 29£ 1% 23# 22£ 39£ 10£ 6£
Research & Test W h£% YJ% 12f Uh% $1% Cf \%




From this breakdown, it can be seen that fewer Per Diem
people in Industrial get their information on Ordnance Flant
policies and regulations from supervisors soon enough than
in any other Department. Considering- the size of the group
involved, this is probably as expected. In the Per Annum
group in this same category, the Engineering personnel are
quite far below the other groups; again, this may be due to
the Engineering Department reorganization halo effect.
Also as might be expected, the Research and Test people
in both personnel categories get more information by means
of printed media than any other group. The people seeming
to get the least information appear to be located in Engineer'
ing , but again this may be due to the halo effect. Through-
out the entire questionnaire, it is impossible to estimate
the effect of the Engineering reorganization on the results,
but it appears to be considerable. On the other hand, it is
not suggested that all rather unfavorable responses in that
Department should be considered without meaning due to the
reorganization; a careful appraisal within the Department
may show conditions which are in actual need of correction,
and upon which the impact of the planned organizational
change made no real difference.
Among the submitted comments considered to be of some
interest or importance to KOPI management were included the
following
:
1. Late information not the fault of the supervisor.
2. Usually I get "chewed out" before I have heard the

rule stated.
3. Ldy supervisor is reluctant to pass information on;
however management in general is good about this.
4. Public address system should announce special col-
lections—like Blue Cross, etc.
5. Need a Fublic Address system that all can hear. Al-
so, the PA system does not work well.
6. Insufficient communications, plus inadequate informa.
tion.
7. Reasons not given except upon questioning about
them.
8. We get more rules than reason.
9. NOPI policy of disposing of surplus material not
put out well.
10. Do not feel free to read bulletin boards due loss
of time. No set time to do this.
11. Discussion of rumors accounts for a lot of wasted
time.
12. Reorganization of Engineering Department information
gained through grapevine.
From two to six separate questionnaires listed each of the
above comments or a paraphrase thereof. Since the most fre-
quently written-in comment reflected less than 0.1$, of the
questionnaire population on this question, the significance
of the statements made evidently apply only to isolated in-
dividuals. However, it appears that emphasis could be plac-
ed on explaining the reasons for policies and regulations to
promote better Plant-wide understanding of them. That this
need is evident is shown by the results of question 9» This
might well be done by a statement placed on written commun-
*
ications , expanding the minimal information generally con-
tained under "Purpose*' of the notice or instruction. Also,
supervisors could be instructed to give reasons, where pos-
sible, in passing information verbally concerning changes in
rules and institution of new ones.
Question Number £. How good a Job is being done in ex-

t>5
plaining to employees what the NCPI Policies and Regulations
are and the reason for them ?
Per Diem 1% 0. No answer 3?° Per Annum
12# 1. Not very good 16&
39£ 2. Cnly fairly good 43£
* Wl% 3- Quite good 33£ (45£)
On this question, Per Diem workers, in general, felt
that a tetter job was being done than did the Per Annum work-
ers. An inter-Departmental comparison shows the following
results
:
Percentage Response to Choice
2
Diem Annum Diem Annum Diem Annum
Industrial 12£ log 39£ bX£ kl% U5%
Engineering 3£ 23£ LQf ^% h,% 29£
Research and Test llg 11$ 50# 42?' 39£ 39£
Quality 20£ 7?: J5£ 37tf W 5fe
Quality Per Diem workers have the highest response of Per
Diem employees who believe a "not very good" job is being
done, while the same Department's Per Annum personnel have
the smallest response. Engineering Per Annum people again
seem considerably out of line with other Departments' re-
sponses, being high in believing "not very good", and low
in feeling "quite good". All groups indicate that much im-
provement is necessary. In this regard, the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory attitude survey showed similar findings. In fact,
the report of the Evaluating Committee had this to say: "...
in no area is there a strong reflection that the people feel
satisfied that they are adequately informed as to policy and

$o
regulations, and the reasons for them." 1 " In line with this
same idea, Yoder has this to say:
A primary purpose in maintaining effective communication
is the accurate and dependable transmission of orders and
instructions. All divisions of the organization must
know what they are expected to do. They cannot do their
part without information on what that part involves. More-
over, supervisors and employees may be expected to carry
out orders more rapidly, accurately, and enthusiastically
if they know the reasons behind those orders. Why is the
job to be done in a certain manner? What do the orders
mean? Who dreamed them up? .Vhy are they different from
those which have come through in the past? To be sure
that supervisors know the answers requires effective com-
munication. 19
As a case in point, several questionnaires commented on
the item of disposal of surplus or salvage material. Much
resentment seemed to be based on the fact that valuable el-
ectronic items were smashed and destroyed rather than give
the employees at NOPI a chance to purchase them and take
them to their home workshops and make gadgets and/or experi-
ment with the parts. Now, it is obvious that disposal of
certain items of firecontrol equipment which failed to pass
the rigid inspection requirements laid down might be dictated
by Bureau of Ordnance policy, or even Department of Defense
policy, concerning compromise of security information. Small
assemblies or even sub-assemblies would doubtless fit into
this category. Also, many items that are unique to aviation
IS Quoted from the Chairman's report to the Commander,






firecontrol equipment might be classified as security in-
formation. On the other hand, perhaps there are some in-
dividual component parts that are similar to any that can be
purchased at a radio spare parts shop, and whose authorized
sale to employees would not compromise the national security
but would allow them the opportunity to obtain parts more
cheaply. At all events , it is suggested that on items like
this, where employees raise questions as to a, policy express-
ed or carried out by NCPI , that enough information be cir-
culated as to the reason for the policy that the employee
knows and appreciates the fact that a certain procedure
can't be done because of security requirements, or, if mod-
ifications within the policy can be examined as to feasibil-
ity, that this be carried cut and changes made as a result.
Question Number 10 . Do you have group meetings in which
employees in your working group can discuss things with your
supervisor?
2% 0. No answer 2fl
27'% 1. Never Y\%
2% 2. Seldom 26?'
33£ 3. Occasionally l±2f (39£)
* Qf 4. Often 12f
The people comprising a work group at any level of an
organization are individuals, and each individual has the
ability to think, to get and express ideas, to experience
frustrations, to wonder about the implications of rumors,
and to work more or less effectively as these and other basic
behaviour-modifying factors are expressed or bottled up with-
in him, as the case may be. If his ideas aren*t solicited,

2°
if he holds back information that could be shared with pro-
fit throughout the group, he isn't as effective a member of
the organization as he well could be. He may believe that
he has good ideas and he may want to share them with his
supervisor or fellow workers. However, if there is no op-
portunity to do this, he may become disinterested and adopt
a "who cares" attitude. His need for participation and re-
cognition can be materially helped by taking part in group
meetings within his area of work and responsibility.
It appears from the answers to the above question that
there needs to be an improvement in both the number and fre-
quency of group meetings at NOPI. As Thomas G. Spates, re-
tired Personnel Vice President of General Foods Corporation,
and presently Professor of Personnel Administration at Yale
University, put it in his "The American Code of Personnel
Administration"
:
Sixth /"point in the Code^is the practice of satisfying
the desire for participation by means of consultation and.
explanation, both up and down, through all echelons of or-
ganization. -If one were forced, under pain of severe pun-
ishment, to express the essence of sound personnel admin-
istration in just two words, those words would be "Consul-
tation" and "Explanation". The acts implied by those two
words influence greatly the attitudes of people and their
response to the decisions that have to be made in the con-
duct of business.' Even though decisions are, of necessity,
sometimes unpopular, the negative consequences can be les-
sened by answers to the question "Why?". 20
A finer breakdown of the answers to this question shows;
20From an address given at the 23rd Management Convoca-
tion, Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, New York,
on April 12, 1949.

1. For Per Diem employees:
a. 23# in the Industrial Department never have
such meetings; 26% seldom have them, and 35#
occasionally have them.
b. 10fo in the Engineering Department never have
such meetings; 22# seldom have them, and k®%
occasionally have them.
c. 23% in the Research and Test Department never
have such meetings; 1~[% seldom have them, and
39% pccasionaOJy have them.
d. 2$% in the Quality Department never have such
meetings; 22# seldom have them, and 1+6% occa-
sionally have them.
2. For Per Annum employees: (The percentages indicate
never, seldom, and occasionally, in that order, as
above).
a. Industrial: 22£, 2$%, and 39£.
b. Engineering: 17%, 31% , and 37%.
c. Research and Test: 16%, 26%, and 45#»
d. Quality: 12%, 13£, and 6l%.
It can be seen at a glance that this valuable method for pre-
senting and sharing information and exchanging ideas within
working groups is not being utilized at NOPI nearly as often
as it could be. These meetings provide the opportunity for
valuable "communication upward" by the employees, and they
further strengthen the worker's inherent basic need for par-
ticipation. Further, they permit the supervisor to pass
managements' directives and policies down the line, and to
answer questions as they appear. In order to get maximum
value from such meetings, some sort o£ training supervisors
in the. art and method of conducting successful group meet-

ings should be undertaken. Also Important in getting full
effectiveness from such meetings is the timeliness of in-
formation in getting to the supervisors who conduct them.
The Personnel Handbook has this to say;
If the supervisor is to lead the unit, he must receive in-
formation in advance of the group. And he must know enough
to supplement the information which is supplied by various
media. The questions which his subordinates ask him will
encourage him to ask questions of his superintendent, if
lines of communication are open. In the opposite direct-
ion, the superintendent should seek the active participa-
tion of the supervisor in planning and scheduling com-
munications.
Finally, it must be remembered that the workers within the
unit are an extension of the supervisor himself in his
function of conveying information. Workers learn from
other workers as well as from the supervisor. 21
Question Number 11 . How worthwhile do you consider
these meetings areV
8# 0. No answer %
U0fu 1. Very worthwhile 37£ (39£)
* 2k% 2. Fairly worthwhile 32#
5^ 3. Not very worthwhile 7/'
4# 4. A waste of time 2£
19% 5- VJe don't have such l6#
meetings now
With no attempt to correlate between this question and
the previous one, it is obvious that a majority of NOPI em-
ployees consider such meetings worthwhile. In this regard,
perhaps NCPI management would do well to investigate the val-
ue and optimum frequency of group meetings to discover fact-
ually if well-conducted group meetings do contribute to the
21
John F. Idee , Editor, Personnel Handbook . (New York;
The Ronald Press Company, 1951), p. 767.

productive efficiency of the organization.
/it all events, despite the fact that few meetings are
regularly held in most work groups at NCFI , this expression
by the employees that they believe them tc be worthwhile on
the whole should be given a chance for verification. To
emphasize employee opinion on this question, only the fol-
lowing total percentages were tabulated, for both the choice
"not very worthwhile" and "a waste of time": Industrial,
9% Per Diem and 5# Per Annum; Engineering, 7# Per Diem,
15# Per Annum; Research and Test, Of, Per Diem, 7£ Per Annum;
and Quality, 11£ Per Diem, 3% Per Annum.
Question Number 12 . How much of BOMBSIGHT do ycu read
regularly?
0.9# 0. No answer Of,
* 6/tfJ 1. Most of it 57£ (6lf )
V)fa 2. About half of it 2%
13% 3. Just a little of it 1%
3% /+. I don't read it l&
It appears that BCUBSIGHT is well received by KOFI em-
ployees. Just as with a commercial newspaper, readers find
that certain sections appeal to them more than do others.
Since nearly every employee picks up a copy of bOLdbSlGHT to
take home when it appears, the question was phrased as it
was to determine how much of the paper was actually read.
Several comments were written-in about BOMBSIGHT. One
stated that the respondent was unable to get a copy. The
writer, however, was at the Ordnance Plant on the day an
edition was distributed and observed that considerable copies

were available, placed on stands near the exits, even after
working hcurs were over and the vast majority of employees
had left the Plant. It may have been that this particular
individual just didn't bother to pick up his copy; at all
events, ample distribution points and sufficient copies were
evident at the time observed.
Another comment stated that "too many of the same peo-
ple appear in BCMBSIGHT, which makes it monotonous". Since
this was an isolated commentary, as was the other one, no
general criticism of the paper seemed apparent; still, due
to the large numbers of employees reading only half of it
or less, it is suggested that possibly one edition of the
periodical include an insert questionnaire sheet. The ques-
tionnaire could include such items as what is liked best
about BOMBSIGHT, what is liked least, what features are con-
sidered most interesting and least interesting, what sug-
gestions can be made for improving the interest and read-
ability of the paper, and possibly the Division to which the
anonymous reader belongs. When returned to the editor, this
questionnaire could aid in finding the strong and weak points
in the employees' paper as now made up, and improvements in
amount read should result from the incorporation of these
suggestions. >
BOMBSIGHT, using criteria enumerated in the Industrial
op
Relations iandbook
. seems to fulfill various requirements
22 C£. cTt. , Section 31.

°J
well. It is attractively multillthed ; it contains many
clear, pertinent illustrations and photographs; it contains
much personal news about a wide variety of employees; the
material is written interestingly; the various feature and
news items are written so that they appeal to the employees'
families, making it a good home paper. Therefore, to deter-
mine what would make it appeal more especially to the NCPI
employee group, the writer can only suggest that the employ-
ees themselves "be given flfc opportunity to indicate their
desires.
BCMBSIGHT is read more thoroughly by more Engineering
Per Diem personnel (75^) than any other group. It is not.
read by more Research and Test Per Annum people (10g) than
any other group. Fewer employees in the Research and Test
and Engineering Per Annum groups read most of it, ^% and
51%, respectively, than any other groups. No Per Diem
personnel in either Research and Test or Quality said they
did not read at least part of it.
Question Number l^. As regards my present job
O.J% 0. No answer O.l±f
5% 1. I do not like it and would Sf
prefer something elsek% 2. All things considered, I like L\$%
it pretty well
* L&fi 3. I like it very well l^f9 (q.3#)
This question was based on one taken from the "Inside




forms some basis of reference to the NOPI employees' re-
sponses. In the Western Electric survey results, the break-
'down was as follows to the question "How do you feel about
your present job?":
1. I like it very well 22£
2. All things considered, I like it pretty 43#
well
?. Job is all right 17£
4. I'd prefer something else 15#
5. I don't like it 3£
These results, it will be remembered, reflect the na-
tional average of responses by 51°0 non-supervisory technical
professional employees of Western Electric, a group reason-
ably similar to the large majority of NOPI employees in the
Per Annum category. It appears upon comparison of the two
results above that NOPI employees find far more interest in
their present jobs than do the Western Electric employees.
Although the breakdown used in the NOPI questionnaire wasn't
quite as fine as that used in the Western Electric one, it
can be seen that twice as many employees, percentagewise, at
NOPI liked their jobs very well than did the employees of
Western Electric. Also, lumping together the Western Elec-
tric results for both "I don't like it" and "I'd prefer some-
thing else", it is seen that 1S£ fall into these categories,
versus the 6fc of Per Annum employees at NOPI who checked
that combined statement.
Even with the relatively 'good showing indicated by NCPI
above, it should not be rationalized that there is no room
for further improvement. Since Z4.69J » over-all, of the Ord-

nance Plant employees indicated that they liked their job
only pretty well, a large minority feels that something is
lacking in their jobs, //hat this something is cannot be
determined on the basis of this general question. For one
man, it might mean that he doesn't get to exercise enough
responsibility or authority in his present position; for
another, it might mean that he has to do more routine paper
work that he'd like to have to do.
One general area of interest concerning this question
is the relatively high regard of present job by the Per Diem
workers. In all parts of the question, their responses were
mere favorable, slightly, than were the answers of the Per
Annum group. This response is at variance with results
found by certain other investigators in private industry.
Lawshe states:
Evidence obtained by Super... and Fairchild ... indicates
that there exists a positive relation between satisfaction
and occupational or skill level; that is, the higher the
occupational level, the greater the satisfaction derived
is likely to be ... This trend suggests that our industrial
organization has been able to provide those in the upper
occupational levels with satisfying work, but that it has
been less successful in providing the factory employee,
the clerk, and. those in the less skilled areas with similar
satisfaction. 24
That this is not true fcr KCPI can be better visualized by a
finer breakdown of results by Departments. (Per Diem responses













Percentage response by choice number
Department /
uofo b2% j&y 41?:
56£ k9% lM 45£
5if 4o£ iM 5&%
The Quality and Research and Test Departments' Per Diem em-
ployees exhibit less satisfaction than do those in Industrial
and Engineering, but their numerical strength is not enough
to counterbalance the over-all Per Diem results over that of
the Per Annum people.
To summarize, NCPI employees seem much better satisfied
with their jobs than do Western Electric technical, profes-
sional, non-supervisory employees; over-all, Per Diem work-
ers are better satisfied than the Per itnnura people; and room
for improvement of job satisfaction is evident for both
groups. Selection and placement are good, in general, but
perhaps these tools of management can be better utilized in
the future in order to give even greater job satisfaction to
a larger number of NCPI employees.
In the ensuing questions, more job satisfaction areas
are surveyed, and more specific recommendations may be for-
mulated on the basis of noted results.
Question Number 14 * I find my work is
0.6% 0. No answer Q.ltfl
* 60% 1. Very interesting 56£ (59£)
34# 2. Fairly interesting 39£
4# 3- Not very interesting 4#
lfa 4. Extremely dull lf
Again, this question was taken from the Western Electric

study referred to above and subsequently. Also again, it is
informative to list the National .Vestern Electric average
responses for comparison:
1. Very interesting 2~{%
2. P"airly interesting $2%
3. Not very interesting 1*#
4. Extremely dull Z$
Noted once more is the much higher MCPI employee satisfaction
with job interest. Also noted once more is the slightly
higher job interest response given by Per Diem over the Per
Annum group. For inter-Departmental comparison, the sum of
percentages to choices three and four follows, with Per Diem
response total to the left and Per Annum to the right in
each case:
Industrial; % and 6#; Engineering: 2% and 6.8#; He-
search and Test: 0% and 7£; and Quality: If. and 2%.
From these results and those of the preceding question's
fine breakdown, the pattern seems tc exist that the Quality
Department has the least satisfied, job-wise, Per Diem group,
and the most satisfied Per Annum group. From discussion with
a Division Head in the Quality Department, it was determined
that a morale problem exists with the Fer Diem people in that
Department as regards pay. Steps are being taken in the
Department, within the framework of Civil Service regulations,
to obtain an increase in pay of the Group III ungraded work-
ers by writing new job descriptions. These show how the
skills and knowledge called for in an inspector surpass those
required by a regular machinist or radio mechanic. It is

expected that a pay differential will be held justified as
a result of this study, and the problem may be expecteu to
be gradually overcome. Another sidelight of this problem
was the transferring- of certain categories of Per Annum em-
ployees to ungraded, or Per Diem,, positions, in order that
higher rates of pay for the same amount of work involved
could be paid. -* The above comprise the major facets of the
Quality Department's morale problem, according to the super-
visors contacted, and progress is being made gradually but
effectively tcward the solution.
Again, N0P1 management shculd not be lulled into the
feeling that no need for improvement in this area exists
merely because of NOPI's responses to job interest being
significantly higher than Western Electric 1 s. However, the
writer considers it a tribute to NOPI that its showing is so
much mere favorable than that of a nationally recognized
leader in private industry.
Question Number 15 , The amount of "paper work" I do on
my j°b » considering the type of work I do, is
3f 0. No answer 0.8#
L£f 1. Very little ll£
* i\6f3 2. Necessary and reasonable 68# (52?0
8# 3» More than seems necessary YJ%
0.3# k. Excessive 3#
The Western Electric study response to a similar ques-
tion, "How do you feel in regard to the amount of routine
^See footnote 2 concerning Per Diem and Ter Annum pay
systems.

clerical effort involved in your work?" was , again on the
National average:
1. Very little required 7#
2. A reasonable amount 34#
More than seems necessary i\0fo
An excessive amount Y]%I
A comparison of these figures seems to belie the
American folklore about government work and "red tape" going
hand in hand. Again NOP I comes out far ahead of Western
Electric. Still, a combined total of responses three and
four, on the Cranance Plant-wide poll, was twelve per cent,
which still is not as good as it could be. How to reduce
this twelve per cent more nearly to zero is a challenge that
all supervisors at NOPI should consider, each in his own
area. An analysis might well show that a better balance of
paper work among over-worked and under-worked employees can
be achieved readily.
Perhaps a few possible factors for the large differences
in responses between NOPI employees and those of We stern
Electric might be mentioned. One such might be that the
records kept by Western Electric are more numerous and in
much finer detail, requiring more people to involve more
clerical effort than for generally similar types of work at
NOPI, Another might be that government workers assume that
their jobs will require more paper work than do private
industry's employees. Perhaps one of the reasons the employ-
ees at NOPI feel more favorable about the amount of paper-
work they do than do the western Electric people may be that

the reason behind the paper-work is made clearer to them
through better communications , and they therefore accept it
as .core nearly necessary and reasonable than do the less-
well-infcrmed Western Electric employees. The writer cannot
state what the facts actually may be. However, on the over-
all comparison of results, NOFI seems to distribute the
paper work load in a more efficient and effective manner
than does Western Electric.
Among Departments at NOPI, a combined total of percent-
age responses to choices three and four breaks down as fol-
lows :
Percentage Response to Choices
3 and i+













Quality, due to the nature of the inspection function, re-
quires considerable paper-work in order to maintain records.
However, it appears that the v\ork load requiring paper work
may be out of line for the people in the Department, both
Per Diem and Per Annum. Possibly this is a situation which
cannot be corrected; however, lt? of the I er Diem employees
in Quality and 5% of the Per Annum employees stated that
they did very little paper work, so a balancii^- of the load
might be indicated.

Question Number 16 , As to my personal work abilities,
I feel my job
3?o 0. No answer 1#
8f 1. Fails to use them 8£
36°/ 2. Uses some of my main abilities 37/'
* 35# 3. Uses most of my main abilities 41g(37g)
~&% 4. Uses all of my experience and Y}%
abilities
C£ 5. Is too difficult 0.2#
The question as phrased in the Western Electric study
resulted in the following responses:
1. My job fails to use my main abilities 21#
2. Uy job fails to use some of my main l^,
abilities
3. My job uses most of my main abilities 27^
4. ifir job uses all of my experience and o#
abilities
On this response, NCPI as a place of employment seems to
satisfy its workers better than does Western Electric. This
question seems to be a reflection on the placement and
utilization of employees so as to derive best results for
the organization in terms of employee abilities, skills, and
knowledge. Everyone's general education and experience gain-
ed through Just ordinary living includes more broad develop-
ment than is generally utilized solely in his job area. How-
ever, when the needs of the individual in his job are careful-
ly matched to his abilities to perform the functions of his
job, his satisfaction in holding and doing his work are like-
ly to be higher than when he has more ability than his job
calls for, or his Job calls for more ability than he has.

Various studies, among them that by Fond and Bills, show
that workers perform best when placed on jobs where their
main abilities and intelligence are matched by the difficulty
of the job. If the job is too mis -matched with the worker
abilities, quits occur, turnover results, and over-all cost
of operation thereby increases.
Continued careful emphasis on employee placement within
the r.OPI organization is indicated in order to bring this
relatively high group feeling of utilization of some, most,
or all personal work abilities to an even better level. The
Departments were fairly evenly distributed about the average
responses on this question. The extremes in the Per Annum
group were found to "uses all my experience and abilities"
in the Engineering Department, with only 3tf, , and in the
Quality Department, with 26£. The extremes for the Per Diem
group were also located in these two Departments, but in
inverse order, with the Engineering percentage at 2% and
the Quality percentage at only 10£. The writer submits this
information only as a fact; his lack of information as to
what might cause this situation precludes making any specific
comments as to what the reasons for it may be.
Validating Data Concerning Turnover and Absenteeism .
Figures 1C , 11, and 12 follow. These show NCPI's yearly
turnover since 1947; monthly turnover 1952 through Llarch,
26
L'. rt . Bills and U. Pond. Referred to by Joseph Tiffin,
Industrial Psychology
,
3rd. Ed., (New York: Prentice Hall,
Inc.
, 1952), p. °.
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FIG. 10. YEAKLY TURNOVER ^INCfc. 1947
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FIG. 11. MONTHLY TURNOVER
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FIG. 12. AMNUAL AND LICK LEAVE, 1952 TC 1954

1954; an^ percentage of accrued leave used by months by
NCPI employees, 1952 • through February, 1954. respectively.
These figures represent the entire population of KOPI , not
just the Departments studied, but they do show the low turn-
over and low absenteeism rate prevalent at NOPI. Actually,
an employee under Civil Service is entitled to certain priv-
ileges of sick and annual leave, ' the period varying with
the length of service, so that unexcused absenteeism is
extremely low. For example, only 1790 hours of unexcused
leave, which amounts tc the generally used terra for "absen-
teeism" , were recorded at the Ordnance Plant during the
entire period from January 1, 1953 » to January 1, 1954* One
man-year of work consists of 2C30 hours at KOPI (from which
accrued annual and sick leave may be subtracted to give pro-
ductive, employed hours. Thus, it can be seen that unexcused
absenteeism is almost unknown at the Ordnance Plant. Since
excused absenteeism is a boundary condition imposed by Civil
Service regulations as part of the employment situation, it
is in the same category as vacations for workers in private
industry, and thus leave, both annual and sick, cannot be
taken as an indicator of absenteeism. For the reasons above
stated, it is considered that no absenteeism problem exists
at NCPI.
In the Departments studied, the turnover was as follows
during the calendar year 1953 •'
2?NCPI , 105 , 0£. cit .

Accessions Separations Separation Rates
Industrial 294 362 1.77
Engineering 63 76 1.71
Research and Test 20 23 I.51
Quality 37 53 2.32
From the above figures, it can be seen that a somewhat
higher separation rate occurred in the Quality Department
than in any other. However, respresentative averaged figures
for monthly Separation Rates from January through November,
1953 » in private industry are:
1. For Ordnance and accessory manufacturing companies:
2. For all reported n.anufacturing industries in the
United States; H .3.29
On the basis of this comparison, the Ordnance Plan't sep-
Dale Yoder, ojd. cit .
, p. 354 states:
...three types of turnover rates are usually calculated:
separation rates, accession rates, and replacement rates...
Each rate is calculated as the number of separations, ac-
cessions
,
or replacements per hundred employees in the
work force during a month or year...
Thus, to determine the Separation Rate for the Industrial
Department, the following calculation was used: the total
separations (3^2) were divided by the average work force
during the year (taken at 1700). This was multiplied by
100 to give 21.3. To get this figure on a gross monthly
basis, divide by 12, resulting in a figure of 1.77.
The Separation Rate was chosen so that a comparison to
published figures for representative industries' separation
rates could be made.
^Monthly Labor Review, Vol. 76, Nos. 5-12, and Vol. 77,
Nos. 1 and 2; Table' B and B-2.

aration rates seem good, indeed.
An influence on the separation figures listed above was
a forced cut in NOP^s station personnel ceiling, which
necessitated -a reduction in station's working force of* 125
employees during 1953* This cut in personnel allowance was
caused by budgetary considerations due to reduced Congres-
sional appropriations, and is a situation which sometimes
fluctuates widely between rehiring, during a state of
National Emergency, and reduction in force during periods of
lesser needs. This in itself is a cause for fluctuations in
efficiency of any governmental agency, since the employees
with the least Civil Service retention standing are the first
30to be involuntarily separated. Sometimes this takes
junior key people from an organization; at all events, it
causes a reshuffling of people to different jobs as a pro-
cedure similar to "bumping" in unions is employed to deter-
mine who remains and who leaves. This causes the organiza-
tion tc have r.eorientation problems and retraining require-
ments, and breaks up the smoothness of operation until these
have levelled off. Oftentimes the work load of an activity
remains high for a period when a reduction in force is called
for, but, according to NCPI procedures, the transitions are
made as smoothly as possible, and, by careful management
planning, as efficiently as possible.
5
°NCri, o£. cit. , 170.

Question Number 17 . For the most part, my fellow work-
ers in my group are
1% 0. No answer 1%
* 82% 1. Very friendly and help- 83# (32£)
ful
f l6f 2. Fairly friendly and help- 1$%
ful
0.9% 3. Indifferent to me 1%
The answers to this question reflect the subjective
judgment one makes upon observing the people at NOPI ; namely,
that the employees in general like and respect one another
and are proud of their fellow workers. That this is espe-
cially true of NCPI can be seen by comparing results with
the Western Electric survey:
1. Very friendly U9%
2. Cooperative 39^
3. *11 right 10#
4. Indifferent to me \%
5. Unfriendly to me 0%
Once again the results show a higher indication at NOPI than
at Western Electric. It wculd appear that NCPI is very for-
tunate in having extremely ^ood inter-employee relations, for
all employees in all Departments responded very closely to
the averages shown.
If one should ask whether this favorable attitude toward
fellow employees can be considered significant, the follow-
ing should indicate that it is:
...Most people want to work with people who like them and
with people whom they like. Where there is cohesion be-
tween employees and where the employees see the goals of
the company and their own goals in the same light, pro-







Question. Number .18. When you are first given an assign-
ment, how much information and help does your supervisor give
you?
2/o 0. No answer 3%
2% 1. I never get what I need 1%
8% 2. I seldom get what I need 8%
* 60% 3. I usually get what I need 60$ (59$)
28% 4. I always get what I need 28$
No comparative results are available on this question.
It can be considered as setting a norm for the Ordnance
Plant at the time this study was conducted, and any future
appraisals of worker opinion can be related to it. In this
question's replies, it is interesting to note that the Per
Diem and Per Annum percentages are nearly identical in each
choice. It appears that supervisors are alert and helpful
on the whole; however, with ten per cent seldom or never
getting the information and help they need, there is still
room for considerable improvement. Of some interest is the
fact that 100$ of the Research and Test Per Diem employees
answered that they "usually" or "always" got the information
and. help they needed. Although the other Departments were
not far behind, the next closest, Industrial, had only 9<i%
in these two categories. The Per Annums in each Department
totalled very closely to the total Per Annum average re-
sults given. Groups reporting the highest response to
"never get what I need" were Quality Per Diem with b%, and
Industrial Per Annum with 3%.

A write-in space for comments was provided on this
question. Some of the submitted remarks are listed for
information. Since only a few questionnaires, relative
to the survey population, listed the variou^ different
remarks, their significance is not considered as reflecting
any assessable or general trends. Therefore, a detailed
discussion of each comment is not considered worthwhile.
Still, a listing of the write-ins, followed, in paren-
theses, by the number of questionnaires submitting the
general comment, may be of value in helping NOiJ I manage-
ment to improve the overall area of supervision in the
Plant.
1. More help and gui£dance need for inexperienced
personnel. (2)
2. Must seek some information in other departments.
(2)
3. i.Iust ask for the information. (10)
4. Supervisor is not specific enough. (6)
5. Poorly explained by supervisor. (4)
6. Supervisor doesn't have the information either.
(8)
7. Have to dig it out for myself. (3)
8. Supervisors good for information and help. (2)
Question Number 19. Are you satisfied with the credit
you receive from your supervisor when you do a good job?
2% 0. No answer 2%
tt 25% 1. Entirely satisfied 22$ (34$)
32% 2. Quite satisfied 39$
26% 3. Only fairly satisfied 24%
15% 4. Not at all satisfied. 12%
These responses indicate that much improvement in the
administering of verbal credit by supervisors to employees

is desirable. Two separate authorities have this to
say:
. . . People want to do those things which are re-
warding to them and inhibit those things which bring
punishment in their wake. Furthermore. People feel
pleasure in the anticipation of reward, and they feel
anxiety and insecurity in the anticipation of punish-
ment. It is amazing to what extent these facts are
forgotten in the administrative practices of many
business managers. VIost work situations are devoid
of rewards of any kind. Many are actually punishing.
Small wonder that employees in such situations develop
feelings of anxiety and insecurity which directly in-
fluence their work ef forts j32
and
:
A fact not realized by many ... is that it is en-
tirely possible for an employee to become lost and
buried in a large industrial plant, ivp.n while he is
doing his job well . . . The general principle that we
emphasize here is that praise and rewards are in many
(if not most) cases more potent than reproof as a mo-
tivating factor and will almost always have a better
effect on employee morale. Supervisors will do well
not only to know this, dul to use it in their day-by-
day operations with their men. 33
Of the many supervisors contacted and interviewed during
this NOPI study, nearly all exemplified good human rela-
tions knowledge of the importance of giving credit where
due, and emphasized the value of the spoken word of praise
for jobs well done. Since, due to the magnitude of the
study, time prevented interviewing all levels of super-
vision, mostly high-level people were representative of
32D. B. Gardner and D. Gr. Moore, Human Relations In





those talked It is believed by the writer that an
awareness of the importance of credit given promptly where
due should be striven for in training first-line and ' iter-
mediate supervision levels. This should gradually help
overcome this employee lack of satisfaction a.* to credit
received when they believe it due.
Department-wise, it was noted that Per Diem employees
totalled 54'b on "entirely" and "quite" satisfied in the
Industrial Department, 75 r'£ in Engineering, 72% in Research
and Test, and 61$ in Quality. Per Annum totals for these
two responses was: Industrial, 56%; Engineering, 59%;
Research and Test, 75%; and Quality, 63%. It would there-
fore appear that Research and Test supervisors are more
generous in dispensing credit when due, in general, than
are the other Departmental supervisors.
question dumber 20. In regard to his technical know-
how, I believe my immediate supervisor is
1% 0. No answer 0.9%
# 35% 1. Highly capable 34% (34-%)
25% 2. Quite capable 3:
13% 3. Good enough for his job 15%
18$ 4. Lacking in some necessary respects 16$
3% 5. Not qualified for his job 3%
This question was based on another listed in the Wes-
tern Electric study, but was broken down finer to deter-
mine if any difference in reply would result between em-
ployee thought concerning technical ability, md human re-
lations and manpower-management ability in their super-
vision. (This Latter area will be discussed in question

0'±
21.) The Western Electric question was phrased, "I be-
lieve that my immediate supervisor is
. .
.", and the re-
sponse results to this question follow:
1. Highly capable 20%
2. iiuite capable 31%
3. Good enough for his job 13%
4. Lacking in some necessary traits 21%
5. Not qualified for his job 7%
The above results may be compared by the reader; again,
an evident better situation results at NOPI, However, in
order to be impartial, the reader should also compare the
results occurring in the next question to the Western Elec-
tric results above.
Planty, I.lcCord and Kfferson state:
The general function of the supervisor is to promote the
integration of workers, machines, materials, and time,
so that a given job can be accomplished efficiently and
economically ... In one form of production, as in all
others, the supervisor is the person who must coordinate
physical materials and intangible forces to get the job
done on time and according to specifications . . .
To perform . . . successfully a supervisor must have a
thorough understanding of the job he is expected to do.
He must have an adequate knowledge of methods, materials,
and machines. He must see clearly the relationship be-
tween his unit and the organization as a whole. Above
all, he must have an -understanding of the people with
whom he is working, and the ability to enlist their full
and willing efforts in the accomplishment of the job to
be done.
A large part of our current supervisor training is based
on the assumption that technical or mechanical skill in
any given occupation is the first requisite for successful
supervision. Yet experience has demonstrated time
and time again that no amount of operating skill, of engi-
neering or business administration background, can alone
insure a man's success as a supervisor. However skilled
a man may be in a craft, trade, or profession, he will
fail in supervision if he does not have the ability to
get other people to perform work for him, and perform it

willingly. In every case, the supervisors principal
function is human leadership . 34
For the purposes of this study, despite a showing which
is better than that resulting from the "Inside Western
Electric" survey, the NOPI response would indicate that
much room for improvement is present and that a marked
improvement would be desirable. With a total of 39$ of
Fer Diem employees and 34$ of Per Annum employees indica-
ting their supervisors' technical know-how was only such
that he was "good enough for his job" or worse, additional
supervisory technical training seems indicated. Since a
large and rather complete technical library is maintained
at NOPI, perhaps more use could be made of it by super-
visors. Perhaps more formal instruction in classroom ses-
sions would be helpful. In this regard, NOPI conducts,
among several other programs, a Supervisory Development
training program. Presently enrolled are forty-seven
people, and the coarse is to be expanded in the near
future. This instruction is given to groups of supervi-
sors at about the same organizational level, and consists
of a one-hour session once a week. However, due to the
general diversity of technical areas at the Ordnance
Plant, utilization of this program for technical training
would probably be less effective in aiding the individual
34E. g. Planty, W. S. McCord, and C. A. Efferson,





supervisors to increase their technical competence than
would self-study and informal help from other more quali-
fied supervisors within his job araa. Thus, possibly as a
result of this study's findings, it is suggested that NOPI
management inform its supervisors that the people under them
feel, that they are not technically as well qualified as they
should be, and encourage individual study to rectify this
condition.
Comparing the results of this question on a Departmental
basis gave the following break-down:
Total Percentage Responses to Choices
4 and 5
per Diem Pe r Annum
Industrial 21% 21%
Engineering 20% 20%
Research and Test 22$ 9%
quality 20% 18%
Only in the Per Annum group in Research and Test was there
an appreciable difference in the total response to these
choices, a more favorable resoonse than in any of the other
groups. Still, even 9% is high, while the general figure
of about 20% for the other groups is excessive.
(Question Number 21. In regard to his ability to handle
and get the most out of nis work group, I believe my im-
mediate suoervisor is
1% 0. No answer 1%
5% 1. Not qualified for his job 5%
23% 2. Lacking in some necessary
respects 25%
18% 3. Good enough for his job 18%
25% 4. Ciuite capable 30% (27%)
* 27% 5. Highly capable 21%

87
These results are very similar to those obtained in the
Western Electric study enumerated in the preceding question's
discussion. In both the Per annum and Per Diem grouos, a
need for much review of supervisory practices and remedial
action by NOPl management is indicated in order to bring
employee opinion to a higher favorable level. It would
appear that NOPI supervision is more "production^Wentered"
than "employee-centered". Lawshe explains these terms and
emphasizes that in at least one study of office workers, ^5
productivity varied according to the desire to do the job,
which was encouraged more by employee-centered supervisors
than by those who were production minded. As he states it:
. . . It appears that the extent to which supervisors
, are employee-centered is associated with how well they
are liked. In other words, the human and humane super-
visor who has respect for his employees is better liked
than the one who is eternally "pushing" for production,
regardless of human v/elfare. Taking productivity into
account, the office study . . . clearly demonstrated that
employee-centered supervisors get higher production from
their employees than do production-centered supervisors .3°
Since no practical measure of oroductivity was available
for all groups of employees surveyed at KCPI, the effect
of the response of the employee opinion toward supervision
as it affects productivity cannot be assessed here. Suf-
fice to say, indications are that employees are not as
well satisfied as regards supervisor ability to handle and
35Reported in Human Relations Series 1, Report 1 (Ann




get the most out of the work groups that would seem pos-
sible. In this area, the Supervisory Development training
program would appear to be an excellent medium for im-
proving supervisor skills in handling people. In view of
the fact that the levels of employee opinion expressed on
this question are so much lower, relative to other com-
parisons with similar V.'e stern Electric opinions, than any
of the others evaluated thus far, it would seem that this
area of supervision needs considerably more emphasis than
it has received to date.
All Departments, in both Per Annum and Per Diem groups,
indicate this need nearly equally with responses very
close to the averages presented above.
In order to compare unfavorable response on this ques-
tion as to that presented at the end of question 20, the
total responses by Departments for choices one and two are
presented below:







Research and Test 28$ 25$
quality 26$ 24$
It can be seen from the above that employees in both per-
sonnel groups in all Departments are more unfavorable in
their responses to the human relations and leadership abil-
ities of their supervisors than to their technical abilities.
Although the degree of unfavorability isn't too much greater,
the trend expressed is.

Question Number 22. Usually, when I discuss a grievance
with my supervisor
14$ 0. No answer 8$
•m- 48$ 1. It is settled in a fair man-
ner by him 51$ (48$)
9$ 2. He passes it up the line where
it is usually settled in a
fair manner 12$
7$ 3. He passes it up the line, but
it is seldom settled to my
satisfaction 6$
8$ 4. He tries to help me but he is
helpless to correct the
situation 13$
6$ 5. He ignores the complaint or
at least does nothing about it 5$
7$ 6. He settles it his way, but not
in a fair manner 3$
Undoubtedly, the large percentages indicated for "no
answer" are due to the fact that the questionnaire pro-
vided no choice to the effect that the employee had had no
grievance. A considerable number of exiiployees in all De-
partments wrote this statement in on the comment space
provided for this question. It is interesting to compare
this range of percentage response with the official record
of grievances reaching the second or higher stage at NOPI.
The Employee Relations Division Head stated that during all
of 1953, only six grievances went to the second or higher
stage. In 1954, to and including March 31st, only two
grievances had been presented to the second stage of the
procedure
.
The grievance procedure for Navy employees is prescribed
by NCPI 80. Pour stages in the presentation of grievances
37NCPI, op_._ cit

for solution are provided for. Policy dictates that these
steps be made known to every employee an i that the Griev-
ance Procedure Chart shall be oosted conspicuously at all
activities. The first stage is for the individual to
present his grievance to his immediate suoervisor, at
which level a large majority of grievances should be set-
tled. If a settlement is not 'reached, the grievance may
be taken to the employee's shop master, senior civilian
supervisor, or division director. Both the employee and
the division director have full recourse to the Industrial
Relations Department for help in checking references, de-
termining procedure for the hearing, and so on. At the
hearing, witnesses may be called and the employee has the
full right to present his side of the case. A record of
the hearing shall be maintained. The employee shall be
informed of all factors pertaining to management's position
in the case, and shall have the right to reply thereto.
The employee will be informed of the division director's
decision on the case at this level, in writing, which
either sustains the employee's appeal or the first step
supervisor's decision. If the matter still hasn't been
settled to the employee's satisfaction, he may appeal for
a decision by the Commanding Officer, which is the third
step procedure. At this level, a Grievance Advisory Com-
mittee is convened to study the case thoroughly, and pre-
sents its recommendations arrived at as a result of study

^ J.
of the records of previous hearings, information gained
during a hearing it conducts, and any further examination
of witnesses, to the Commanding Officer, together with any
minority reoorts, for his decision. If the employee still
isn't satisfied with the decision, he may take the griev-
ance to the fourth stage, by appeal to the Under Secretary
of the Navy via the Cormaanding Officer. All papers in the
case are forwarded, and the Under Secr^ary of the Navy
i
renders the final decision on the grievance, terminating
the levels to which a grievance may be taken.
In view of the employee responses to the question, and
in view of the extremely small number of grievances reach-
ing the second stage of the procedure, it would appear
that employees seldom bother to initiate an appeal to the
second stage, even though not wholly satisfied with the
decision rendered by their immediate supervisors. Whether
this is due to fear of reprisal by the supervisor, or just
sheer inertia and wariness against preparing the necessary
written and/or oral presentation is not known by the writer,
However, this seems to be a case in point where the policy
as written and the practice as carried out do not seem to
be in full accord. Nevertheless, this area seems to ore-
sent quite different recorded facts from tabulated opinion.
Since all Departments and both Per Annum and Per Diem em-
ployee groups give reasonably similar responses, this con-
dition is not related to any one group or to any one De-

partment, but seems to be Plant-wide. A Departmental com-
parison of responses to choices one, five, and six will be
shown below:
Percentage Responses to Choices
1 5 6
Diem. Annum Diem Annum Diem Annum
Industrial 47$ 46% 6% 9% 7% 5%
Engineering 52% 47% 5% 5% 8% 3%
Research and Test 78$ 62% 0% 1% 0% 1%
Quality 52% 60% 9% 1% 6% 4%
In the above, we note that Research and Test supervisors in
both Per Diem and Per Annum groups seem to satisfy their em-
ployees by settling grievances satisfactorily more often
than do those in any other Department. Also noted is the
fact that in this same Department fewer employees wrote in
unfavorable responses, as evidenced by choices five and six.
The expressions by the employees may reflect "gripes"
over which the supervisors and TIO^I management has no con-
trol, such as salary ranges under Civil Service. They may
reflect suggestions or ideas for change that are not proper-
ly part of the grievance procedure. Still, especially
after noting some of the write-ins, it does appear that
first line supervision tends to block or ignore considerable
grievances. Here again is an area where greater employee
familiarization with regulations and procedures, plus
supervisory training in the field of handling grievances,
would seem worthwhile. The role-playing technique might
be utilized in the. supervisory training program, so that
some of the foremen and branch heads can help visualize

the employee's point of view at closer range. The response
to this question may be an indicator of why NOPI employees
answered the preceding question as relatively unfavorable
as they did.
There follows a sampling of the range and type of write-
ins submitted for this question. The number in parentheses
following the comment indicates the number of questionnaires
containing the statement. Again, the number on any one
comment (except the "I have no grievance" one) is small,
but the ideas expressed should helo NCPI Management to
focus on potential weak or troublesome areas and thereby
help increase over-all employee satisfaction and reduce
frustration and anxiety in a significant number of Ordnance
Plant employees.
1. Overtime not handed out fairly. (1)
2. My supervisor loses his temper and becomes quite
belligerent when confronted by a grievance. (1)
3. She does anything to get out of work. (1)
4. If you don't cater to him, he doesn't do anything
for you, (2)
5. Always get same answer: 'If youre not satisfied, •
ring out your time card'. (1)
6. Lots of fear of reprisal. (3)
7. Blames anything on Company policy. (1)
8. Kis hands are tied because of outside friendships
with higher supervision. (1)
9. Too much politics. (1)
10. Avoids question about raise due fear of his boss,
so forgets it. (1)
11. There isn't any fairness exercised where Negroes
are concerned. (2).
12. Hostile and arbitrary attitude at higher levels. (1)
13. He is the best I have worked for in my 30 years. (1)
14. He is one of the finest, most fair of super-
visors. (3)
15. Waste of time to talk to him. (1)
16. Unduly long waiting period to settle problems. (1)

17. Monthly grievance sessions in Inspection have
been discontinued and I feel they should be
in effect. (1).
18. My supervisor is the type we need here. (6)
19. He has the reputation for being too suspicious
and distrustful in this regard. (1)
20. I have had no grievance. (106)
Prom the above, one can see that a very wide range of
thought is expressed, although some of it is highly favor-
able. Still, though isolated in most cases, the trend of
write-ins suggests that first-line suoervisors in all De-
partments, at least in some cases tend to block or disre-
gard the intent and policy on grievances laid down by
NCPI. In this same regard, the Industrial Relations Hand-
book has this to say:
. . . Employees are quick to sense the truth when a
foreman forms the habit of attempting to squelch griev-
ances. It makes little difference which method he em-
ploys. He can joke and laugh and tease the men out of
their grievances ... Or he can adopt a stern, un-
bending attitude toward grievances and tell his men and
women that they ought not to complain, that he will "see
about it',' or bring it up at a future meeting, or that
what they ask is impossible. In either case, the result
is the same. The grievance procedure is useless.
... If the management will make it clear to every fore-
man that grievances are to bo treated seriously, foremen
will not attempt to squelch them. Foremen must be
taught to anticipate and to expect a certain number of
grievances and to settle them fairly and promptly. More
than that, they must be taught that grievances are not
necessarily a reflection upon the foreman's ability or
his skill in handling men. To put it plainly, do not
allow a grievance procedure to put the foreman "on the
spot". Do not let foremen feel that too rrumy grievances
will result in a black mark against them, for if they do










Question Number 23. Do you think that your supervisor
tries to be fair and impartial to each employee (for example,
in assigning work, granting requests, getting each to do his
share , etc. )
?
2$ 0. No answer 2$
22$ 1. Sometimes X6&
45$ 2. Usually 43$ (44$)
ft 31$ 3. Always 42$
Again, this response would seem to indicate that super-
visory leadership could stand considerable improvement
.
In this question, a rather large difference is exhibited
between Per Diem and Per Annum responses to choices one and
three, with the Per Annum supervisors being more highly
rated by their employees. The industrial Department seems
to be lowest in a finer break-down comparison among the
four Departments:
Department (Question Choice Response
1 2 3
Diem Annum Diem Annum Diem Annum
Industrial 22$ 19$ 46$ 48$ 30$ 29$
Engineering 12$ 13$ 52$ 42$ 35$ 43$
Research and Test 6$ 7$ 56$ 38$ 3<H 55$
Quality 26$ 11$ 33$ 41$ 40$ 48$
The results of this question, general as they are, in-
dicate no specific levels of supervision where management
action could be taken; however, it is submitted that the
mere awareness on the parts of supervisors that they are
considered less fair and impartial than they could and
should be, might help improve the situation by causing re-
flective thinking and conscientious striving for improve-
ment. One possible reason for this employee feeling that

some supervisors are considerably less than fair and im-
partial may be that a considerable number of eni-of-
questionnaire write-ins mentioned the presence of various
kinds of cliques. This factor will be discussed at
greater length when the terminal comments are analyzed and
discussed.
Question Number 24. How often does your supervisor
discuss your job performance v/ith you?
3% 0. No answer 4%
18$ 1. Only when something goes
wrong 13$
14% 2. Once a year 19$
7$ 3. At least every six months 5$
23$ 4. Seldom or never 22$
* 36$ 5. Often enough, but not on
a regular schedule 36$ (36$)
Two of these response choices reflect adversely on NOPI
from both a human relations standpoint and from the stand-
point of poor compliance with instructions as set forth in
Section 130 of NCPI. These two are "Only when something
goes wrong", and "seldom or never". With nearly one-fourth
of NOPI employees seldom or never getting a knowledge of
their results, a tendency occurs for them to sink into the
rut of a less than full effort complaisance, or possibly a
"who cares" attitude toward their work. Lawshe says:
Knowledge of r ;sults may consequently become an incentive
. for increased effort and output. When sue. is the case
a clear understanding of what is to be achieved in the
job and in addition the constant satisfaction of knowing
how far one has gone toward attaining a work goal will
facilitate the trainee's progress toward that goal. 39
39






The general principle of job training is that new em-
ployees will improve very slowly -- if, indeed, they im-
prove at all -- unless they are provided with systematic
and accurate information on the quality of their work.
Provision for furnishing new employees with definite
knowledge of results should be an integral part of any
training program. 40
On the other hand, appraising the employee of his re-
sults only at a time when something goes wrong, and never
giving him praise when due on a good job or for a usually
steady job performance that is taken for routine by the
supervisor due to long association, is not conducive to
good employee-supervisor relations. The beneficial effect
of praise as a motivating agent has already been mentioned.
Furthermore, NCPI states that proper performance re-
quirements be made known to the employee and that the em-
ployee be notified, currently and promptly, how he is doing
in relation to those requirements. "Rating" the employee
as to performance rating is required formally on an annual
basis, and the employee is to be informed of his rating,
while "appraising" an employee concerning his performance
should be done on a where and when desirable, continuing
basis, usually orally and informally.
It is therefore suggested that steps be taken to impress
on line supervisors the necessity for frequent discussion
of performance with the people working under them, especi-





Interestingly enough, this same general recommendation was
considered desirable on the basis of response to the Naval
Ordnance Laboratory questionnaire, referred to several
times previously. Evidently, there are certain areas in
both employment situations which government employees, al-
though separated geographically, react to similarly.
The Departments, when intercomoared on responses to
question choices one and four show results as follows:
Response Choice Number
1 4
Diem Annum Diem Annum
Industrial 20$ 23$ 22$ 17$
Engineering 5$ 8$ 20^ 27$
Research and Test 0$ 16$ 39$ 26$
quality 11$ 18$ 23$ 12$
It appears that all Departments need improvement in per-
formance appraisal communication, with Industrial especi-
ally high on the list of presenting its employees with
negative information, and Research and Test and Engineering
not discussing performance often enough.
Question Number 25. Do you feel free to aoproach and
talk to your immediate supervisor about your promotion
possibilitiest
4$ 0. No answer 3$
49$ 1. I always feel free to talk
this over 52$ (50$)
20$ 2. I usually feel free to talk
this over 23$
16$ 5.. Iusually hesitate to talk •
this over 13$
11$ 4. I never feel free to talk
this over 9$

It appears that the Per Annum employees feel freer to
talk over promotional possibilities than do the Per Diem
workers, but both groups responded to the choices in a very
similar manner. About one-fourth of both groups are hesi-
tant or rather ai'raid to approach and talk over this sub-
ject with their supervisors. possibly this is due to a
natural feeling of inferiority or perhaps it is because
the supervisor has indicated that he doesn't want to dis-
cuss it with the people in his group. No very large dif-
ferences were apparent among the Departments on this ques-
tion. Here again is a question which seems to point up
the need for more human relations training for supervisors;
other than this broad statement, the writer can make no
recommendations. A r;ain, this question's responses can form
a basis for further NOP I study to detect improvement or
other modification in employee opinion.
An inter-Departmental comparison on the basis of re-
sponse to choices three and four follows:
Percentage of Responses for Choice
o 4_
Diem Annum Diem Annum
Industrial 17% 12$ 11$ 15%
Engineering 15$! 15% 5% 7%
Research and Test 6% 16% lljo 6%
quality 17% 10 f^ 7% 9%
question Number 26. NOPI as a place to work, compared
to other activities or companies that I know about or have
worked for, is

0.8$ 0. No answer 2$
5$ 1. Just average 10$
33$ 2. Better than average 38$
-::- 61$ 3. One of the very best 50$ (58$)
On the sample ballot given to test the final NOPI
questionnaire, a choice was provided for "worse than
average"; since no one in the sample checked that category,
it was deleted from the final OPINION form.
Per Diem employees seem to feel that NOPI is a better
place in which to work than do the Per Annum group, but
both rate it highly. Evidently, their job satisfaction,
working conditions and environment, and feelings toward
fellow employees overshadows both group's feelings
toward supervision enough to cause them to be highly
favorable toward NOPI. This general feeling was obtained
from the NOL employees in the Naval Ordnance Laboratory
survey, too, again showing a parallelism between the two
establishments. The exact figures from the NOL survey are
not available, unf ortunately, for a finer comparison. An
inter-Departmental comparison showed that both grouos in
Research and Test and the Per Annum Engineering group rated
NOPI lowest, while Engineering Per Dierus and Quality Per
Annums rated NCPI highest. By Departments, the breakdown
was as follows
:
Percentages of Response to Choice12 3
Diem Annum Diem Annum Diem Annum
Industrial 5$ 8t 33$ 32% 61$ 57i
Engineering 2$ 14$ 32% 42% 68^ 43$
Research and Test 17$ 10$ 39% 49$ 44% 38%
Quality 4% 1% 32$ 26$ 63$ 73;£

As another criterion, we can compare a similar question
from the "Inside Western Electric" survey results to those
obtained at NOPI:
1. One of the very best 8%
2. Better than, average 38$
3. Just average 41$
4. Worse than average 7$
5. One of the worst 2$
This comparison shows a truly remarkable difference be-
tween NOPI and Western Electric. Still, at NOPI, 10% of
its employees feel that it is "just average", and that
represents room for improvement. The writer can offer no
suggestions here that have not already been made.
Question Number 27. Do you feel that the management of
NOPI, down to and including your immediate supervisor,
delegates enough responsibility and authority to get the
best results from its employees?
3$ 0, No answer 4$
* 52$ 1. Yes 44$ (49$)
20$ 2. No 30$
24% 3. Don't know 23$
The individual Department responses to choices one and
two of this question are listed below:
Question Response Number
1 2
Diem Annum Diem Annum
Industrial 51$ 50$ 21$ 22$
Engineering 52$ 34$ 20$ 37$
Research and test 56$ 46$ 11$ 26$
Quality 53$ 59$ 21$ 26$
It can be seen that the Per Diem groups in all Depart-
ments felt similarly as to both "yes" and "no" responses,
except that Research and Test was slightly above th£

average in the affinactive and slightly below average in
the negative responses. In the Per Annum groups, Engineer-
ing was considerably above in the "no", while Quality came
out with the highest "yes" percentage. How much of the
"halo effect", or as it might better be called here, a
"devil's horns effect", of the Engineering Department re-
organization on the results of this question is impossible
to assess, but it -probably contributed to the low relative
relationship.
Over-all, it appears that employees feel that consider-
ably more authority and responsibility could be delegated
than is being done at the present time. A comment space
was provided on this question, and a tabulation of a repre-
sentative sample of these write-ins will be presented be-
low, giving some clues to the reasons why the response was
as. tab 'ula ted.
In regard to responsibility and authority, Lansburgh
and Spriegel state:
To place fixed responsibility accurately eliminates ver-
tical gaps or overlaps of responsibility along the lines
of supervision which have been laid down. The more
responsibility that can be definitely given
to subordinate executives, the easier it will be to de-
velop substitutes for each executive. The more respon-
sibility for co-operation with other members of the or-
ganization is made definitely a portion of the respon-
sibility assigned to the individual member of an organi-
zation, the easier it will be to co-ordinate operation
of the various phases of the business. 41
me
41
R. H. Lansburgh and Vv. R. Spriegel, Industrial Manage -





The fact that men are accustomed to stand on their ovm
feet, operating of course within certain well-established
practices develops a group of minor executives who are .
capable of meeting unusual situations and emergencies.
This encourages the full utilization of the sound prin-
ciple, that decisions should be made at the lowest level
within the organization where the facts are available
and competence exists to decide . 42
The writer believes that a careful analysis by super-
visors concerning the personalities and abilities of the
people in their work groups, plus a searching examination
of items in'thfiv work load! that could perhaps be delegated
to subordinates would have a very desirable, long-range
effect at NOPI. It would serve to help develop subordinates
and would further save the supervisor's time for matters
requiring his personal attention, effecting a more desirable
distribution of work loads for subordinates and supervisors
alike. Of course, the responsibility of the supervisor
for the actions of his subordinates Ls absolute, so care-
ful training and a gradual program leading up to the de-
sired result is required. 43 One indicator which might be
considered as a danger signal that a supervisor is not
delegating enough work and therefore not keeping well
enough informed on over-all matters is the too frequent
statement, "I haven't got time . . .".
42
Ibid., p. 109.
A brief and pertinent article on this subject, "Train
'em to Delegate Responsibility", by Lester F. Zerfoss, ap-
peared in Fac tory Management and Maintenance , Sept., 1953,
p. 262 et . seq.
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• Following is a listing of sample write-ins on question
27, with the number of questionnaires listing the same or
nearly-same comment indicated following the statement and
enclosed in parentheses:
1. Lines of authority and responsibility not clear
enough. (3)
2. Overlapping responsibilities cause confusion in
management. (2)
3. My supervisor does; his does not. (1)
4. Do not use it in proper manner to get best re-
sults from employees. (3)
5. Yes, when not hampered by Navy or Civil Service
rules. (1)
6. Everything must go through Top Management. (5)
7. Too much red tape. (5)
8. Not enough 'uniformity in orders and instructions
among Deoartments. (6)
9. Too many bosses. (1)
10. Too much buck passing. (4)
11. Very little technical help given. (2)
12. Absolutely not 1 (3)
13. Responsibility yes; authority no. (5)
14. Most trouble here is from Branch Head down; top
management does a pretty good job. (1)
15. Lack of know-how in top suoervision. (3)
Again, these cominents reflect only a very small number
of questionnaires, compared to the survey population; how-
ever, their trends may be significant and indicate possible
areas for inanagement * s attention and correction.
Question Number 20. When I run into a difficult problem
on my job
2% 0. No answer b%
# 81/' 1. I know how far I'm supposed to go
before asking my supervisor for
help. 72$ (78$)
7$ 2. Occasionally I find I do not ask
ray supervisor for help soon enough 6$
10$ 3. It isn't clear to me whether I




This question cannot be compared percentagewise to any
other survey of opinion. It can be considered as setting
a mark of measurement to which any later change in employee
opinion can be compared.
In general, it can be said that, probably due to the
nature of their work, Per Diem employees generally know
how far to go and what to do a larger portion of the time
than do Per Annum people. A large majority of both groups
feels competent to judge how far to go before requesting
supervisor assistance. It is considered only natural that
a small percentage of people either waste time while trying
to arrive at the solution to their particular problem be-
fore consulting their supervisor, or are possibly engaged
in such a line of work that the dividing line between going
ahead on their own and asking for supervisor help is very
broad. However, it is mainly in the third response that
possible significance attaches. The reasons for the
relatively large response in this category may be several.
Among them may be the fact that the supervisor is auto-
cratic rather than democratic, and a possible feeling of
fear or anxiety prevents the worker from approaching him.
Or, it may be that the worker isn't sufficiently trained
to really know just how far- to go on Jfiis own. Or it may
be that the work is of such a nature that the supervisor
doesn't know too much about the particular problem, either,
so that the employee feels he can accomolish as much on
his own as by consulting with his supervisor.
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At all events, regardless of the reason, a possible
remedy for the choice three group would be a dual program
of continued training for both employees and their super-
visors .
As might be inferred from the nature of their work, the
Research and Test Per Annum group* s response to choice
three was smaller (7$) than in any of the other three De-
partments (I8/0 each). The Per Diem resoonses for each De-
partment were very similar and close to the over-all average.
'^ue s t i'on toumb e r 2 -J
.
Are you given a chance to offer
your ideas when decisions are to be made which fall within
your job responsibility?
3p 0. No answer 2%
10% 1. Seldom or never 6%
15% 2. Only occasionally 12$
# 50% 3. Yes, usually 51$ (49$)
21$ 4. Yes, always 30$
The over-all participation in making decisions seems to
be quite high. This is considered a favorable response,
in view of the numerous studies which hav> been conducted
which showed a direct relationship between productivity of
a work group and the amount of participation engaged in by
the work group in arriving at the decisions affectingit.
As Lawshe puts it, in unpublished lecture notes at Purdue
University, "There are certain areas of freedom in which
employees can and should participate, such as in sharing
information, recognizing alternatives affecting the super-
visor's decision, making recommendations which can influence
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the supervisor's decision, and actually making decisions.
Each of these areas of freedom is smaller than the one
preceding it, especially the decision making area. A
supervisor cannot, for example, abdicate his responsibility,
violate laws and regulations, and disregard confidences in
letting his work group members participate. However, the
job of the supervisor is to ask himself, "Am I permitting
the highest level of participation in this particular
situation that I can on this area of freedom -- can I
m.^ke this decision better alone, or with the help of my
subordinates? '
"
It is suggested that this concept be discussed with
supervisors in the Supervisory Development training program,
and its implications tried out in practice to determine
results.
Departmentally, Industrial had the smallest combined
percentages for ciioices three and four for both per Diem
and Per Annum employees, both being 69$. The Research and
Test Per Diem total was 94$, the highest of any group.
Question Number 50. How do you feel about the advance-
ment you have made at NOPI to the present time?
3$ 0. No answer 4$
34$ 1. Very satisfied 25$ (32$)
* 31$ 2. Fairly satisfied 31$
12$ 3. Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 10$
14$ 4. Somewhat dissatisfied 21$
6$ 5. Very dissatisfied 7$
Departmentally, the combined totals of responses four
and five were as follows:
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Research and Test 6b 26
quality 19 20$
Here again is seen the slight trend toward favorable
answers from the quality per Annum group and the Research
and Test Per Diem group. whether due to intrinsic am-
bitions, elucational background, or what not, the over-all
figures shew that the Per Diem employees are slightly more
favorable in their responses toward advancement made than
are the Per Annum people. The figures show that ambition
in both groups tends to make the employees desire to ad-
vance further than they have in about one-third to one-
fifth of the cases. Job promotion channels are set forth
and oublicized. NCPI 6 J sets forth the policy and pro-
cedures regarding promotions. Since Civil Service is
national in scope, one possible means for a dissatisfied
person to employ in attaining a higher position is to take
examinations and submit his application for a higher job
in another activity. The perpetual problem of not having
enough openings in the organization so that everyone can
be a "chief is present at NCPI as it is everywhere. In a
way, it is a tribute to the environment that so many
people are dissatsified with their advancement te da1 .
This indicates a highly motivated, interested employee
group. On the other hand,- where the needs of the individual
to advance cannot be fulfilled, that individual may tend
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to go elsewhere, either in government service or to private
industry, thereby leaving a gap in the organization which
must be filled. And even the "chiefs" may be unhappy be-
cause they cannot be "heap big chiefs''.'
In short, the writer is not competent to suggest any
specific remedies for this situation. So long as the
available openings in the organization are filled according
to law, regulation, and policy, and so long as this is done
in a fair, unbiased manner, the greatest good to the largest
number of employees will result. Although there will be
much unhappiness and dissatisfaction on the part of a con-
siderable number of employees as to advancement made, this
feeling need not overbalance the many other good factors
in their working environment at NOPI.
Comments submitted in the write-in space to this ques-
tion showed a lot of feeling on this subject. Listed below
are some representative samples of those received, together
with the number of questionnaires on which they were sub-
mitted. As with a majority of comments submitted in this
survey, the individual number of similar comments here was
small relative to the survey population; still, management
would do well to analyze the range of responses and take
indicated remedial action where feasible.
1. Supervisors insist that money is not important --
that all engineers are missionaries.' (1)
2. Well pleased with every detail. (1)
3. Exceptionally alert employees are penalized under
Civil Service. (6)
4. Woman feels not recognized at NOPI. (5)
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5. Have been treated fair and square. (1)
6. No advancement in 12 years. (1)
7. GS-llj can go no further^* (2)
8. Have reached top of my grade. Can go no further.
(2)
9. I am misclassif ied. (3)
10. Held back due politics and favoritism. (12)
11. I was by-passed for suoervisor tho ' examined and
qualified. (o) *
12. Dissatisfied that salary lfivel seems to be below
private Industry. (2)
15. Engineering reorganization will probably hurt
this. (3)
14. Was told not on job long enough for oromotion al-
tho' I have 10 years compared to average of 3. (1)
15. My services are often used, but not paid for. (1)
16. Have seen others hired in for more money but with
less experience. (2)
17. Ex-GI's are given priority in some jobs that com-
mand a greater rate cf pay. (1)
18. If you earn it, you get it. (1)
19. For the work done here, this plant should bo the
best paid in the community. (1)
20. Job technically fine; financially, damned ooor. (2)
21. I should do more brown-nosing. (2)
22. My chances are poor by not being a Lukas-Harold
man. ( 1)
25. Civil Service can't compete with private industry
for top engineering talent. (2)
24. Very little advancement for Negroes regardless of
capabilities. (2)
25. Plenty of praise, but no advancement. (1)
26. I have refused oromotion, due to age and health.
(1)
27. Too much time in grade. (4)
28. No advancement in 9 years -- something is wrong.
(1)
From tho above list, it can be seen that at least a few
employees seriously believe that bias, favoritism, and
prejudice enter into the NOPI promotional picture. It
would be well for management not to gloss over the impli-
cations apparent, but to investigate and remedy situations
44
"GS" refers to the General Schedule classification of
Per Annum employees. GS-1 is the lowest level under the
Schedule, while GS-15 is the highest level employed at NOPI.
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where these morale-destroying elements are determined to
exist.
question Number 31. How do you feel about your chances
for further advancement at NCPI?
3;o 0. No answer 3'j/
26$ 1. I feel my chances are poor 50%
'69% 2. There is some chance 42% [39%)
a 29% 3. I feel ray chances are good 24%
4.o 4. I like the job I have and do
not care to advance further 2%
Herein reflected is that more than one-fourth of all
workers at NOFI do not feel they have much chance for oro-
motion. The general discussion under Question 30 aoplies
here, but the write-in comments to this particular ques-,
tion disclose the prevalence of a large number of people
who feel that bias, prejudice, and favoritism are very
strong factors in the NOFI employment situation as regards
chances of advancement
. In a Departmental breakdown, the
response tj choice one was as follows:
Per Diem Per Annum
Industrial 21% 20%
Engineering 1q£ 33%
Research and Test 17^ pq%
quality 23^ 21$
Again, it can be seen that Research and Test Per Diem
employees and quality per Annum employees, by their rela-
tively low percentage response to this question are more
favorable than any other group, except the Per Diem En-
gineering workers, who are the most favorable. Perhaps an
analysis of supervisors in these areas will prove fruitful
in determining ways and means to increase favorable em-
ployee ooinion in other locations.
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Of interest may be the fact that the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory survey of employee opinion also brought forth a
rather wide-spread feeling that favoritism played too great
a part in selection for promotion. The following is quoted
from the Commander' s report: "The survey further indicated
that there was a feeling that favoritism is being exercised
by some supervisors of the Laboratory and that the super-
visors who played favorites were not considered worthy of
the trust of their employees."
A representative sample of employee write-ins on this
question follows, again showing the number of persons sub-
mitting the same or a similar comment in parentheses fol-
lowing the statement:
1. Promotion is too slow. (8)
2. Too slow under Civil Service. (5)
3. GS ratings for help too low. (1)
4. Favoritism. (16)
5. Civil Service ceilings. (9)
6. Toofew positions for women. (4)
7. Not enough advancement for women. (5)
8. Cannot get transferred. (2)
9. Too much politics and regulations, not enough
merit. (3)
10. I don't stand in with the higher-ups. (2)
11. It's who you know that counts. (2)
12. If woman, must be young and good looking to ad-
vance. (1)
13. Leadingman advances not filled from register. (I) 45
14. Wrong^ politics. (2)
15. Not in clique. (4)
16. Wrong religion. (3)
17. 1 don't wear the ring. (1)
18. I am not a Mason or a Catholic. (1)
19. The Personnel Department needs its mouth washed
out for fibbing. (1)
20. Not a Mason. (3)
21. Position is underpaid, but otherwise entirely to
my liking. (1)
^The ungraded (Per Diem) workers' supervisory job titles
run Snapper, Leadingman, Quarterman, Chief Quarterman,
Foreman, and Master from low to high.
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22. Unless supervisors start to treat people as
people rather than a race, not much chance. (1)
23. I feel it is strictly up to me -- the oppor-
tunity is there. (3)
24. Promotion is cut and dried before an exam-
ination is given. (1)
25. I try very hard -- I have never failed. (1)
2d. My chances are poor because my supervisor
doesn't 'necessarily advance one by his work
but by likes and dislikes. (1)
27. I find it disheartening to work 'under the
promise of a step increase in 1 year and then
after working G months, have waiting time ex-
tended to 73 weeks. (3)
23. Not enough emphasis on seniority in advance-
it. (1)
29. My supervisor holds grudges even in and out
of department. (1)
30. 1 feel my chances are good. If there were no
chance, I would terminate my employment. (1)
31. The better jobs are controlled by non-veterans.
(1)
32. I don't have enough glamor. (1)
33. Rates are not available. My work is mostly on
short run pilot models and cannot be shown on
my job description. Under present regulations
I can describe only the work I am doing at the
time my Job Description is written. (1)
34. Some people write a better job description than
others, and therefore get a higher rating. (1)46
The above sampling of comments illustrates an employee
feeling, although admittedly on a small scale, of favor-
itism, bias, and prejudice concerning their promotional
possibilities. More will be said about this expression of
opinion on this general topic when the questionnaire-end
write-ins are discussed.
question Number 32 . The place where 1 do my work
2 u/o 0. No answer 2%
« 52$ 1. Is well arranged and laid out for
the work I do 46$ (50>')
„
38/o 2. Could be improved on somewhat 40 j>
&% 3. Is poorly arranged or crowded for
what I have to do 12$
46
Employees write their own position desciptions in
accordance with recent directives.

The answer considered significant in this question,
other than to assess over-all employee satisfaction with
his work place, was choice three. Departmentally, the Re-
search and Test employees are by far the most critical of
their work places, as can be seen from the following break-
down of the response to "poorly arranged or crowded":
Per Diem Per Annum
Industrial 9% 13g
Engineering 10% &fo
Research and Test 28/o 29%
Quality 9/o
The Engineering and Quality Per Annum employees seem best
satisfied, while the Quality Per Diems evidently are the
most satisfied group of all as regards lay-out of working
space. Although no comment space was included under this
question, a few were inserted anyway, stating that their
dislike was based on the reason that their work space was
"crowded" or "noisy". As previously mentioned, a good
many Research and Test employees work in the separately
housed Laboratory building; this may well be a contributing
factor to their general dissatisfaction with their work
place. Only one specific criticism of the Laboratory was
written at the end of the questionnaire. It stated that
the lack of windows in the lab made one feel that he was
working in a prison. It is probably due to the variation
in projects worked on and the general nature of research
that the Research and Test people are so much at variance
in their opinion with the other Departments.
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No specific remedy for this situation can be submitted
by the writer. The awareness of the fact that it exists
may help management to take some specific action to im-
prove conditions, however.
Question Number 35. Is your work interrupted by lack
of materials, tool3, supplies, or instructions?
5/o 0. No answer 4/&
50$ 1. Often 19 i
-;:- 54^ 2. Seldom 57$ (55$)
13$ 5. Never 20$
Ideally, there would be a 100$ response to the "never'
choice. Actually, in any organization there are bound to
be shortcomings in scheduling, coordinating, procuring
supplies and materials, and in passing information. How-
ever, with no other criterion than subjective judgment of
the responses given, the writer believes that a vast in-
crease in productivity is oossible by bettering the con-
ditions implied here.
Below is listed a Departmental comparison )f responses
to choice one:
Per Diem Per Annum
Industrial 32$ IE
Engineering 30$ 20$
Research and Test 22$ 17$
Quality 16$ 21$
Interestingly enough, the Industrial Department contains
the best response of any Department for the Per Annum
workers, yet the worst response for the Per Diem personnel
All Departments indicate that there is a noed for improve-
ment in both grouo3' work as regards freedom from time-
cons umir, • i production-cutting Interruptions.
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Comments written-in on this question include the fol-
lowing, together with the number of submissions:
1. Lack of materials or parts. (34)
2. Lack of or Improper tools. (17)
3. Lack of supplies. (12)
4. Lack of, or poor clarity of, instructions. (9)
5. Inefficient (or slow, or complexity of) supply
system. (12)
6. Lack of planning. (2)
7. Unnecessary interruptions. (2)
3. Dissemination of information from Bureau down
not as good as it should and could be. (2)
9. Bench too high -- feet off floor although on
ledge -"• causes strain. (2) (Both female
workers
)
10. Need more space for handling required
materials. (1)
11. Methods are .biggest bottleneck. (1)
12. Many of our machines need repair. (1)
13. Improper storage sometimes hampers location
of parts. (1)
14. Many times jobs are started without the
necessary material needed to complete it. (1)
15. Lack of coordination between departments. (1)
16. Nearly 60/fc of my time is wasted searching for
materials and supplies. (1)
17. Our drill press has been in need of repairs
for 2 years. (1)
18. Time lost waiting on checking devices. (1)
19. Cannot obtain aid to do routine work. (1)
(This from a supervisor, incidentally.)
20. Shortage of lathe accessory equipment. (1)
21. Too much red tape -- using a giant system to
do small jobs. (1)
22. Commercially purchased items delay, mostly. (1)
23. No crib in Research to handle material available;
tools scattered. (1)
24. Not enjugh right tools. (1)
The above is representative of the comments submitted.
It seems to the writer that most of the items mentioned
could be easily and quickly corrected by reporting con-
ditions to supervisors for rectification. Of course, some
of them are not so easily settled. In several interviews
with high-level supervision, the writer determined that in
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every instance this top supervision was striving to improve
methods and processes which would smooth operation, reduce
bottlenecks, and permit better coordination of employee
effort. However, it seems that group meetings with first-
line supervision would permit most of these small but ef-
ficiency-destroying items to be brought to light and
remedied. There seems to be at least some evidence that
workers are reluctant to pass such information to first-
level supervisors. Suggested training of supervisors in
human relations and psychological princioles should tend
to alleviate this implied employee distrust of, or at
least lack of confidence in, certain areas of NOFI super-
vision.
(question Numb er o4, The way I feel about methods im-
provement and work simplification is
b% 0. No answer 1%
10/j 1. I haven't thought much about them 10$
-::- 55>:o 2. whenever I find a better way to
do my job, I tell my supervisor
about it 54$ ( 54$)
1'fo 3. I use the Beneficial Suggestion
Program when I find a better way
to do my job 4 '
2oi 4. I often find simpler and better
methods for doing my job and use
them, but don't bother to tell
anybody aboat them 2b/->
The majority response to this question is considered to
be in keeping with general procedure in any organization.
The supervisor being the next person in line to the em-
ployee, the natural tendency in most cases is to info
one's supervisor ,vhen a better or easier method for doing
a job is discovere .
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The relatively large responses of "no answers" and "I
haven't thought much about them" seems indicative that the
terms were unfamiliar to about 15;-' of the surveyed employees
This means that fifteen employees in every hundred either
haven't thought much about the method aid manner :f doing
their jobs, or have never considered departing from the job
method as it was taught them or as they first hit upon it.
Of coarse, where standard methods are prescribed, it is
encumbent uoon the employee to follow them, but should he
discover a better method for accomplishing the desired re-
sult, it will make for possibly more efficiency throughout
if the better method is brought to light and shared.
Some discovered methods of doing jobs are so applicable
to large numbers of processes or work groups that Plant-
wide or Navy-wide savings may result from their applica-
tion, or intangible benefits to a large number of em-
ployees may ensue through their adoption. In these cases,
the employee may receive financial rev/ard or official
commendation if he submits his suggested .improvement to
the Beneficial Suggestion program for evaluation, and if
it is accepted. Therefore, a small but definite percentage
of employees were expected to respond to this choice.
However, the main untapped wealth of ideas and better
methods that never comes to light is reflected in the
response to choice number four, where one-fourth of both
the Per Diem and per Annum employees indicate they often
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find better methods for doing their jobs, but don't bother
to tell anyone about then. It is precisely for the purpose
of drawing forth and communicating these locked-in ideas
and methods that a work simplification training program
can be initiated. Allen K. Mogensen discovered the funda-
mental base of Method Improvement and formulated it as
follows: "One a person really kno^s how and why a job is
done, and studies it with the desire to improve, he will
find ways and means to improve it 1." Mogensen then went on
to develop techniques of Method Improvement, which he called
"Work Simplification". 47
Regarding the Work Simplification Plan in effect at the
TAPCO Division of Thompson Products, Mr. Q. N. C-roth has
this to say:
Although the tangible savings produced by the program
are important, I believe one of the contributions that
we have obtained from the course is its value as a tool
to promote better human relations. Perhaps this thought
surprises you and you would quote the number of projects
turned in and the thousands and thousands of dollars
saved annually by the program. If your program is a
good one, it is certain to save money, but actually the
program is more than a money saver. It is a means to an
end and in many cases that end is JOB SATISFACTION. 43
On the basis of responses by both personnel groups and
in all Departments, the institution of a Plant-wide, long-
term program of training employees in Work Simplification
techniques would prove profitable at NOPI.
47For one reference on Work Simplification, the reader
is referred to an article, "Work Simplification", by W. C.
Zinck, Supervision , Dec, 1953, pp. 9-12.
43From the same address referenced In footnote 9.
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To conclude this question's discussion, a list of
write-ins submitted on this question is presented:
1. No one seems to care about Work Simplifica-
tion. (2)
2. My supervisor doesn't like to be told by me. (10)
3. My supervisor won't pass th^ information on. (5)
4. He seldom nays any attention to the cheao
help. (2)
5. Red taue orevents adoption of ideas. (3)
6. (One respondee, who checked "don't bother to tell
anyone" said this:) This eliminates unnecessary
paper work. (1)
7. Method improvements are covered by reports and
circulated. (1)
3. Sometimes our suggestions are ignored. (1)
9. But he tells his supervisor it was his idea. (1)
10. We need cooperation to speed ideas. Tl)
11. Too many departments can block suggestions. (1)
12. Most of the time they pay no attention to a
woman's suggestion. (1)
13. A Work Simplification course needs to be started
here. (1)
This sample of comments again gives the range of responses
submitted by a relatively small number of employees. Again
apparent is the trend for certain supervisors to resent
suggestions coming from his work group, or refusing to pass
them up the line without adequate explanation to the em-
ployee. The much referred to human relations training of
supervisors seems to be one method of modifying these
adamant attitudes on the part of at least a few NOFI super-
visors, evidently mostly on the first level. For an inter-
Departmental comparison, responses to choices two and four
will be presented:
Percentage of Responses. to Choice
2 4
Diem Annum Diem Annum
Industrial 54>^ 48 23 27%
Engineering 65^ b±% 28$ 25;£
Research and Test 67# 61 0% 19#
Quality 57# 60$ 19# 26;^
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From the above, it is seen that the Research and Test
people tell their supervisors somewhat more often than any
other Department's employees. Also, they hold back less
information than the people in any other Department. How
much of this is due to the nature of their work, and how
much is due to the "permissive atmosphere" of the Depart-
ment is not known.
Question Number 55. Considering the kinds of products
we make at NCTI, I feel our production control and present
manufacturing methods
5% 0. No answer b%
b% 1. Cannot be materially improved 3$
-:;- 50/o 2. Could be improved in some in-
stances 35$ (44$)
15/o 3. Need improvement in many situ-
ations 24^
27% 4. 'I do not know 22%
This question was not intentionally phrased to "put the
finger on" the Production Control and Manufacturing Methods
Divisions; it was put in in order to determine emoloyee
opinion concerning the over-all production of hardware, as
the manufactured products going to the Fleet are referred
to, in the NOPI establishment. It was expected that a
rather large number of employees would not consider them-
selves competent to state an opinion on this question,
which turned out to be the case. Also it would be expected
that improvement in some instances is always desirable, no
matter how good the situation. Since this question's re-
sponses cannot be related to those of any similar activity,
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they establish a base for future NOPI comparisons only.
In order to evaluate the resoonse ''need imorcvement in
many situations", a sample of submitted comments will be
presented. ^!CPI fo.ces the most difficult type of nroduc-
tion control, due to the fact that its products are made
to such close tolerances and allowances, the products must
be nearly perfect when completed, so many different small
part3 comprise an assembly, so many different, short-run
jobs are being processed through the Plant at any given
time, and the material requirements and completed specif i-
ions are so rigorous. For example, every time fifty ad-
ditional Knots of speed are built into an aircraft type
using NCPI firecontrol equipment, vibrational characteris-
tics, inertia characteristics, and other considerations
enter into how 'well the finished oroduct will operate, and
sometimes major modifications must be made to the basic
,e of equipment. The assemblies must operate at 60 de-
grees below zero as well as they do at room temperature,
an 1 they must also operate at one hundred and forty de-
grees as well. A single pin backing out of a component
part might cause the loss of an aircraft in combat. Solder
connections mast be such that they will not vibrate loose
under terrific strain 1 accelerations. These are a few
of the basic considerations which complicate production
control and ia lufacturing methods at the Ordnance plant.
Thus, it can be seen that due to the complexity of prod ict
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and difficulty of performing the machining and assembly
operations, the control and manufacturing functions are ex-
tremely difficult. It is considered a tribute to the
Divisions performing these tasks that they do turn out ac-
ceptable assembled units as a Matter of routine. Few pri-
vate firms are able to enter the field of aviation ordnance
fire control equipment due to their inability to produce
products of the high standard required; thus NOPI performs
a unique and vital function or engineering, testing, and
manufacturing during peace time. The know-how developed
and the pilot runs made on small-lot bases will go far
toward helping private industry to overcome bottlenecks
c±nd problems of production in the event of war, when cost
lids are removed. It should be understood by the reader
from the above that NOPI does not compete with private in-
dustry for work that could be done equally well by private
industry. It is in the business because it can do the job
well, whereas an extremely small segment of private indus-
try can do the job at all, and that segment has its hands
full of work at the present time.
With the above information given to acquaint the reader
with the type of work to be controlled and the general com-
plexity of the product, some of the comments which follow
may become more meaningful:
1. Lack of coordination from engineering to pro-
duction. (2)
2. Too much over-lapping among departments. (2)
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5. Too much tension, especially among inspectors. (1)
4. Stored parts not arranged properly. (1)
5. Too close tolerances causes excessive scrap. (1)
6. Have more material and parts available before
releasing job to production. (2)
7. Assembly and Engineering need closer liason. (2)
8. Too many one-track minds. (2)
9. Plant manager or over-all authority for entire
Plant needed. (1)
10. Mechanics like to see how the work is performed. (2)
11. System good, but people not qualified. (3)
12. Need improvement in keeping bluprints up to
.
date. (1)
13. Schedule work to mac nine shop so all parts are
available when a job is started in assembly. (1)
14. Production is c 3nt rolled by a high-quality
standard. (1)
15. Time estimates on job are Very inaccurate. (2)
16. Clashing personalities. (1;
17. Scheduling and material control could be greatly
Improved. (1)
18. Technical paper is too slow in getting from En-
gineering to floor. (1)
19. Too many chiefs -- not enough Indians.' (1)
20. Plant is well organized and instruments okay. (1)
21. Even small quantity urgent job3 are geared as mass
jobs. (1)
22. Notice dollar value of the scrap run per year] (1)
23. Representatives from assembly and inspection should,
be allowed to sit in at engineering conferences to
smooth out difficulties and assist in the decisions.
(1)
24. Production control should be separated from manu-
facturing methods. (1)
25. Failure to send NGPI men to outside conferences
hurts over-all Plant efficiency. (1)
26. Need improvement in handling finished parts. (1) •
27. Time and cost estimating need improvement. (1)
28. Need bonuses for exceeding quotas. (1)
The above shows the range of response on the write-ins.
Continued training is indicated for even experienced
craftsmen have trouble in meeting the tolerances. In
general, better coordination among divisions and Depart-
ments seems to be indicated. Also, a smoother coordination





In conclusion, it was noted that the Quality Per Annum
response percentage to "need improvements in many situations"
(33$) was the highest intor-departmentally, while the
Quality Per Diem employee response (10$) was the lowest.
Question Number 36. for my type of work, the equip-
ment I use at IMG PI is
2$ 0. No answer 4$
7$ 1. In need of replacement 3$
3$ 2. Not as good as most places 3$
62$ 3. Better than in most places 62$ (62$)
-::- 26$ 4. The best obtainable 28$
In this question, 10$ of the Per Diem employees and 6$
of the Per Annum people indicate that their equiornent is
below par. Considering the general type of work don'; at
NGPI, this is considered excessive. However, a large
majority of both groups, 88$ Per Diem, 90$ Per Annum, in-
dicate either better than average or the best. On an
inter-Departmental comparison, the following responses to
choices one, two, and the totals of three and four were
noted:
Percentage of Responses by Choice
1 2 3 and 4
Diem Annum Diem Annum Diem Annum
Industrial 7$ 10$ 2$ 3$ 88$ 82$
Engineering 10$ 0.8$ 5$ 3$ 35$ 92$
Research and Test 11$ 0$ 0$ 6$ 39$ 93$
quality 9$ 2$ 4$ 0$ 84^ 93$
It is suggested that, in view of the appreciable per-
centage of employees who believe their equipment to be be-
low par, an informal survey of employees be made by super-
visors to assess the locations and conditions of the
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equioment considered sub-standard. Over-all productivity
at NOfI would doubtless profit by the removal of obsolete
or ineffective equipment, and its replacement by less worn
or faster-producing equipment. x^urther, employee relations
ght be improved as a result of management's interest in
the individual employee.
question Number 37. How do you feel about motion and
time study?
5% 0. No answer 6%
y?% 1. I don't know enough about it
to say 36 (37;£)
22$ 2. Due to the many different
products we make, it wouldn't
be at all applicable in any
of our production operations 11$
it 24$ 3. Even though ue make many dif-
ferent products, it could be
used to advantage, in at least
some of our production
operations 25,-3
12$ 4. I feel we could apply it to
many of our production
operations to good advan-
tage 21.o
This question was included in the questionnaire mainly
to get some assessment of government employees' reaction
to time and motion study. Up until recent years, and
dating back to about 1914, a clause was inserted by Con-
gress into every Federal Appropriation Act, which forbade
the ise of the appropriated funds for conducting time and
motion studies at government activities. This d strust of
motion and time study as a tool for studying jobs, deter-
mining the bost way to do the job, and for getting time
estimates for how Ion,.; it should take an average employee
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to do a certain job, resulted in general from a lack of
basic knowledge of what was to be done and an unfounded
fear of the unknown. As a result, even today, there are a
large number of people in government employ who hardly
realize that such a field exists. However, as the resoonse
to this question at NOFI indicates, there is gradually
coming a realization that motion and time study can be an
extremely valuable tool for management when properly ap-
plied. It can reduce fatigue, improve methods, increase
production, and set standards of accomplishment for evalu-
ating human endeavor in iiiany fields, but especially where
a rather simple, repetitive job is performed. In ensuing
years, it is expected that considerable emphasis v/ill be
given to time and motion study at government activities,
although it is in its infancy today.
Concerning the "human factor" involved in motion and
time study, Mundel states:
. . .
a motion and time study department or an individual
engaged in performing such functions not only must exe-
cute the necessary technical activities in a sound, ac-
curate fashion, but also actively take part in furthering
the integration of motion and time study into the or-
ganization by:
1. Submitting adequate financial reports of its ac-
tivities to management, properly crediting co-operating,
participating, or originating individuals or groups.
2. Actively seeking equitable solutions for possible
hardships connected with technological changes.
3. Disseminating motion and time study information
throughout the whole organization, not only to overcome
the normal resistance of" people affected by it, but also
to aid everyone in the organization to co-operate in
finding better ways of doing work. Formal training
co.irses, foreman conferences, information via the house
organ, and person-to-person explanations of each issue
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are desirable. The ideal situation occurs //hen in-novations are originated, or at least participated in^persons as close to the point of application as pos-
Also, because of "the human factor;* al] members of
SfJTK" 181*" !? Sh°Uld activ«ly undertake to under-
stuo^ ^ P?n° Ure\fd techniques of motion and timedy, und to equip themselves to take part in co-operative action for finding equitable ways of raisin*our standard of living through more effective produc-txon without increased effort, and without hardship. 49
For a finer breakdown on this question by Departments,
response to "would not be at all applicable", choice two,
and the combined totals of choices three and four, "ap-
plicable to at least some" and "applicable to many", will
be presented:
,







Diel* Annum STem AnnUm"Industrial 22% 11# 36 < 41
;engineering 22% lq* 40 / „iResearch and Test 22$ 4& IP apS
No general inferences will be drawn here by the writer,
except to point out that the higher general response to
the possibility of applying motion and time study to NCPI
by the Fer Annum employees, as exhibited in choices three
and four, is probably due to their difference in general
educational background, plus their greater familiarity with
current technical literature. The relatively lower re-
sponse within the Per Annum group shown by Industrial to
these choices ie probably due to the closeness of the peo-
ple in that Department to the working environment to which
motion and time study would be first applied.





Employee comments written-In uiicier this question In-
cluded the following
:
1. We are not given enough set-up time and in many
instances, not enough time to run a job. (1)
2. Motion and time study would help methods and
efficiency. (1)
3. Gould use it only in order to find better
methods. (1)
4. Too short of production runs to use it. (7)
5. Too close of tolerances for jobs to be timed to
the aiinute. (2 J
o. Motion economy instruction badly needed at
NCPI. U)
7. Would be better than presently-used estimated
times, which vary from time to time. (4)
8. Use it for establishing standard times, but not
for setting rates. (1)
9. Could eliminate some short-run jobs into longer
jobs if planned better. (1)
10. For selected operations, yes. (5)
11. viould be good in machine section. (2)
12. Would be good especially in assembly. (1)
13. A lot of time and money would be saved, for I have
seen it done at other places. (1)
14. Much is lost in quality now because of time re-
quire.aents. (2)
These arc representative of those comments submitted. As
can be S3en, employee comment varies widely concerning the
worth of motion and time study as apolied to NCPI. In re-
gard to estimnted times, which are set by the use of pre-
vious records, experience of the planner, and common sense,
referred to in comment 7 above, the closeness of actual
hours taken to run a job and the hours scheduled for its
running forms the basis for determining the Industrial De-
partment's efficiency. Figure 13 portrays both the rela-
tive efficiency of the Department and the number of over-
time hours worked, measured in thousands, for the period
1jo2 through 1j53. The formula used for determining
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relative Department efficiency is to take the .percentage
by which the actual hours exceeded the estimated hours for
all jobs, including machining, overhaul, and assembly, for
a given working week, add 100$ to this, and divide the total
into 100%, to give the relative efficiency. For example,
if actual hours exceed estimated hours in the Department
during a selected week by 26$, v/e would divide 1.00 by
1.26 to get a relative efficiency of 79.'£ for that week.
On Figure 13, a trend can be noted whereby a lara;e amount
of overtime hours causes a reduction, with a slight lag-
time involved, in relative Deoartmental efficiency. This
is admittedly a rather crude measure of prod activity, but
in absence of a better one, is the one employed. Assembly
operations and overhaul jobs most often show the greatest
discrepancy between estimated hours and actual hours, due
to the inherent difficulties of the jobs as performed at
NOP I.
i^uest ion Number 38. The forms I use in my job are
5$ 0. No answer 4$
-::• 50$ 1. Well designed for filling in
necessary information 64$ (54'-')
5$ 2. Poorly laid out for filling
in necessary information 7$
2 i 6, Poorly laid out and require
unnecessary information 5$
39/o 4. I do not use forms in my job 20$
It can be seen that of employees at NOPI who use forms
in their jobs, a large majority are satisfied with them,
both in the per Diem and the lev Annum categories. The
major significance in this question concerns choices two
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and three, and the response thereto. Cnly 7$ of the over-
all Per Diem people feel the forms they use in their job
area are poor, while \2% of the Per Annum people feel this
way. De partmentally, the breakdown on this question's total
response to choices two and three was as follows:
Total Choice 2 and 3_ Response
Per Diem Per Annum
Industrial 7% 12%
Engineering 2f 1Z%
Research and Test 0;£ 14$
quality S% 11$
There seems to be no general difference among the responses
of the Per Annum employees; the relative differences among
the Per Diem people would seem to result as a natural con-
sequence of the jobs performed. Thus, the inspectors in
Quality and the producers in Industrial would be expected
to have more contact with manufacturing process and control
paper than would the Per Diem employees in either Research
or Engineering. The fact that so many employees in both
categories feel that their forms could stand improvement
would be worthy of further study by people concerned in
the various areas. "k paper form is a standardized ar-
rangement for recording and transmitting facts. Records
*
of transactions in industrial operation, sometimes called
paper work, are made on forms. "^0 Due to the fact that so
much of industrial communication is conducted through the
medium of forms, it is imoerative that the forms used
50L. P.. Alford and J. R. Bangs, Production Handbook
(New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1950), p. 1337.
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transmit information accurately, and that they orovide for
as much ease in placing information on to the form and in
taking information from the form, as possible. Therefore,
the form should be designed for the user and his equipment;
if typewritten, spacing of the form should correspond to
the spacing of the typewriter. Regarding forms in general,
Yoder^l suggests that a continuing and critical appraisal
be made with those re pre sentat iva questions in mind:
1. Is the form necessary? 2. What is the purpose of the
form? 3. Are the arrangement and content appropriate to
that purpose? 4. Are all items in it relevant and neces-
sary? 5. Gould information be secured or recorded more
readily or accurately by other means? 6. Are questions
or items clear, sharp, understandable by those who are to
create this record? 7. nVhat do users report as to its
effectiveness or shortcomings?
Before leaving this question, the percentages of people
not using forms in their jobs might be of interest, as re-
flected in choice four:




Research and Test 56$ 39$
Quality 6$ 1%
Research and Test, as would be expected, has the least






Quest ion Number 59. I feel that the time lost in
handling raw materials and «emi-finished products at NOPI
is
4$ 0. No answer 5$
12$ 1. Excessive 16$
* 36$ 2. Normal 31$
7,o 3. Very low 3$
42$ 4. Don't know 46$ (43$)
By Departments, for personnel resoonding to choices one,
three, and four, the results were as follows:
Percentage of Responses to Choice13 4
Diem Annum Diem Annum Diem Annum
Industrial 11$ 13$ 7$ 3$ 40$ 37$
Engineering 12$ 19$ 2$ 2$ 40$ 48$
Research and Test 11$ 13$ 6$ 0$ 56$ 65$
quality 16$ 15$ 7$ 10$ 43$ 33$
As expected on this question, a majority of employees in-
dicated that they "did not know". Of those who did check
a choice other than number four, it would be assumed that
at least some of these did not really know, probably having
no criterion for comparison. However, it is of interest
that a higher percentage of response indicated that the
time lost was excessive rather than that it was very low.
As is by now clear to the reader, the delicate, small com-
ponents of NOPI's products require many individual opera-
tions to fabricate and assemble. Rapid production is
secondary to acceptable production; still it is believed
that a greater awareness of the imoortance of proper and
rapid handling of materials on the parts of management and
worker alike at NOPI could cut lost time in materials
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handling considerably. Often a highly skilled machinist
may utilize a considerable portion of his productive time
carrying trays of parts back and forth to central locations,
or even to locations that, while relatively near his ma-
chine, still consume a considerable length of time during
the progress of a day. This has the dual effect of in-
creasing labor costs and cutting down productivity. Or an
overly-large tray of small parts being worked on -nay sit
for a period of several hours at one location, each com-
pleted part awaiting the completion of the last one in the
tray before all can be moved to the next machine location
for another operation. Multiply situations like this by
the number of different operations, and the total number
of lost-time hours while material stands idle can become
truly amazing.
This is not to say that NOPI material handling methods
are inefficient; the above comments are olaced herein
iaainly to emohasize to the reader the largely unknown but
tremendous cost that can occur both in terms of money and
in improper utilization of skills when insufficient thought
and regard is given to the over-all picture of materials
handling. The soecialists in materials handling at NOPI
and in every other industrial organization are well aware
of it; the problem is to get an increased awareness
throughout the organization of the value of optimum mate-




Question Number 40. To help me do my best work, aoart
from experience on the job,
8$ 0. No answer Q%
23$ 1. I get a great deal of the
right kind of training 15$
a 36$ 2. I get some training of the
right kind 36$ (36$)
•7$ 3. I do not get enough train-
ing 10$
24/5 4. I get no training, to speak
of 30%
0.9$5. I get too much unnecessary
training 1 ]
From the above, it can be noted that 59$ of the Per Diem
people and 51$ of the Per Annum people get either some or
a great deal of training of the right kind. Also to be
notedifthat 31$ of the Per Diems and 40$ of the Per Annurns
state they either don't get enough training, or no training,
Very few people at NOFI get too much unnecessary training.
In comparing the results of this question on an inter-De-
partmental basis, responses to choices one, two, and three
will be listed:
Percentage Response to Choice12 3
Diem Annum Diem Annum Diem Annum
Industrial 23$ 13$ 37; : s 40$ 7$ 12$
Engineering 35$ 12$ 583 35$ 10$ 10.1
Research and Test 11$ 17$ 50$ 33 J 0$ 6%
quality 17$ 20$ 38$ 41$ 11$ 10$
In the above it is of interest to note that the Indus-
trial Per Annum employees feel they do not get enough
training to a greater extent than does any other Per Annum
group, and that both groups of the Research and Test De-
partment have the smelliest response that they do not get
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enough training. Since the tabulation of this question
didn't include the job area involved, it is impossible to
assess the class of employees desiring further training.
The training program at NCPI is a well integrated one
and one which has met with a high degree of success and
acceptability. At present the following courses are in
effect:
1. An apprentice training program. Fifty-eight ap-
prentices are being taught in seven trade areas in this
program at the present time. This NOFI program is rated
as being at the top five per cent of all those conducted
in the State of Indiana by a representative of the Bureau
of Apprenticeship. Its graduates are in great demand,
both by NOP! and private industry, and a long waiting list
of applicants, ensuring high calibre of entrants, is main-
tained in the Industrial Relations Department.
2. An on-the-job learners' course. This course is be-
ing given presently to forty male machine operators, and
takes ninety days to complete.
3. A professional develooment course. Twenty-eight
people from. Research and Test, Engineering, and the naval
officers stationed at NOPI are enrolled in this course at
present. Instruction consists of two hours, bi-weekly,




4. A supervisory development coarse. Forty-seven men
are presently enrolled in this course, and it is to be ex-
panded in the near future. It consists of a one-hour ses-,
sion once a week. It is carried on by levels of supervi-
sion, on a progressive basis.
5. An on-the-job course in tool and gage design. This
course consists of full-time training for eighteen months
of selected journeymen machinists. At the completion of
the course, the trainees are designated as journeymen tool
and gage designers.
6. A night course for machine operators. This program
is for professional emoloyees in the organization who wish
to become more familiar with machines and their operation.
Attendance is on a voluntary basis, and NCPI furnishes
qualified instruction.
7. Indoctrination and orientation courses. All new
employees at NOPI are given this training. It consists of
two sessions. The first, lasting three hours, includes a
briefing about NOPI in general and a conducted Plant tour.
This is given prior to the new employee's reporting to his
Department. The second three-hour session is conducted
after the employee has been on the job a minimum of two
weeks, a nd. is primarily utilized to answer questions on
work situations, policies, regulations, and any other items
of concern and/or interest to the employee.
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8. Though not a formal course, the library. This was
described under the general description of the Ordnance
Plant. Its use by all employees is encouraged, and books
may be removed on a loan basis for home study; of course,
security regulations for classified material prevent taking
certain types of publications home, but, access to these is
open to those whose job requires their use and who are
properly cleared. ,
With the above information in mind, some of the repre-
sentative comments written-in by survey respondents on the
line provided for this question may be interesting to the
reader. Following the comment will be the number of ques-
tionnaires submitting it or one very similar to it, en-
closed in parentheses.
1. Too much friction and misfits among supervisors in
department. (1)
2. I would like shop work on my own time. (1)
3. I would like to retake the supervisors' course. (2)
4. The others in this department are too busy to train
me. (1) (The above from a woman in the clerical
job area)
5. We need more supervisory training here. (2)
6. The machinists get more help than the operators
do. (1)
7. Supervisor course offered by local institutions are
waste of time. (2)
3. I learn by making mistakes. (1)
9. Approximately 2 hours a month should be set aside
for supervisors to get together for conferences in
each section. (1)
10. Work is of such a nature that specific training is
not applicable. Problems are settled as they
arise. (1)
11. All lectures, movies, etc., are for supervisors
only. (1)
12. Teachers need more training to teach. (1)
13. proper training is needed . (2)
14. More training is needed on instruments. (1)
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15. College grads can receive additional schooling;
others cannot at plant. (1)
16. Utter disregard for training in this department. (1)
17. With the experience I have, I can train others. (1)
IS. I learn a lot from my immediate supervisor. (1)
19. Most knowledge is gained from experience. (3)
20. Could use technical information from library, but
difficult to draw out to take home and, no time on
job. (1)
21. I believe there should be a few specific instructors
for training rather than working personnel doing
the training. (1)
22. Could use more training. (6)
The above is representative of the comments; no general
trend is evidenced by them, but some reflect the need for
getting the correct information to people at NGPI, for
they reflect a lack of knowledge concerning policies or
procedures in effect. For example, note 2 and 20 above.
Both the need for and the desire for more supervisory
training is demonstrated throughout the questionnaire.
Since an expansion of the supervisory development program
is olanned, it should gradually aid in this area. The
previously recommended training in human relations, basic
psychology, and certain areas of industrial engineering for
supervisors, especially at the first level, might well be
included in this program.
que s tion Number 41. When I have a personal problem,
the person I usually go to for help is
4$ 0. No answer 4$
35^ 1. My supervisor o&%
-» 8% 2. A fellow -worker 9$
43^ 3. Nobody; I try to work it out
for myself 38$ (41%)
2% 4. A member of the Employee Re-
lations Division 0.8$
T/o 5. Someone outside the Plant 10$
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Inter-Departmentally, there wasn't much difference in re-
sponse by either Per Annum or Per Diem employees to this
question. Less Per Diem personnel in Industrial (34 ,Jb) go
to their supervisors with personal problems than do those
in Research and Test (50$), in Engineering (42$), or in
Quality (40$). The Per Annum people in Engineering con-
sult their supervisors less (35$) than those in Quality
(45,0, Research (41$), or Industrial (37%). Very few in
any Department go to the Employee Relations Division with
their personal problems, the largest responses in this
category being 2$ for Per Diem workers In both Industrial
and in Engineering.
NCPI 65.5-7, entitled "Counseling" states in part:
. • . The primary management responsibility for the
solution of problems growing oat of the working situa-
tion, such as personal adjustment to the job, rests with
line supervision. In unusual cases, line supervision
may request guidance and assistance from the Industrial
Relations Department. On the other hand, employees with
personal problems not arising from the job, although
they may interfere with productive output, should be re-
ferred by activities to naval or appropriate community
agencies for assistance. It should be borne in mind
that the primary responsibility for handling personal
problems is that of the employee himself . . .52
It would seem that the results of the opinion questionnaire
reflect the above policy. In this regard, the Naval Ord-
nance Laboratory opinion survey was similar in its findings;
there, over-all, 3$ of their employees turned to the Em-
ployee Relations Division, 31$ to supervisors, and 43$ at-
tempted to work their problems out for themselves. Corre-




similar results. During several interviews with higher-
level supervision, the writer was impressed by the general
good knowledge of counseling methods exhibited by these
men. Many case histories were discussed where undirected,
or so-called "cathartic", interviews aided the employees
in locating their real problems and in helping to find
answers. As is so often true, the mere understanding of
the problem aids in effecting a workable solution in many
cases. This seems to be especially true in the case of
women employees, of whom about 800 are employed at NOPI.
Many times, however, first-level supervision hasn't re-
ceived enough training in, or doesn't see the need for,
counseling, and it is in this area that improvement pos-
sibilities are suggested. Conference training sessions
with widely-made-use-of role playing might be one method
utilized to advantage.
Question Number 42. Do you feel that the present Civil
Service system for Performance Rating does rate you fairly
in your present job performance?
4$ 0. No answer 5%
41$ 1. Yes 32%
19% 2. Don't know 14%
* 36% 3. No 49% (40%;
These responses see quite a difference of opinion between
the Per Diem and the Per Annum personnel. More Per Diem
people answer "yes" than "no", by a few per cent, while
considerably more Per Annum employees answer "no" than
"yes". An inter-Departmental break-down of response to
choices one and three follows:
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Percentages of Response to Choice
.1 3_
D"iem Annum Diem Annum
Industrial 42% 33% 34% 51%
Engineering 38% 50% 42% 49%
Research and Test 22% 32% 56% 38%
Quality 31% 34% 48% 59%
It can be seen from the Departmental break-down that, ex-
cept for the Industrial Department Per Diem personnel, all
other groups in all Departments believe that the Perfor-
mance Rating system presently in use does not rate them
fairly. In this case, due to the large number of people
in the Industrial Per Diem group, its effects far over-
shadowed the responses of the other Per Diem groups.
Procedures for performance rating of governmental em-
ployees are based on the Performance Rating Act of 1950.
This provided for official rating of all employees in one
of three categories on an annual basis. The categories
provided are: outstanding, satisfactory, and unsatisfac-
tory. If an employee is rated either "out standing" or
"unsatisfactory", justification must be given for the ac-
tion, entailing considerable effort on the part of the
rater. If rated "satisfactory", merely including the em-
ployee's name on a list of names designated satisfactory
suffices. The entire procedure, purpose, and details of
performance rating are contained in NGPI 130. According
to NGPI 130.6-3, the category of Satisfactory:
• . . includes performance ranging from excellent to
just above unsatisfactory. It is the level at which
most employees will be rated. Factor marks at this
level are not required to be supported in writing,
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although they may be so supported. Such supporting in-
formation, even when the factor marks are all Satisfac-
tory, will often serve to give deserved recognition of
the employee's accomplishments. 53
During the last rating period for NOPI, from May, 1952, tp
May, 1953, no employees were marked "unsatisfactory" and
only 0.47% of the employees were rated "outstanding",
showing the very infrequent use made of these categories.
For what the employees wrote-in on the provided comment
space for this question, please see the below listed repre-
sentative items. The numbers in parentheses again indicate
the number of questionnaires on which that comment, or'
a
reasonable facsimile thereof, was submitted.
1. Too general, or Not enough grades. (20)
2. Sub-average rated same as above average. (35)
3. The new form is ok. (1)
4. Too hard to get better than 3 regardless of per-
formance. (6)
5. Supers won't give due to extra work involved, re-
gardless of merit. (5)
6. Length of service should be a factor. (2)
7. Source of ill-will; accomplishes nothing. (6)
8. Former method gave better rating. (6)
9. Too much influence on this by immediate supervisor.
(2)
10. Favoritism shown adversely. (2)
11. It is a big joke, or Meaningless, or Waste of
government funds, or Stinks. (25)
12. Contributions made to plant efficiency are ignored
at rating t ime . (1)
13. My department heads don't rate me faivly. (1)
14. Performance rating belongs in schools, not in in-
dustry. (1)
The above shows the variation in comments submitted. How-
ever, it shows a rather pronounced trend, more so than in





attitudes. The majority of comments are critical of the
main thesis of the Performance Rating Act of 1950, in that
they want more quantitative steps than "satisfactory" be-
tween Outstanding and Unsatisfactory. They seem to feel
that the sub-average worker can float through with ease,
while the excellent worker gets no better recognition for
his services and performance than does his drone counter-
part.
Except to point out this question's responses as a fact
existing at the Ordnance Plant, the writer can assess no
measure of the effect of this unfavorable attitude on pro-
ductivity of workers. It is considered that the manner in
which the Performance Rating Act of 1950 operates is such
that considerable expense and effort could be saved by the
complete abolishment of any rating system in governmental
activities. If an employee is so bad that he is "unsatis-
factory", he will probably be released, anyway, and if so
good that he would deserve "outstanding", it is assured
that his talents would not escape notice in the organization,
Question Number 45. How much of your working time do
you feel is devoted to handling "red tape", that is, paper
work which seems to needlessly complicate your job per-
formance?
12$ 0. No answer b%
65^b 1. to 5# 57 /o (62%)
-:;- 14$ 2. 6 to 15$ 22$
6% 5. 16 to 25> 9%
7?b 4. More than 25/S 4$
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As would possibly be inferred, the Per Diem employees seem
to be less involved in the handling of red tape than do the
Per Annum employees. On a Departmental basis, the re-
sponses to choices two, three, and four were as follows:




Diem Annum Diem Annum
Industrial 14$ 15$ 6$ 10# 2$ 9%
Engineering 12$ 24$ 2$ 10% 8$ 8$
Research and Test 0$ 20% 11% 6% 0$ A%
quality 19$ 27$ 11$ 10$ 7$ 1$
As mentioned in question 15, any employee must conform to
the boundary conditions of his employment. In national
government activities, these boundary conditions are more
numerous than in a majority of private industries. There
are more levels in the chain of command. Not only basic
legislation requirements which are passed from the top
down, but intervening policy and regulation requirements
and customs and traditions are superimposed at each of
these levels. Due to its being so widespread and gigantic
in size, activities under the Department of Defense must
conduct operations and utilize procedures according to its
basic policy, and with little personal contact but a tre-
mendous amount of written communication. Reports, regula-
tions, letters, forms -- their variety is legion and their
number limitless. Added to this unyielding amount of paper-
work (including upward and downward communication with the
Bureau of Ordnance, N0PI f 3 immediate superior in the chain
of command, and great amounts of liason correspondence
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with private industry, other Bureau of Ordnance activities,
the community of Indianapolis, and the State of Indiana,
among others) can be placed excessive amounts of paper-
work caused by poor administrative procedures within the
Ordnance Plant, lack of training as to what is desired by
supervisors, and lacic of skill in preparing proper corre-
spondence.
For example, one middle-level supervisor gave the writer
this example: He prepared a report on a technical subject,
on which he is considered an expert, and handed it to his
Immediate supervisor in the rough form for aporoval. This
latter supervisor read through the report, approved its
technical content, but made minor changes in the English
usage. The report then went back to the originator, was
corrected as requested, and a smooth copy made. The smooth
copy was approved by the immediate supervisor and went up
to the next higher level. Here again the technical content
was approved, but once more minor grammatical changes were
incorporated into the text which necessitated the letter*s
going back to the originator, being retyped, and finally
being approved for transmittal and signed by the appropriate,
responsible Division Head.
It seems possible that the above waste of human energy,
time, and talent could be corrected by a) better communica-
tions as to what style of letter is desired by the signing
superior within the framework of basic Navy instructions
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for the preparation of correspondence; b) less
. t Ls-
trative levels of supervision being required between orig-
inator and approver of a. letter; and c) a basic evaluation
of the content of the letter as to completeness :*nd clar-
ity, and loss emphasis m the usage of "the" for- "an" and
similar minor changes which are not pertinent to the let-
ter's meaningfulness and clarity. The concept of "com-
pleted staff, v/ork", wherein the originator prepares cor-
respondence for his superior's signature so that a minimum
of revision and correction is necessary, and where the ori ;-
inator mentally places himself in the position of the
supervisor ultimately responsible for the letter and asks
himself, "If I were in Zeke's place, would I sign this
letter as it is presented to me and accept responsibility
for it?", could stand a great deal of emphasis throughout
all levels of the organization. Productivity increases
in all branches at NOJb'l should result from the application
of this "completed staff work" principle. Perhaps the
concept of setting up acceptable limits for approval
of paper-work on the parts of all supervisors would be
helpful, just as tolerance limits are set up as the cri-
terion for parsing or rejecting a machined part. In any
event, excessive barriers to the already complex procedure
for preparing paper-work in any form should be investi-
gated and remedied as and where applicable. The
figures listed at the beginning of this question's
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discussion indicate that all Departments could profit
thereby; as a corollary to the increased productivity
which can result, employee satisfaction and freedom from
frustration or anxiety may well occur.
Question Number 44
.
Concerning the Navy Employees
Beneficial Suggestion Program
6$ 0. No answer 4%
12$ 1. I have submitted one or more
suggestions and have had one
or more accepted 11$
14$ 2. I have submitted suggestions
but have not had any accepted 15$
/- 59% 3. 1 know about the program and
like it, but have not sub-
mitted any suggestions 62$ (59$)
5$ 4. I know about the program and
don't like it; I haven't sub-
mitted any suggestions 6$
3$ 5. 1 do not know the details of
the program 2$
Since this question precedes several others that bear on
the subject of the Beneficial Suggestion, or "Benny", Pro-
gram, as it is short-titled at NOPI, a rather lengthy dis-
cussion and evaluation will be presented here. From the
above figures, it can be seen in general that about 60$
of both the Per Annum and Per Dion employees like the Pro-
gram and know about, but have not submitted suggestions.
Only about 5$ of the employees in both groups have not
submitted suggestions and do not like the program; com-
ments were submitted on this question which may help ex-
plain the reason for this opinion. Only about 3$ don't
know the details of the program. Altogether, 26$ of both




On an inter-Departmental break-down, responses will be
shown for choices one, two, and four:
Percentages of Response to Choices
1 2 4
Diem Annum Diem" Annum Diem Annum
Industrial 12$ 11$ 14$ 18$ 6$ 4 ;£
Engineering 15$ 6$ 22/1 17$ 2$ 9$
Research and Test 17$ 9$ 17$ 9$ 6$ 4$
quality 12$ 24$ 16$ 15$ 2$ 2$
This comparison shows that: 1) participation among Per
Diem employees ranges from 26$ for Industrial up to 37$
for Engineering; for Per Annum employees, 18$ for Research
up to 39$ for Quality; 2) a higher percentage of suggestions
from Quality Per Annum and Research Per Diem employees
have been more widely acceptable than those from any other
groups; 3) a higher percentage of Industrial and Research
Per Diem, and Engineering Per Annum, employees know about
the program and rion't like it, and haven't submitted sug-
gestions, than any other. It therefore appears, on the
whole, that the Suggestion Program is v/ell received and is
participated in at NOPI by all Departments and both groups
of workers. Possibly some of the unfavorable opinion to-
ward the Program may be due to the reason that unreliable
or biased information has been circulated among fellow-
employees who did not have a suggestion accepted, or who
had one which was considered to be within the normal area
of his job. Perhaps it may be due to a supervisor's tact-
less blocking of suggestions in a particular group.
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However, there still remains a high percentage of em-
it
ployees (59% over-all) who have not submitted suggestions.
This figure represents a dormant giant; the problem is to
awaken him and enlist his active participation in looking
about him, examining practices and methods for doing jobs
in the present manner, and suggesting improvements. With
3000 people av/are of and alert to 3000 work situations and
a multitude of methods, it seems reasonable to expect that
more and better improvements can be suggested than can be
done by 750 participants, or con be done by members of
management alone. Of course, certain types of individuals
and working situations are more conducive to the submis-
sion of suggestions than are others. Generally a small
proportion of employees provides the bulk of suggestions,
but through increased employee awareness and training, it
is believed the- proportion could be increased and maximized,
A work simplification training program would constitute a
step in this direction.
Authorities differ in their concepts of how many sug-
gestions should be considered standard in regard to working
population. Yoder states: "Experience indicates that —
in an average plant -- suggestions average about 200 to
300 per thousand employees each year. About one-fourth of
those received may be at least partially usable. Awards






Professor R. E. Balyeat of Purdue University believes
Yoder's figure to be high for average submissions, and sug-
gests that from 100 to 150 suggestions submitted per thou-
sand employees per year is a more realistic figure.
During the six-months period from 1 July 1953 to 31 De-
cember 1953, 195 suggestions were submitted by NCPI em-
ployees; of these, 49 were adopted; the estimated savings
during the first year on these adopted suggestions was
914,640.00; the awards paid amounted to ^910.00. Percentage
of participation of employees was seven per cent. These
figures represent 140 employees submitting suggestions per
thousand employed per year, within the average participa-
tion indicated above; an acceptance of 25 per cent, or one-
fourth of submitted suggestions, in keeping with the above
average; and a percentage of award paid to estimated
savings during the first year of apolication, of 6.2 per
cent, below the average stated above. By Departments
which took part in this study, the results of the Program
for the last six months of 1953 were as follows '.^
No. of Suggestions Awards Per Cent
Department Submitted Accepted Paid Participation
Industrial 84 29 #690. 00 5.3
Engineering 32 3 30.00 8.7
Research and Test 4 00.00 3.0
quality 24 3 20.00 12.9
Totals: 144 ~35~~ f740. 00 775~(avg. )
NOPI, over-all 195 49 $910.00 7.0
One may see from the above that the four Departments
studied contributed a majority of sugp^estions to the
^NOPI figures quoted from a NOPI report from the Bene-




Program, both of those submitted and those accepted, par-
ticipated to a somewhat greater extent than the average,
over-all; and received a majority of the awards. However,
a break-down by Departments shows an acceptance rate as
follows: Industrial, 34.6%; Engineering, 9.4$; Research
and Test, 0%; and quality, 12.5>t. .
NCPI 20.T*hets forth the basic Navy policy in regard to
the 3eneficial Suggestion Program. This Instruction de-
fines a beneficial suggestion, explains how the Program is
administered, and otherwise covers all general phases of
the Program. Both cash and recognition are used as incen-
tives for eliciting suggestions from employees in desired
areas for improvement. Both little ideas and big ideas
are solicited. Eligibility requirements are set forth,
both for employees in general and for supervisors; the con-
cept of what constitutes "normal duties" is explained,
with the proviso that the local Beneficial Suggestion Com-
mittee determine unusual cases; appeal machinery is pro-
vided for suggesters as regards the local Committee's de-
cision, and, if not satisfactorily settled at that level,
up to the Navy Efficiency Awards Committee in Washington.
In the event a suggestion is not acceptable, the suggestor
is required to be notified by the Committee as to why it
wasn't accepted, in a personalized, friendly letter "so
that the suggesters will feel like making another try.
They should also convince the suggesters that the merits
* 6NCPI, op t- clU
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of their suggestions were fairly judged .and carefully con-
sidered." 57 Cash awards are prescribed for adopted sug-
gestions ranging from $10.00 to #275.00, based on a rough
figure of five per cent of the estimated first year's
saving. If considered exceptionally valuable or meritori-
ous, the suggestion can be forwarded to the Navy Efficiency
Awards Committee for special consideration and possibly an
increase of reward. Awards for intangible benefits and
safety improvements brought about by sug Testions are pro-
vided for according to specified criteria. Standardized
drop-boxes and forms for suggestion submission are recom-
mended for the Program, but mail may be utilized by the
employee m submitting his suggestion, and a form isn't
required, as long as the suggestion is submitted in
writing. The employee must be notified that his sugges-
tion has been received and is being studied for possible
adoption; in cases requiring a long period of time to
evaluate, the suggester will be notified of the reason for
the delay -and the progress made to date; when the Committee
has adopted thr suggestion and determined the award to be
given, the suggester is notified in writing of this action
and receives his check for the suggestion. If, in the Com-
mittee's estimation, the suggestion has wider than local
application, the suggestion is forwarded for further con-




possible increase in the amount of award already paid, or,
in certain cases, a salary increase of one, two, or three
steps within the basic grade may result. If an emoloyee
is at the top of his salary grade, he must be given the
cash award. This amounts to a maximum of 2b% of the esti-
mated savings brought about by his suggestion during its
first year in operation; or, the total annual amount of
three salary step increases in his grade; 7/hichever is
less. For example, the top award for GS grades 1 through
4 would be $240.00; for OS grades 5 through 10, #375.00;
and for OS 11 through 14, ^600.00.
With the above information in mind, it might be of in-
terest to state that at I\f0PI accessible suggestion boxes
are provided in sufficient and strategic locations; color-
ful, and simply but effectively worded cartoon-type posters
are placed near them so that the employees' notice is at-
tracted; and blank suggestion forms are available at each
box. Suggestions are Collected from the boxes weekly and
logged in by the Recorder of the Beneficial Suggestion
Committee. Receipt is acknowledged. The Committee meets
weekly to act on the submitted suggestions. A little pam-
phlet is prepared for distribution throughout the organi-
zation, entitled "Employees Handbook for the Beneficial
Suggestion Program". It contains in readable, simple
language the major "key points" of the Program, and is ef-
fectively illustrated to get these points across. Major
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headings include: The Captain's Message, What Is a Sugges-
tion?, Types of Suggestion Desired, Who Kay Make Suggestions,
How Do You Make Suggestions, What Happens to Your Sugges-
tion, What You Get for a Suggestion, Additional Awards and
Benefits, These Suggestions Paid Off, and That's All There
Is to It. Under each heading a brief but clear explanation
is set forth. Emphasis is given to the fact that to be
considered for an award, the suggestion must present a
solution for, and not merely describe, the problem in-
volved.
A comparison of the Navy Beneficial Suggestion Program's
features to a list summarizing "procedures found most
satisfactory in administering the suggestion program to
the satisfaction of both employees and management", and
set forth in the Personnel Handbook , showed that the Pro-
gram complied with every one of the eight procedures
listed. 58
Below is presented a representative sample of the
write-ins submitted on question 44 by employees, together
with the number of questionnaires containing the comment,
or one similar thereto, enclosed in parentheses:
1. It's an engineer's job to suggest improvements. (3)
2. Boxes available and system easy to use. (1)
3. It is unwieldy -- unqualified people rate sugges-
tion merits. (1)
4. This program show3 much improvement recently. (1)
5. Engineers should not be paid for Beneficial Sugges-
tions when that is their job. (1)
6. Program needs more explaining — many don't realize
its possib ilities. (1)
^®Mee, op. cit., p. 558.
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7. We need more information on how to write sugges-
tions. (1)
8. The Program seems prejudiced against Research em-
ployees. (1;
9. I cannot submit suggestions -- in line of work. (1)
10. Some suggestions should be tried out before being
ruled out. (1)
11. It takes a long time to get a hearing". (1)
12. Too much Engineering and supervisor influence on
Program. (1)
13. I hesitate to make suggestions lest my supervisor
feel I am belittling him. (1)
14. Too much time is wasted on ordinary ideas. (3)
15. Even the little suggestions are treated as important
as big ones. (1)
16. I have received very high rewards. (1)
17. Engineers have a hard time collecting, since com-
mittee considers most items "line of duty". ( 2
)
18. My supervisor discourages it. (8)
19. My supervisor would take the credit for it. (3)
20. When passed through the supervisor, he is credited
with a progressive idea. (1)
21. I assist my people in preparing them. (1)
22. My suggestion was used, but turned down for award.
(6)
23. My suggestion was pirated by others. (1)
24. I lost faith when a suggestion wasn't accepted. (1)
25. Insufficient incentives. (1)
26. Compensation too poor for effort expended. (8)
27. Too much politics. (4
J
28. Resented by some department supervisors. ^4)
29. Too much red tape and delay. (4)
30. What good would it do? (2)
31. Should not put a maximum limit on awards. (1)
32. It's my duty to submit suggestions without expecta-
tion of monetary rewards. (1)
33. Unfair handling of system. (10)
34. It is as fair as possible. (3)
35. It is a very good program. (3)
36. They say too often, 'It's a part of your job i ' (4)
37. Seems that the Board looks for reasons to reject
rather than reasons to adopt them. (2)
38. It depends entirely on the supervisor's help. (5)
The above listing gives a comprehensive, but not exhaustive,
summary of the comments submitted. From it can be seen the
very wide range of feelings concerning the Program -- some
are for it whole-heartedly, some are against it without
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knowing why, and so on. Suggestions do not have to be
submitted via supervisors; often, however, supervisors
help the employee to express himself, or give him aid in
technical matters. It appears that in a few cases, super-
visors have discouraged suggestions rather tactlessly,
probably by telling the employee the idea* was no good, but
.vithout helping the employee to see why. Here again, the
of t-referred-to conference training sessions for first-line
supervisors would be of aid. Possibly merely thanking the
employee for his interest and partic ipation, and then asking
the employee to examine his own suggestion more critically,
and to summarize its strong and jveak ooints, would help
the employee to realize why his suggestion was not appli-
cable. Resentment is natural in cases where the supervisor
says only, "It's no good, Joe; I wouldn't turn that stinker
in." As one employee wrote-in regarding the next question
(number 45): "It depends. I like the extra money, but
suggestions which would probably not involve money go to
my supervisor. He is good about suggesting that ideas
which have monetary value go through the Suggestion Pro-
gram." Finally, management must help the foremen and
supervisors to realize that it is no discredit to them to
have numerous suggestions originate in their work •'roups.
A positive attitude toward the submission of suggestions




Ques t ion Number 45. I would rather pass my suggestions
up the line through my supervisor than use the Beneficial
Suggestion Program.
6% 0. No answer 4%
21% 1. Agree 31$
44$ 2. Disagree 34$ (40$)
-:;- 29% 3. No opinion 32$
The inter-Departmental response was:
Percentages of Response to Choice
1 2 3
Diem Annum Diem Annum Diem Annum
Industrial 22$ 29% 43$ 38$ 30% 29$
Engineering 22$ 32% 52$ 31% 20$ 35%
Research and Test 33% 33% 56^ 33% 11% 28%
Quality 16% 28% 49$ 37% 30$ 33%
in all cases, the Per Diem employees in every Depart-
ment indicated that they would prefer passing suggestions
through the Program. However, Research and Test and En-
gineering Per Annum employees were about evenly divided in
their opinion. This could well be a reflection of the fact
that those employees' job areas more usually call for sug-
gestions that might be considered a normal part of their
jobs, so they turn more naturally to their supervisors
with suggestions they may have.
(question Number 46. "Red tape" and delay are held to a
minimum in the Beneficial Suggestion Program.
6$ 0. No answer 2$
*• 20$ 1. Agree 19$
19$ 2. Disagree 20$
54$ 3. No opinion 59$ (56$)
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Departmentally , the break-down was as follows:
Percentages of Response to Choice
_^ 1 2 3
Diem Annum Die.;i Annum Biem Annum
Industrial 21% 2V% 13% 19% 54% b0%
Engineering 15$ 15% 30% 19% 55,£ 64%
Research and Test 17% 14% 22'% 14 h 61% 68%
Quality 20% 21% 23% 28% 52 5 50%
From the above, it can be seen that a majority of employees
did not have an opinion on this question. Perhaps this was
due to the length of the questionnaire, and the resultant
belief that a "no opinion" response was the easy way out
at this point.' On the other hand, this could possibly re-
flect the fact that a majority of KOFI employees had never
submitted suggestions, and therefore had little or no basis
for evaluating this question. In support of the latter
viewpoint, 59$ of the survey population indicated that
they knew about the Beneficial Suggestion Program and
liked it, but had not submitted any suggestions. Here,
56% responded with "no opinion".
Of the employees reflecting an opinion one way or the
other, a majority of both groups in Industrial agreed that
red tape and delay were held to a minimum. A majority of
both groups in Engineering and in Quality disagreed with
<
the statement. Research Per Diems disagreed, also, but
the Research Per Annums were evenly divided.
Prom the above, it can be seen that employee opinion is
about evenly divided on the question. It seems that the
main significance of the question's response was in
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validating the general level of sincerity of response to
the questionnaire, by cross-comparing the over-all response
to "no opinion" in this question with the over-all response
to choice three of question number 44.
Question Number 47. The money and recognition given for
accepted suggestions are strong incentives for getting
ideas that might not otherwise be thought about.
7$ 0. No answer 3%
17% 1. Disagree 19%
-# 56% 2. Agree 54% (f6%\
20% 3. No opinion 24% * '
On a Departmental basis, the response was:
Percentages of Response to Choice12 3
Diem Annum Diem Annum Diem Annum
Industrial 17% 19% 56% 61% 20% 18%
Engineering 20% 22% 52% 48% 22% 27%
Research and Test 17% 13% 50% 52% 33% 29%
Quality 15% 16% 62% 61% 21% 18%
The above breakdown shows that both groups in all Depart-
ments feel that the money and recognition' are strong in-
centives for getting ideas from the working force. The
range of favorable response over unfavorable, among those
expressing an opinion, was from a minimum of two-to-one to
a maximum of about four- to-one. In this question, favor-
able attitude toward the Program was probably far more of
a factor than was the experience of actually having been
given an award for an adopted suggestion, as witness the
relatively low percentages over-all who had no opinion on
this question. This response again emphasizes the fact
that there is a wide-spread favorable opinion toward the
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Benny Program by the employees at NOPI; still remembered,
however, is the fact that a majority of personnel have not
contributed to increased productivity of the Ordnance
Plant by making use of it. Perhaps in casting about for
suggestions waiting to be made, MOPI employees could ap-
ply Kipling's rule:
"I keep six honest serving men.
(They taught me all I knew.
)
Their names are What and Why and When;
And How and Whe re and Who , "
Questions Number 48, 49, and 50. What three things do
you look for most in a higher level job?
(Here, three lists will be presented -- the first being
first choice response by employees, the second being sec-
ond choice response, and the third being the third choice
response. Due to the number of the choices of response to
this question, only the Per Diem and Per Annum responses
will be given. If the reader is further interested, Ap-
pendix A. gives the percentages of responses to all
choices of all questions in the questionnaire except the
"no response" ones, separated by personnel groups within
Departments, for all Per Annum and all Per Diem personnel,
and for the over-all survey population.
)
First Choice Responses:
2% 0. No answer 0.8^
38% 1. Having more security 20% (33^)
0.4%^. Having more authority 1%
1% 3. Being closer to the higher-ups 0.2f°
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1$ 4. Having more independence 2$
12$ 5. Having more feeling that
people appreciate my work 10$
14$ 6. Having a chance to do more
responsible work 27$
21$ 7. Receiving more pay 26$
# 10$ 8. More opportunity to apply my
training and know-how 13$
For first choice, Per Diem employees 1 top three percentage
responses were:
First, having more security; second, receiving more pay;
and third, having a chance to do more responsible work.
The top three percentage responses among Per Annum workers
were
:
First, having a chance to do more responsible work; sec-
ond, receiving more pay; and third, having more security.
The three largest percentages of response for first choice
among employees by Departments follow: (The numerals
represent answer numbers as listed in the question,)
FIRST CHOICE
Percentage Industrial Engineering Research Quality
Diem Annum Diem Annum Diem Annum Diem Annum
Highest 11 76 17 16
Next highest 7 7 17 7,8-::- 6 7 1
Third highest 66 61 --8 87
-»-Tie
It is seen from the above that four choices of response
included the three highest percentages in all Departments,
and for both worker categories. There seems to be general
agreement in this connection with the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory's survey res%lts of 1952, where the three
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highest rated items were 1) more money, 2) a chance to do
more responsible work, and 3) a feeling that people appre-
ciate my work. In the NO Pi study, it will be noted that
Industrial workers of both the Per Diem and the Per Annum
groups responded identically as to things looked for. Job
security rates higher among NOPl personnel than it did at
the Ordnance Lab, and "opportunity to apply my training
and know-how" is rated highly by Per Diems from Research
and Quality, and by Per Annum employees in Research. Ex-
pected were the high percentages to "receiving more pay"
in the Per Annum responses, but as somewhat of a surprise
came the nearly as high percentage reflected by the rela-
tively-better-paid Per Diem people.
Second Choice Responses:
5% 0. No answer • 4%
>;< 11% 1. Having more security 11%
08% 2. Having more authority 2%
C15% 3. Being closer to the higher-ups 0.2%
3,o 4. Having more independence 4%
16% 5. Having more feeling that peoole
appreciate my work 12$
23% 6. Having a chance to do more
responsible v/ork 20%
26% 7. Receiving more pay 31% (28%)
14.7% 8. More opportunity to apply my
training and know-how 16%
For second choice, Per Diem employee's top three percentage
responses were , as follows (by question choice response num-
ber, from first to third): 7, 6, 5. Ranking of Per Annum
percentage responses on a similar basis gave: 7, 6, 8.
Here, both groups have the identical first two items, with
only the third differing.
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By Departments, e^ioloyees 1 response for second choice is




Percentage Industrial Engineering Research
_
Quality
Diem Annum Diem Annum Diem Annum Diem Annum
Highest 7,6-::- 6 7 7 7 7 7 7
Next Highest --7 88 58 66
Third highest
.
5 5,8* 1,6-::- 6 1 6 8 8
-"-Tie
Third Choice Responses;
15$ 0. No answer 4$
9$ 1. Having more security 7$
2% 2. Having more authority 4$
0,3$ 3. Being closer to the higher-ups 2%
7% 4. Having more independence 8$
13$ 5. Having more feeling that peo-
ple appreciate my work 10%
-::- 16$ 6. Having a chance to do more
responsible work 17$
25$ 7. Receiving more oay 23$ (24%)
21$ 8. More opportunity to apply my
training and know-how 24$
For third choice, Per Diem employees' top three percentage
responses were as follows: 7, 8, 6. Per Annum employees
rank their top three as follows: 3, 7, 5. In this third
choice selection, the same items were selected by both
groups, but with reverse order of importance in the first
two. Departmental response break-down for third choice is
given below, again similarly to the way already described:
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__TH I HP CHOICE
Percentage Industrial Engineeri ng; Research quality
Diern Annum Diem Annum Diem Annum Diem Annum
Highest 7 7 B7 28 88
Next highest 8 8 4#3-::- 8 1,6* 4 5 7
Third highest 65 — 6 — 6 76
*Tie
Throughout this question's responses both graded and
ungraded groups 1 results for all three choices included
use of only five choices in the eight listed variations
of response. These were 1, 5, 6, 7, and 8. An array of
how the over-all response for Per Diem and Per Annum re-
sulted follows:
Per Diem Per Annum
Order of rank 12 5 4 5 1 2 5 4 5
First choice 17658 67185
Second choice 76581 76581
Third choice 73605 87654
In looking for a higher level job, it can be seen from
the above responses that the NOPl employees consider the
following things most important: Per Diem personnel --
having more security; receiving more pay, and having a
chance to do more responsible work;
Per Annum personnel -- having a chance to do more
responsible work, receiving more pay, and receiving more
opportunity to apply their training and know-how.





to the NOPI results for Per Diem workers was found, In
that similar types of workers in private industry ranked
steady work ("having more security") above pay. In general,
however, it appears that "amount of pay" is a more influ-
ential factor looked for by NO Pi employees than it is in
some areas of private indTLstry. Pay levels for Per Annum
employees, especially, are considerably below the going
rates paid for similar capable work performed in private
industry. However, general working conditions at NOPI are
excellent, the majority of employees are reasonably assured
of job security under Civil Service regulations, and most
of them are motivated by a high sense of duty and loyalty
in working for the Navy. As a result, the relatively low
remuneration is effectively counter-balanced for the most
part. Still, in these times of engineering and scientific
talent demand, when a graduating college senior can rela-
tively easily pick out his choice of several possible
$5,000.00 a year jobs, it is difficult to hire engineers
and scientists into governmental positions which pay ex-
perienced personnel $4,^05.00 a year, the first step-in-
grade salary of a G3-7; and may pay starting engineers and
mathematicians only $3,410.00 a year, the initial step-in-
grade for a GS-5J Thus it can be seen that desire for more
pay received would be quite influential at NOPI. The im-
mediate effect of this pay factor on productivity is un-
known. Older, more senior employees, although they may
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grouse a bit about their status in comparison to other
technical or prof essional men in the community who work
for private industry, tend to stay with their jobs. How-
ever, it is difficult to build up young replacements into
the organization when they enter with no retention rights
or permanent Civil Service rating and get such relatively
low pay. As pointed out earlier in this studyf only
Congressional action can increase the salaries of these
graded, or Per Annum, employees, so this is above and be-
yond NOPI control.
Questions Number 51, 52
,
and 55. What thre e items in
the list below seom to count most in determining whether
or not a person at your level will get a recommendation
for promotion to fill a job vacancy in your department?
(As in the preceding question, the results of response
to this question will be presented by means of three lists
— the first showing employees' first choice percentages,
the second showing second choice percent-gee, and the
third shov/ing third choice percentages. An inter-Depart-
mental break-down of response will be set forth to facili-
tate comparison on each choice. If further interested,
the reader is referred to Appendix A. for the detailed
percentage breakdov/ns of these employee opinion summaries.)
First Choice Responses:
4}o 0. No answer 4$





8% 2, The length of time in the
Ordnance riant 10$
15$ 3. The amount of initiative a
person shows 14$ (15$)
11$ 4. The experience a oerson has
in the job 9$
20$ 5. How a person stands with the
person he works for 15$ (18^)
* 8$ 6. The quality of work a person
turns out 10$
1$ 7. The length of time since last
promotion 4$
8$ 8. The ability and training a
person has to have to do the
job 14$
1$ 9. The ideas and originality a
person shows 3$
18$ 10. Who the person knows in the
Ordnance Plant 15$ (17$)
This shov/s that, over-all, Per Diem employees rank the
order of importance of the response choices listed for
this question, from first to fifth, as follows: 5; 10; 3;
4; and a three-way tie for 2, 6, and 8. The Per Annums
show: a two-way tie for 5 and 10; a two-way tie for 3 and
8; and a two-way tie for 2 and 6. Again, this shows little
difference in basic attitude between the Per Diem and the
Per Annum response ranking. The first three items are
identical. The fourth choice of the Per Diem people was
"the experience a person has in the job", while for the
Per Annum employees, it was "the ability and training a
person has to liave to do the job". Third choice of both
may be taken as "the amount of initiative a person shows",
although Per Annum people gave this the same response as
that listed above as their fourth choice.
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What is considered highly significant from the above
results is that both groups, percentagewise, have as choices
one and two: "how a person stands with the person he works
for" and "who the person knows in the Ordnance Plant".
Since these expressions of opinion are so generally felt
by a major percentage of the surveyed employees, it is a
strong indication that favoritism plays no little part in
the promotion system at NOri. in the above percentage re-
sponse tabulation, not only the largest over-all NOPI per-
centage was listed, as has been done on all questions pre-
viously, but. the second highest and third highest have also
been presented. The total of the first two response
choices of all employees is 35-6, representing over one-
third of the population surveyed J
The greatest value to NOPI resulting from this entire
questionnaire may well prove to b^ the attention directed
to this belief concerning favoritism. To back up this
highly unfavorable percentagewise response by employees,
over one hundred sixt y separate comment write-ins were con-
cerned with this subject. True, that is relatively a small
number from an over-all percentage standpoint, being in
the neighborhood of ten per cent; but when taken on the
basis of the percentage of all comments submitted at the




The Industrial Relations Handbook states^
One of the chief results fror.i an attitude survey is the
knowledge it gives of different foremen. It will even
be possible to prepare a percentage comparison between
departments. This usually leads to increased interest
on the part of foremen and department heads in strengthen-
ing the morale of their departments and in unearthing
the factors that have be^n responsible for poor attitudes,
These factors are disclosed by the specific form of the
questionnaire. When physical and environmental factors
are the same as in other departments, and one depart-
ment is significantly below that of the others, two fac-
tors are usually responsible:
(a) Unsatisfactory relations between the foreman and
a considerable percentage of the employees. Usu-
ally such attitudes are expressed in the form of
complaints about the foreman, such as:
. Ke is not qualified for his job.
He does not knov; how to handle men.
He cannot discipline men.
He criticizes unjustly and improperly.
He does not give a fellow credit for what
is done.
He will do nothing about complaints.
He does not play fair.
He shows favoritism . ,/Emphasis added/
These complaints are potent determiners of attitude.
When a small number of workers give voice to them the
real cause may be in the complainers, but when a reli-
able percentage gives them, it is fair proof that the
management needs to do a better job of selection and
training of foremen. Cften the remedy for these com-
plaints is not difficult to administer. Many foremen
will improve quickly and noticeably when they see the
Results of a good survey. Others will be surly and
sullen, deny the justice of the complaints and other-
wise prove they never should have been foremen in the
first place.
How Cliques Are Revealed: Few other causes compete
with cliques as a factor in making trouble in a plant.
They are difficult to detect, difficult to remedy, and
even when they are known to exist, their very existence
is difficult to prove. Thus we come to the second fac-
tor which brings differences between departments. It is
(b) Unsatisfactory fellow workers. The social forces
that make for a poor attitude on the part of a
small percentage of employees in any one depart-
ment may be of many kinds. The following are
examples taken from actual studies:
1. A self-appointed social head who is not ac-
ceptable to the entire group.
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;j. The presence in the group of an overzealous
advocate of an ism; sometimes it is a reli-
gious zealot; at other times it is a would-
be union agitator; at others, a health fad-
dist; and at others, a political aspirant.
In any case his enthusiasm creates antagonism,
and the silent partners rebel.
5. The presence of cliques. They may be formed
around any issue: Geographical proximity,
religious affiliations, club associations,
educational interests, national attachments,
or any other of the many factors that create
common interests. With these cliques some
employees are not sympathetic, and their lack
of sympathy widens the breech between them
and their fellow employees to such an extent
that cooperation in any form of work is im-
possible .
4. A feeling of inferiority or superiority.
Either is disastrous and is soon sensed by
the gang and treated accordingly.
These social forces cannot easily be uprooted. It may
seem cowardly to recommend a runaway policy, but in many
such cases that is the only one that works. Intrenched
cliques cannot easily be dissolved, and if new members
are not accepted to or by such groups, transferring these
employees to a more potentially agreeable relationship
is the only way out.^l
Despite the rather highly favorable results accruing
from the general responses to the oth^r questions asked in
this study, it can be seen that NOPI employee opinion con-
cerning this promotional question is considered to repre-
sent an unsatisfactory condition within the Plant.
The three largest percentages of response for first
choice among employees by Departments follow: (The numerals
represent answer numbers as presented in the question.
)
C "1




Industrial Engineering Research Quality
Percentage Diem Annum Diem Annum Diem Annum Diem Annum
Highest 5 5,3-::- 3,10-::- 10 5 8 10 5
Next' Highest 10 3 2 5 6,3-::- 4
Third highest 3 10,8* 5 8 4 2,3* 10,6-::-
*Tie
From the above it can be seen that "how a person stands with
the person he works for" and/or "who the person knows in
the Ordnance Plant" is included in the top three percentages
of every group in every Department. The Engineering De-
partment, and the Quality Per Diem employees give "who the
person knows" top listing, while "how the person stands
with the person he works for" is given top billing by all
other groups in all Departments, except for the Research
Per Annum peoole, who give it only second highest response
and gave the most support to "the ability and training a
person has to have to do the job". Also, together with
the favoritism-suggesting response, two groups had an equal
response percentage in the highest percentage category:
Engineering Per Diems had "the amount of work a person
turns out", while Industrial Per Annums had "the amount of
initiative a person shows".
Due to the situation expressed above, it is considered
of prime importance for NOPl supervisory levels, from the
top down, to re-examine the manner in which promotional
policy is being actually carried out at the Plant, and in
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their individual areas of responsibility. If a careful
and searching examination and audit shows no basis for
this widely-held employee opinion of favoritism existing
to a large extent, the facts should be presented and dis-
cussed with the working personnel. If, on the other hand,
the examination, investigation, and audit do show favoritism
to be present in many areas, positive and swift means must
be taken to halt this practice before an over-all drop in
morale and attitude of the working force takes place.
Continuing with the employees' response to this ques-
tion, the tabulation of results for what counts second-
most in being recommended for promotion follows:
8$ 0. No answer 7$
3$ 1. The amount of work a person
turns out 2$
5$ 2. The length of time in the
Ordnance £lant 6$
V2% 3. 'The amount of initiative a person
shows 13$
14$ 4. The experience a person has in
the job 15^ (14$)
18$ 5. How a person stands with the
person he works for 16$ (17$;
14$ 6. The quality of work a oerson
turns out 13$ (14$)
3$ 7. The length of time since last
promotion 7$
8$ 8. The ability and training a per-
son has to have to do the job 7$
/ 3$ 9. The ideas and originality a
person shows 5?£
8$ 10. Who the person knows in the
Ordnance plant 11$
For this second choice, Per Diem workers' three highest
percentages of response were recorded on items 5, and a
tie between 4 and 6; Per Annum highest percentages of
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response were items 5, 4, and a tie between 3 and 6. Tor
ranked by both groups is "how a person stands with the
person he works for", followed closely by "the experience
a person has in the job", "the quality of work a person
turns out", and, since it was "iven equal weight with the
last item by the Per Annum group, "the amount of initiative
a person shows".
Among employees bj Departments, the second choice ranking
of items in the list were:
D'-ilCOKD CdOICE
Ind ustrial Engineering Research quality
Percentage Diem Annum Diem Annum Diem Annum Diem Annum
Highest 5 4 3 54 35 4
Next highest 10 6 6 4 S 6 4 5,8*
Third highest 4 5 5 6,5-* - 4 6--
-::-Tie
How the person stands with his supervisor receives top
ranking from Industrial and quality Per Diem peoole and
from Engineering Per Annuals. Industrial, Research, and
quality P^r Annum employees rank experience in the job
nest, and Research Per Annums arid Engineering Per Diems
rank the initiative a person shows foremost. As next-to-
highest rated, only Industrial Per Diem employees list
"who the person knows in the Ordnance Plant", indicating
that this groan seemingly has the strongest attitude that
favoritism plays a ^tron^ part in the promotional scene.
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The results for what counts third-most in being recom-
mended for promotion show:
14 £ 0. No answer 9%
-"- 4% 1. The amount of work a Person
turns out 4%
9% 2. The length of time in the
Ordnance Plant 9 t
11$ 3. The amount of initiative a person
shows 12%
3% 4. The experience a person has in
the j ob B'/
6% 5. How a person stands with the
person he works for 9%
15% 6. The quality of //ork a person
turns oat 17% (15$)
4'% 7. The length of time since last
promotion 7%
14% 8. The ability and training a person
has to do a job 12$
7% 9. The ideas and originality a
person shows 3%
3% 10. Who the person knows in the
Ordnance Plant 9%
On this listing, Per Diem employees' responses showed a
ranking of 6, 8, and 0. Per Annum employees' percentages
gave a ranking of 6, and a tie between 3 and 8.
Inter-Departmentally , the results were:
THIRD CHOICE
Industrial Engineering Research Quality
Percentage Diem Annum Diem Annum Diem Annum Diem Annum
Highest 6&0-::- 6 3,10-;:- 6 7 7 2 4
Next highest -- 8 3,2 8,6* 3 3
Third highest -- 4 6 8 8 -- 8
-"-Tie
"Who the person knows in the Ordnance Plant mras tied for
first ranking for third choice with ''amount of initiative"
among the Engineering Per Diem personnel in this tabulation;
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that was its only appearance in the listing. In its first
appearance in top ranking, "length of time in the Ordnance
Plant" was the item given by Quality Per Diem people. Also
making its first appearance was "length of time since last
promotion", responded to for third choice by a majority of
Research people, both per Diem and Per Annum.
An array of the choices of items seise ted by personnel
categories follows: (The numerals stand for the items as
listed under the question.
)
Per Diem Per Annum
Order of Rank 1 2 5 1 2 3
First choice 5 10 3 5,10-:;- -- 3^-::-
Second choice 5 4,6-::- -- 5 4 3,6-::-
Third choice 6 8 6 3,8* --
-::-Tie
From all the above, it can be said that, in the opinion of
NOPI employees in general, whut counts most as to whether
a person will be recommended for promotion at the Ordnance
Plant are: 1) how the person st'inds with the person he
works for; J) the quality of work a person turns out; and
3) who the person knows in the Ordnance Plant. These seem
to hold true for employees whether they are Per Diem or
Per Annum, although per Annum employees give equal weicht
to first choice between 1) and 3) in the preceding sentence.
Indications are that of the entire survey population, one-
third- to one-half of the employees believe that "how a
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person stands with the person he works for" and "who the
person knows in the Ordnance Plant" are two of the three
most important items which determine whether or not a per-
son will be recommended for promotion at N0P1.
In comparison to the above findings on this question,
the results of the Naval Ordnance Laboratory opinion sur-
vey in 1952 indicated that the three things which appeared
to determine whether or not a person there would be recom-
mended for promotion were: 1) the length of time at the
Laboratory; 2) the amount of initiative shown; and 3) how
you stand with the person you work for. The Survey Com-
mittee Chairman's report to the Commander, Naval Ordnance
Laboratory, stated, in part, "A large percentage of
Laboratory personnel seem to feel that favoritism plays a
large part in v\hether or not an individual is selected for
promotion . . . Since most people are satisfied with the
advancement they have made, this would seem to be a feeling
based on what people think rather than what they have ex-
perienced."^* This opinion of favoritism appears to be
even more pronounced at NOPI.
In conclusion, whether this attitude is justified or not
at NOPI, it is present and to a wide degree. Management
would do well to seek the facts and to attempt by its
future actions and by strict adherence to basic promotional
policy, as set forth in NCP1 160, to modify this unfavorable




employee attitude as to favoritism and cause it to change
in the right direction.
Results of Terminal Employee Comments and Suggestions
At the conclusion of the last detailed question,
number 53, of the NCPI EMFLOYEE OPINION questionnaire the
form stated:
"Now, if you have any suggestions or comments that you
think are worthwhile, please use the blank space below to
write them. If you care to explain further certain strong
feelings toward some aspect of your job and the NCPI
atmosphere in general, feel free to do so."
In response to this 399 employees submitted write-ins
which were classified according to the rlan shown in Table
1. A wide variety of comments was expressed by the em-
ployees and an appreciable number of them did net bear
directly on the content of the questionnaire. Cf this
entire response, 13 per cent expressed favorable comments,
69.1 per cent expressed unfavorable comments, and 12.9 per
cent expressed suggestions toward some aspect of their
employment situation at the Ordnance Plant. A detailed
62 See above, pp. I4.I-42. This plan was devised for
this study from basic information provided in Bulletin
Number 21 , Polls of Employee Opinions and YJ ha t to Do with
Them , (Pasadena; Industrial Relations Section California
Institute of Technology, 1952), po. 19-22.

A detailed breakdown of the tabulated results by personnel
group and by Departments for each Item on the Classifica-
tion Plan will be given tc the Commanding Cfficer, but is
too lengthy for inclusion in this report.
Although many individual items were considered sig-
nificant, for reporting purposes herein only those categor-
ies which polled a response of one per cent or more of the
NOPI employees participating will be listed. For each of
these classifications at least one representative, possibly
edited, sample comment will be presented to show the read-
er some typical employee opinions. The writer would like
to emphasize that certain responses consisting of less than
one per cent of the surveyed population were pertinent and
deserving of managements attention; however, they repre-
sented fewer than seventeen individuals' opinions each,
and this study is more concerned with larger group opinions.
In the following presentation of comments, each clas-
sification item to which one per cent or more of the
studied employees responded will be listed individually as
a separate heading. If considered to have been fully
enough discussed in a related detailed question in the pre-
ceding part of this report , only a brief summary will be
reported. From among nil the comments submitted by employ-
ees concerning the particular area, at least one represent-
ative write-in will be selected for inclusion for each one
per cent of employees who registered the comment or surges-
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tion. In order to protect the employee's anonymity, a
minimum of paraphrasing may be resorted to, but in the
main it will be a typical, verbatim response. In order
for the reader to visulaize the number of employees com-
menting upon the particular area, a one per cent response
represents seventeen individuals, while a five per cent
response represents eighty-three individuals, out of the
total of sixteen hundred and fifty-four participants in
the study. It will be recalled that twenty-four per cent
of the total participators submitted at least one different
comment each.
NCPI and KOPI Top "anagement . Five of the six items
under this main heading received sufficient comment for
inclusion.
Under the sub-heading of Organizational Policies, two
per cent of the employees submitted unfavorable comments.
One such submitted was:
I do not think you will find another plant of this size
where the L'ethods Div. is under the Head of Production
Control. This is not a good situation.
Another taken from this category was:
I feel that the present reorganization of engineering
Dept. has lowered my morale highly because of shifting
me to a group I do not know ana do not like (type of
.vork). Further more I was not consulted in uny of these
moves. I am contemplating juiting this plant for this
reason.
It must be considered that although two per cent of employ-
ees submitted unfavorable comments concerning Organization-
al Policies, a great variety of expression on many differ-
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ent policies resulted, of which the two above are represent-
ative, but not necessarily typical. The unfavorable com-
ments in this category outnumbered the favorable ones by
a ratio cf 20:1; while they also outnumbered the sugges-
tions submitted, the ratio of expression here was only $:1.
So that an erroneous impression is not ^iven by merely
quoting the unfavorable responses to this general topic,
an example of both a favorable comment and a suggestion is
presented, for this first classification category only.
However, it is considered that this example's treatment of
all three divisions of write-ins will serve to recall to
the reader, in subsequent topic results' listings, that the
minority percentage responses also contain a great deal of
comment that is of interest and value. A favorable com-
ment submitted was:
Reorganization of Engineering Divisions was needed
—
pro-
gress is being made. Eight hours pay is being given for
less than 8 hours work in some cases.
And, a suggestion:
It is the writer's opinion that a Civilian Head working
directly under the CO. and having "a command" over all
Departments would be. of great benefit to this station
in that (1) The command changes every two years and does
not give the CO. sufficient time to become fully ac-
quainted with all station problems until after the first
year; then the second year he hasn't time to initiate
(or follow through) any improvement program. (2) A per-
manent Civilian Head (by the fact he is permanent) would
be in a posi'tion to ke%p abreast of all Station activ-
ities thereby being of great assistance to the incoming
CO. in that he would be able to inform the CO. of all
activity and would be able to carry on in to new command
any programs initiated by the Outgoing Command. (3) A
"strong" Civilian Head over all departments and working
directly under the Captain should result in

a. Wore unity— (the entire station to perform "as
one" rather than 3 major departments and 6 minor
ones(
;
b. Duplication of work should be decreased;
c. Eetter inter-department relationships.
Since no particular trend was evident in the unfavorable
responses, the writer makes no suggestions for management
action in this field.
Under the sub-heading of Management Attitudes, one
per cent of the employees submitted unfavorable comments.
One such was:
Why doesn't the dept. Head have a little more respect
to the whole dept. instead of speaking to one person
and turning his head to keep from speaking to others--
Put each and every one on the same basis instead of
showing partiality.
The ratio of unfavorable comments to favorable comments
was 10:1, and the ratio to suggestions was 5*1«
Under Management Procedures, unfavorable comments com-
prised two per cent. An example was:
Recently Nop! made a change in their ratirifs and pro-
motions of pay. Which I believe was net fair. There
had been several people get there rating and raise.
And of course they got to keep it. But then others
didn't for they decided you had to be hear longer. Yet
others got thiers. Its alright not to give a raise to
anyone. But not put you lack after so many others have
gotten thiers. They should find a more fair way to do
such things.
The above indicates the need for the emphasis placed on ex-
plaining the reasons for changes and the meaning behind
them more carefully and fully to employees, which means
that communications need to be improved throughout the
organization. This situation was dictated by a change in

Civil Service regulations, nnd was one ever which I'CFI had
no control. Yet, the employee blames YXFJ and probably
doesn't realize that KOFI was only carrying cut instructions
from higher authority ir. taking the action it did. Com-
munication betterment might not have eased the feeling of
this employee that he got "f ypped" , but he would have r.t
least realized that NOPI was not the o^re in the picture.
Another example of an employee bein^ critical toward a manage
-
aeht procedure is exemplified by the following:
Seme of the older employees could do better in their
work and would feel more like doing better if they were
treated .as they should be and riven the opportunity to
sit in on more responsible jobs and could get to their
top of pay. Instead of bringing in new help all the
time and stepping them up ana at eve the older employees.
This I feel is being done also in the departmenl
Department supervisors and by the Plant supervisors
that are over the department supervisors.
Since several other comments were concerned with the feel-
ing that NOPI "hired in" outsiders rather than promoting
from within, there is some concern on the part of at least
a few employees that the opportunities for their advance-
ment are penalized thereby. For the general iter, concern-
ing management procedures, the 'unfavorable comments' ratio
to favorable ones was 20:1, nnd to suggestions, 10:1.
The next sub-heading, Employee Attitude toward I.'GFI
,
received the highest favorable response, three per cent.
Typical of the comments submitted were:
My past experience here 2t NCPI has always teen happy.
Every employee I have encountered has always shown in-
terest and pride in his work. I believe we all know the
importance of our- jobs and have the desire to do the best
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they can. The working conditions are excellent and the
instruments of the latest types .which should make any
employee who want to learn can do so, this is another
method of job interest.
and
I have yet to find a cleaner, more satisfying plant to
work in.
and
Generally speaking I feel that our personal dept. does
an excellent job of screening applicants. Cur factory
employees are a higher type individual than I have ever
found in other factories.
Here, favorable comments had p. 6:1 ratio over unfavorable
ones.
The next sub-head
, Employee Attitude Toward Manage-
ment, showed a two per cent unfavorable write-in. An ex-
ample :
I have a feeling no one is t$ criticise management or
higher supervision— Do as I say not as I do. Example:
my supervisor raises "Hell" at the very mention of
leave (time off). Yet he will steal mere time than he
approves for one of his personnel. Yet top management
does nothing about it.
And another:
You can not have teamwork or meet production schedules
when there is an atmosphere of dissention among employes
I have seen app. 6 or 7 promotions or advancement
delegated by higher ups over fellow employes who have
seniorty and more experience in their fields. Manage- '
ment- versus Labor at this station is ccntroled purely
by Ilanafement. What I aean is the working people do not
receive proper credit in recognition of thier servises.
Nopi leaders or ring is knot very closely with one
another it would be hard for any one to v,ork toward that
goal.
A ratio of 20:1 unfavorable comments over favorable ones
was listed on this response.

Supervision . Under this classification, only one
item received .acre than one per cent of write-ins. This
was the Supervisor to Subordinate one, with three per cent
unfavorable response. One example was:
General, working conditions at Nopi are the finest, but
supervisory material chosen here can only be explained
by saying "Not what ycu know but who J" No pride in
your department results from poor supervision and shows
in results obtained from each individual.
Another was
:
I never saw a place where the immediate supervisors can
sit and dc nothing like they do at NOPI.
A third example:
The supervisors at Kepi have practiced race discrimina-
tion for so many years that they aren't ashamed anymore.
For fear they will lose their Jobs is the reason the
Negroes seldom complain. A new supervisor is usually a
fairly good guy providing he isn't in the clique.
The unfavorable response ratio to favorable in this sub-
head was 5 ; 1; t0 suggestions, 10:1. A considerable number
of the comments reflecting unfavorably on supervision seem-
ed to reflect an opinion that the supervisor wouldn't back
up his men, and was interested too much in impressing his
own boss; some also mentioned that their supervisor w
driving for production so hard at the expense of human
relations that production was actually falling off, sera:
was increasing, and a feeling of tenseness result-
ed throughout their work group; still others complained that
they never received credit for good work. As one employee
phrased it, "If he ever came up to me and slapped me on the
back and said 'That was a good job 1 , I'd faint.1 M L!uch room

for Improvement in supervision seems to be indicated, espe-
cially in the Industrial Department, where a large major-
ity of the write-ins originated , both from among Per Annum
and Per Diem personnel. The Engineering and Quality Fer
Diem employees also were represented, but to a lesser ex-
tent, as were the Research ^-.nd Test and Engineering Per
Annum people. In spite of the fact that only three per
cent of the employees were represented, over-all, in the
write-in here, seme of the comments made would tend tc re-
inforce the results of the detailed questions relating to
supervision, ns stated previously, it appears that some
conference training of supervisors in industrial psychology
and human relations, especially on the lower levels, seems
very desirable in order to improve employee-supervisory
relationships.
Job Gatlsfaction . Four topics under this major clas-
sification polled one per cent comments or more.
Under the sub-heading of General, one per cent sub-
mitted favorable comments. Two per cent submitted unfavor-
able comments, making the unfavorable to favorable ratio
2:1; the ratio of unfavorable comments to suggestions was
5:1. An example of a favorable comment was:
The most important factors for a good business connection
are prevalent at NOPI. The work is fascinating, the
people friendly and intelegent, and the supervisors
treat us and our ideas with the dignity which we feel
is deserving according to the best of their ability.
An unfavorable example stated:

.men I "hired in" at KCPI , I was told that I was hired
because of ray Navy service and experience. Since ray
Navy service, I graduated from a university, but was
told that ray university training was not needed. V.o ef-
fort was ever made by NCPI to use my college training
or experience and none was even attempted. Therfcre
I feel that NOFI wasted manpower by placing me in em-
ployment here. I am now leaving the employ of NCPI for
better employment, and incidentally, better pay.
And another:
In my department, the pressure exerted upon employees
to make time on the close tolerance jobs is absolutely
demoralizing and invites scrap. Ease up on the pres-
sure for time, or re-time jobs so as to make it possible
for a conscientious worker to be sure and still be able
to make his time. Very few including the oldest and
most eAperienced men make time and no one does consist -
ently . It is most discouraging to do your best and then
be told you were far ever time. rehen we do save time
we receive no praise or compliments.
The last two sentences in the comment above are considered
especially significant. Again, better training might help
in one of several ways: 1) a carefully made analysis of
the job tc be done on the part of the time estimator might
show that his estimated time was unrealistic, or shew him
that the methods used by the machinist weren't the best
for careful,, yet rapid work and he would thereby help the
operator to make the estimated time; or 2) an occasional
word of praise or reassurance on the part of the super-
visor might motivate the machinist tc improve his pace and
increase his concentration en the part being worked with
so that the estimated time didn*t seem so difficult tc make.
Great care is taken to properly check belts M.n<.i lubricate
bearings periodically, for experience has proved that these
preventative maintenance practices pay off for machinery.

Why net then, occasionally, drop r . compliment to the oper-
ator of that machine, and consider th! t as a similar form
of preventative maintenance, if the tern "human relations"
doesn't seem natural.
For the sub-heading of Advancement Opportunity, a
two per cent response was recorded fcr unfavorable comments.
There were no favorable comments in this category, while
the ratio of unfavorable comments to suggestions was $\\,
Most of the comments came from Per Annum personnel and some
came from each Department. An example of those submitted
was
:
Organizational vacancies are a prime factor in getting
a promotion. It is disgruntling to reach a bottleneck
where there is no chance of promotion regardless of
duties and abilities. I'm certain many turn to industry
for better pay when this happens.
And another:
The system for advancement is bad. Employees are listed
in 3 groups or steps, i.e., 1,2,3- When reaching #3
that's tops. Eventually most men reach step 3 so they
are all in one class--no chance fcr outstanding work ap-
preciation.
Under Recognition of the Individual, a one per cent
unfavorable response resulted. This unfavoratle response
was in the ratio of 10:1 over both the favorable comments
and the suggestions turned in. Cne example of an employee's
write-in was
:
No credit is given for years of faithful service and con-
tributions the plant efficiency—Ncpi takes people for
granted who have been here for awhile and yet will pro-
mote rapidly a new man who comes in and talks a good job.
The old timers eventually have to do the job but get no
credit.

Pay . Under this heading, the only item to draw a
one per cent response was Internal Relationships, unfavor-
able comments. Its ratio to favorable responses was 2:1.
An example was
:
Pay incentive for Per Annum employees has been serious-
ly neglected. Per Annum employees have not received 8
general pay raise since 1951 while per diem employees
have received continuous increases.
This item was recognized to be above and beyond the control
of NOPI by nearly all employees submitting comments; how-
ever, it is a serious factor and appeared to be the primary
reason advanced for people planning to res ifn in the near
future, of whom there were several.
/forking Conditions . Under this heading, there were
no one per cent responses on any item. However, a majority
of the people who wrote favorable comments concerning NOPI
as '• place to -vork mentioned the excellent working con-
ditions.
Plant Production Efficiency . There were two sub-
headings in this category which drew one per cent each of
employee response. One was General, and unfavorable com-
ments led the favorable write-ins by a ratio cf 5:1. An
example was
:
I have a lot of trouble in getting parts I take off cf
units to be plated. I send them to platinf and then it
takes a long time to get them back. They are always
mixed up with somebody else's unit. I think if are
department would have ' tox for each unit we would save
a let of time and would fet mere units out. They say
it takes tec much money to plate each unit, but I
think it takes just as much money to waste time looking
for enough parts to complete your unit, by the time y
get all of the parts you need to finish your unit you

have spent two or three hours. at least.
The comments on this item were especially of interest from
the productivity standpoint, so a further coverage will be
given than the one per cent response has justified on any
other subhead. Among some other comments submitted, the
following general topics were covered:
1. Too little authority for NCPI to operate without
awaiting decisions from BuCrd or elsewhere, although
management capable and could expedite work consider-
ably if didn't have to await the decisions.
2. Management does net seem to be interested in handling
materials as few times as possible to hold operating
costs down. (This employee gave no concrete solution
to the problem, unfortunately!)
3. Cffice facilities for engineering perscnnel too crowd-
ed and too noisy to work efficiently.
4. Eelieves set-up and location cf gage dept. very poor
for controlling accurac;/ of the plant.
5. «'lore attention should be given to unnecessary ex-
pendaturs of funds through poor planning
.
6. Too many jots released to manufacture before all of
the nesisary preformance and qualification checks are
made— results in wasted time and many production
changes.
7. Many good suggestions not turned in because sugges-
tion investigation poorly managed and engineering
dept. will not admit they "Didn't think of it first".
8. Believes men of tool design and supervision should be
in closer contact before many of the fixtures and
ether devises are made, since many times fixtures
are sent back to be reworked because of some minor
adjustment, mainly clamping. Feel this check would
save much lost time and money, plus ixconvier.ce of
waiting,
9. Has tc wait for work and hunt for parts an excessive
amount; feels he doesn't earn his pay, as he spends
more time hunting for parts than assembling them.
10. Believes technical knowledge of men in department
' could be utilized more extensively in estallishing
harmony bet.veen departments, ironing out machining
difficulties, removing production bottlenecks, and
determining usability of rejected finished parts.
11. Gays prevalent short comings are: lack of openminded
,
positive approach to problems; the "second guessing
plan" for what is desired; lack of creative thinking
and better ways of accomplishing things (caused large-

ly by red tape and lack of permission cf individual
initiative)
.
12. Test equipment at NCPI should te checked and damage
repaired on a monthly or bi-monthly basis. This
wculjd increase confidence in test equipment and
result in increased accuracy in engineering jots done.
13. In machine shop the equipment is very good. But in
assembly we need mere machines, each Dept. should
have g grinder, a good monarch lathe, more large
drill presses and a rood Gorton vertical mill. This
would save time and money.
l4«.Says industry relatively new to Indiana ^.nd has much
to learn; impossible to take a boy off the farm and
make an engineer or tcolmaker out cf him in r. couple
of years.
Although these employees are stating opinions , and in many,
all different, areas , it is interesting to note their desire
for expressing themselves evident in the above list. Seme
comments, sue?: as the ones listed in 2,3»^-»6, ^d 8 tc 13,
might warrant further investigation and study by NOPI man-
agement. It does show an interest by the employees in
their working environment and in hew things are dene. A
formal training program in work simplification techniques
cculd probably help people like these te contribute more
specifically to improving ever-all NCPI production effi-
ciency in their areas of familiarity.
The other item drawing a one per cent response in the
Plant Production Efficiency classification was Utilization
cf People, '.nd this one per cent, was likewise unfavorable.
It was in the ratic of $;1 ever the favorable responses
submitted, and also 5-1 ever the suggestions which were
written- In. An example of an unfavorable response wes:
I do feel that there is much lost productive ti ,n.e. That

is, in many jobs, there is not enough work to keep some
people busy for his or her full productive day. It is
a shame and can be rectified considerably.
Several others among the unfavorable comments were along
similar lines. It is very difficult to give everyone just
the -correct amount of work each day to so that his or her
productive time is fully occupied. It is somewhat easier
to schedule machine operations, where certain feeds and
speeds, together with the setup times and the load and un-
load times, plus the personal allowances for the operator,
determine how many parts can be turned out in a day, so
long as the machine doesn't break down and material is
available, than it is to schedule a scientist's progress
on basic research, or an executive's progress in answering
correspondence. Too many variables affect the latter types
of jobs. On the other hand, it is rather demoralizing for
some people who are working steadily to note that others,
drawing the same wages or salaries, never seem to be fully
occupied for an entire day. It is here that considered
delegation of work load, careful planning, and more than a
modicum of common sense pay off. Again, attention to the
problem involved, plus a careful evaluation of that prob-
lem, usually result in effecting a more satisfactory solu-
tion than if the problem is disregarded.
Personnel Policies . It was in this general classifica-.
tion that a majority of employee comments was directed.
Two sub-heads within this category each tabulated five per

cent of the response, both consisting of unfavorable com-
ments. The first was Promotional Policies and Procedures.
The ratio of unfavorable write-ins to favorable ones was
50:1, while the unfavorable comments ratio to suggestions
was 25:1. These comments verified the results of the final
detailed question, which showed a widespread employee opin-
ion that favoritism existed to a considerable extent in the
Crdnance Plant. Five different examples will be recorded
below;
1. To much preference given to non-veterans. Veterans
are held down because non-vets hold most cf the key
jobs. Veterans preference in Civil Service is a big
joke. The incentive to work hard and do a good job
is not recognized. There is no reward for it. A
loafer is promoted just as fast as a good worker.
2. Too much preference is given non-veteran over veteran
for promotions . IZost of supervision in better jobs
are held by non-veterans. (75a to 90?')
3. I feel strongly opposed tc the present system cf
promotions. «lany individuals who show initiative as
well as adaptability are passed up to provide certain
"fair haired" boys the opportunity to move ahead.
This has been the common practice in the past and will
evidently be practiced in the future. I coula give
numerious examples in all classifications of pay. It
is extremely disgusting to watch such actions take
place.
4. I have ask all kinds of questions on why is it so im-
possible for advancements for the colored fellows. No
one has been able as yet to answere the question. All
I get is some kind of a stall or remark. Is it pos-
sible or impossible?
5. Vacancies and open positions in supervision above
leadingman level are left unfilled--or in an "acting"
capacity toe long.
The above feelings of favoritism in the promotional picture
are not confined to any one group or Department. Among Per

Diem employees, 6?„' in Industrial, 10# in Engineering, and
5j£ in Quality commented unfavorably on promotional pro-
cedures and policies , mostly on the basis of favoritism
being the main determining factor. Among the Per Annum em-
ployees, the unfavorable comments were submitted by Ltf>
in Industrial and Engineering, 3% in Research and Test,
and lf in Quality. Especially noted were the many separate
comments by veterans concerning the large number of non-
veterans in supervisory positions and the fact that "at
NCPI , veteran's preference means nothing". Also noted were
several cases of women employees who stated that favoritism
determined the promotions. The practice of placing people
in "acting" supervisory positions for lengthy periods of
time without promoting them to the position also come in for
considerable unfavorable response.
The other section coming in for five per cent unfavor-
able response in the heading of Personnel Policies and
Procedures was Favoritism, Bias and Prejudice. Again, the
ratio of unfavorable to favorable comments was 50; 1 and to
suggestions, 25:1. Again, most groups in all Departments
were represented. Industrial Per Diem had the largest
unfavorable comment response with 7# a^d Quality Per Diems
had 6#. In the Per Annum employees, Industrial had L&,
Engineering 2<f , and Research and Test 1£. Five representa-
tive responses were:
1. With reference to questions 5li52 » and 53. I personal-
ly believe that brotherhoods, fellowships, lodge as-

sociates, union affiliates, and various club memberships,
who may bond together with their own interests in mind,
belong in private industry. I had heard a lonr time ago
that if ycu belong tc the "clic" you got alont' alright
but it tcck me a long time to find out what the "clic"
was. Is it just a coincidence that so many bosses from
the lowest level up belong tc one of the above groups?
2. -Certain answers have been given on this report due to
discrimination against women in Dept. -- not as
to salary nor ra t ing but work assignment.
3. There is to much prejudice shown among Catholics and "lasons.
If you don't belong to either you are only passing away
time and getting nowhere.
i+. Minor rules do not apply to all persons. Some who never
obey any rules are never questioned. This causes a lot
of resentment, when another is strongly reprimanded for
comitting the same offense.
5. Too much fraternizing of supervisors with a few brothers
and favor seekers.
' The writer has only the results of the opinion survey and
the submitted comments on which to base his evaluation of
favoritism. As stated in the discussicn of the results of
the final detailed question of the OPINION form, he considers
the amount to be excessive and therefore of primary manage-
ment concern. With over-all employee opinion so much more
favorable toward nearly all other aspects of the NCPI employ-
ment situation, a definite problem appears to be indicated in
the favoritism, prejudice, and bias area, especially as re-
gards supervisory practices (which probably accounts for the
rather lukewarm detailed question results in the general
field of supervision). The indications are, however, that
a serious drop in morale, an increase in turnover and, prob-
ably, a decline in productivity among the workers of the
Crdnance Plant will become more and more pronounced until
the situation is remedied. If management is to keep and re-

store good faith with its personnel, it should endeavor to
check the actual facts by means of a careful audit of its
records; if wide-spread favoritism is proved to exist, if
it is true that the policies as set forth In NCPI have been
by-passed or violated, then a rapid and thorough change is
called for. Even as "a house divided against itself cannot
stand"
,
neither can a working group function properly when
it is divided by factions and cliques which affect Job
performance and may even cause violations of the law.
Communications . No comments submitted under the head-
ing of Communications totalled one per cent or more.
Employees Beneficial Suggestion Program. No comments
submitted under this heading totalled one per cent or more,
either.
Performance Rating . Likewise, there were no sub-head-
ings in this category which totalled a response of one per
cent or more.
Miscellaneous . Only one sub-heading in this classifica-
tion totalled cne per cent of employee response. This was
Training Needs. A representative comment was:
There are so many things about my job that I wish to
learn but no one has time to teach me; or is inclined to.
I want to know where things come from and <tfiere they go
to. The new employee is not made to feel welcome.
Another widely reflected one was:




With the discussion of results of the questionnaire
completed, a mention of KCFI*s safety statistics will be
made. Accident rates are widely maintained in industry
and intercomparison between KOPI and a representative
private industry is possible. Although the matter of
safety was not taken up in the questionnaire, the effects
of lost-time accidents on productivity are obvious and are
believed to be pertinent to this study. "Frequency rates
measure the number of lost-time accidents per million man-
hours of exposure. Severity rates describe the number of
days lost on account of accidents per thousand man-hours."
The tabulation below shows the frequency rate and the sever-
ity rate of all reported accidents at NCPI for the years
1952 and 1953* A comparison is mnde to show the similar
accident rates in a reasonably comparable branch of private
industry during 1952. the latest date for which figures are
available.
ACCIDENT RATES624"
Year NOPI Instrument Industry
Frequency Severity Frequency Severity
1952'





^NCPI's rates taken from their Accident Experience
Table-s for 1952 and 1953. Those for the instrument industry
were contained in "Work Injuries in the United States, 1952,"
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Monthly Labor Review , Jan.
1954, Vol. 77, No. 1, p. 32.

From the above comparison, it is seen how superior
NOPI's safety record is to that of the instrument industry,
which is in itself a relatively safe field.
Summary of Results
In all questions which could be compared to responses
of employees as shown in the "Inside Western Electric"
opinion survey, NOPI employees' percentages of favorable
response were higher, and those of less favorable response
were lower. This was markedly so in 1) better liking for
present job; 2) present job mere interesting; 3) less feel-
ing that job entailed too much needless clerical effort:
4) present job uses more of main abilities and experiences;
5) general liking for fellow employees is higher; and 6)
feeling that NCPI as a place to work is "above average" or
"one of the very best". KOPI's employee response was more
favorable concerning the technical ability of their super-
visors than Western Electric employees to a more all-inclu-
sive question concerning supervision. However, when asked
about his ability to handle and get the most out of his
working group, NCPI employees' response percentages dropped
to the almost identical level of the Western Electric results
In other questions where some general comparisons could
be made with the results of a Naval Ordnance Laboratory
opinion survey conducted in 1952 » NCPI employees showed
very similar over-all responses. This was true in general

concerning communication media and effectiveness and in
certain supervisory relationships. LIcre of a feeling that
favoritism was a determining factor in promotions was
present at NOPI than at the Ordnance Laboratory, and seme
concern about this unfavorable employee attitude was felt
even by the latter activity.
Personnel at NOPI rated the Beneficial Suggestion Pro-
gram favorably, but a majority had never submitted a sug-
gestion to that Program.
Regarding Industrial engineering areas, a considerable
percentage of employees was not well enough informed to
state opinions on several questions. About one-fourth of
the employees indicated that their work was interrupted
"often" by lack of materials, tools, instructions, or sup-
plies. Almost 90 per cent rated their equipment used as
above average or better.
About 10 per cent indicated they aid not get enough
training, although a majority felt they received either
"some" or "a great deal" of training.
Twenty-four per cent of the employees submitted end-





It Will, be recalled that. the reason for this study was
three-fold:
1. To investigate manpower utilization and motivation
in a Governmental activity;
2. To inquire into what the employees themselves think
about their employment as government workers; and
3. To determine, among widely differing groups of
people, their response differences to the same
questionnaire; and to determine whether or not a
questionnaire especially designed for a particular
plant could be given successfully to all levels of
employees in that plant.
Lack of Certain Productivity Data
Throughout the investigation for this study, a concerted
effort was made to seek out records which would assess the
actual productivity, or measure of industrial effective-
ness, of the Ordnance plant at the time this study was
made. SOx-ne records, included in this study, were found
and used as criteria for evaluating employee responses and
for comparison with published data in American industry.
Other records were located but, due to the unique position
of NOPI in the manufacturing field, were not useful as
standards of comparison, either with other governmental
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activities or with private industry. This .vas due to the
differences in products made, on the one hand, and to the
dissimilarities in keeping records on the other. A certain
few records available which could be compared with others
submitted to trie Bureau of Ordnance, NOPI ' s immediate
superior in the chain of command, were not used. This was
due to the need for limiting the scope of the study to
practical limits and due to the differences among the per-
sonnel employed by these other activities, both as to
products turned out and type of personnel employed.
Interviews with NOPI too management people disclosed
that only subjective, personal estimates could be given as
to relative productivity among Departments and as to over-
ail NOPI effectiveness as related to other private and
governmental activities. They were of interest, in that
these personal opinions rated NOPI from "just above average",
in certain comparisons to "better than the best" of any
other activities. However, being based on personal judg-
ment and not on acceptable published criteria, those esti-
mates were not used in the study.
From the above it may be concluded that, since manufac-
turing cost determination is so much at variance bstween
governmental and private industries at the present time,
this type of record cannot be inter-compared. Product and
personnel differences mitigate against an inter- comparison
of NOPI evnn with other governmental actities as to

productivity, as -measured by numbers of units produced per
given time and by the cost of producing these units. Work
measurement determination at NOPI at this time is based
primarily on two systems: 1) budgetary funds versus actual
expenditures, and 2) estimated man-hours versus those ac-
tually expended. Tons of production per unit time, a
measure possible in some governmental activities, is com-
pletely useless for NOPI's products. Thus, only manpower
records were considered to be pertinent.
Conclusions Drawn
In making conclusions concerning the three primary pur-
poses of this study, the last will be considered first,
followed by the other two.
questionnai re Effect iveness. As shown in summary form
by Table 2 and by employee percentage responses to ques-
tion number 6, pages 48-50 above, a widely differing popu-
lation of tyoes 'of employees was surveyed. In every case,
a majority of both Per Annum and Per Diem emoloyees within
every Department responded. Since tabulation completed to
date did not include a break-down of response as to job
area or as to whether supervisor or not, the exact number
of these personnel who answered as compared with their
actual numbers in the Departments was not determined. The •
response differences given throughout, the "RESULTS AND DIS-
CUSSION' 1 section of this paoer have been presented. The

Per Annum and Per Diem groups, subdivided further by De-
partments, aw considered to be widely differing in rela-
tion to each other.
It is concluded that response differences between and
among; these groups have been shorn. In only a few of the
many oossible choices of reply to the questions asked was
there as much as a ten per cent difference In basic beliefs
held by the Per Die in a.nd the Per Annum employees. Further
sorting of the machine-punched cards made up from the in-
dividual questionnaire forms must be done before the suc-
cess of the questionnaire in eliciting responses from per-
sonnel in all levels of the Ordnance Plant's organization
can be assessed. On the whole, it is believed that the
results of the NOPI OPINIO?.' questionnaire do represent the
beliefs of the people in the four Operating Departments of
the Ordnance plant .
Manpower U t ilization and Motivation at NOPI. On the
basis of interviews with members of management, the evalu-
ation of employee opinion, the investigation of records
and their comparison to others oublished in the literature,
and in observing personnel engaging in their work functions,
it is concluded that manpower utilization and motivation
at NOPI is on a favorable, high plane.
Regions of future improvement appear to be:
1. Supe rvisi on. Increasing the effectiveness of
supervision within the Plant, especially on the first
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level, by means of continued training, both in tech-
nical and in human relations areas is indicated.
2. Communi cat ions . More emphasis needs to be
placed on communications throughout the organization,
so that more people are informed on matters concerning
them more promptly, aril so that more accurate informa-
tion may be transmitted downward, upward, and laterally.
There is a need for more of the employees understanding
meanings behind rules, regulations, oolicies, and pro-
cedures in order to obtain a greater measure of effec-
tive cooperation among all elements of the Command.
3. Industrial Engineering Practices. More attention
needs to be directed toward teaching employees better
methods for performing their functions and toward creating
in their minds an awareness that productive efficiency
can be increased. Costs coald be reduced thereby, par-
tially as a result of each individual's own interest in
and suggestions toward his working environment.
4. Personnel Policies. Especially in the field of
promotions, a careful audit of present procedures aopears
called for in order to evaluate a widely-held employee
opinion that favoritism controls promotional oooortuni-
ties at the Ordnance Plant. This was the strongest ex-
pression of an unfavorable employee attitude discovered
in the entire questionnaire . Over 160 separate write-ins
concerned favoritism, cliques, prejudice, bias and
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discrimination; most of these were relate! to super-
vision and promotions. Prompt and effective management
action is considered advisable in order to prevent a
general growth of dissatisfaction.
oloyee Op inion. On certain questions to which re-
sponses of NOPI emoloyees could be related to results ob-
tained by other employee ooinion surveys, NOFI personnel
indicated higher job satisfaction than similar people em-
ployed in private industry. They answered with about the
same responses that employees at the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory a.nswered similar questions, except that KOFI
personnel believed favoritism to be a greater factor in
promotion than did the Ordnance Laboratory employees. In
general, they appeared to enjoy working for the government,
doing the work they are in, and being at NOPI.
Summary of Conclusions
It is considered that 'the Naval Ordnance Plant, In-
dianapolis, is well managed, staffed, and operated. Its
employees are believed to be capable, alert and coopera-
tive. The morale of the employees is high. Their orcduc-
tivity, based on records of turnover, absenteeism, and
safety, and ability to produce high quality, reliable, and
intricate aircraft firecontrol equipment is very good.
Development of personnel through training and experience
is good. Indications are that more supervisory training
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in industrial engineering and psychology areas would prove
beneficial in increasing the motivation and job satisfac-
tion of employees throughout the organization. Means for
measuring the production efficiency of tho Plant at one
time relative to another need to be found. This is a very
difficult item to measure due to the intermittent, non-
repetitive tyoe of manufacturing done.
The results of the survey of emoloyee opinion should be
made known to all personnel involved in the study as soon
as practicable after management has studied tho results
and noted the feelings indicated. Management action has
been suggested in some areas to improve the already
superior ability of the Plant. The results of the action
that management decides uoon should also be made known to
the employees so they are convinced of management's con-
cern for their interest and of its good faith.
On the basis of employee responses as contained herein,
future surveys will have a means of relative comparison to
evaluate employee beliefs and trends in improvement or re-
cession of those beliefs. The end result should be to
make WOFI a more effective, productive olace to work.
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848 40 18 81 1013 119 252 69 82 531 1654
PER DIEM PER ANNUM NOPI***
QUESTION IND. ENG. R fc T QUAL. AVERAGE* IND. ENG. R fc T QUAL. AVERAGE** AVERAGE
% % % % % % % % % % %
1. 5 12 6 1 5 6 56 35 2 33 14
2. 4 11 19 5 14 7 49 30 18 9
3. 1 5 42 4 7 17 3 49 18 9
4. .7 .7 43 15 12 15 22 7
5. 53 65 61 30 51 12 1 2 4 35
6. 33 8 17 7 29 13 .8 3 22
7. 2 10 6 1 2 3 2 1 2 2
1. 31 28 28 32 31 31 17 28 43 26 29
2. 55 60 72 49 54 55 60 64 51 58 55
3. 13 12 16 13 10 23 7 6 15 14
1. 43 55 50 48 44 47 29 46 62 41 43
2. I .9 3 2 1 2 1
3. 25 15 17 26 24 17 28 12 20 22 23
4. 33 22 33 27 33 39 39 51 20 37 34
5. 2 10 2 2 5 6 1 1 4 3
1. 12 8 11 20 12 10 23 14 7 16 13
2. 39 48 50 35 39 41 45 42 37 43 40
3. 47 45 39 44 47 45 29 39 54 38 45
1. 28 10 26 25 27 22 17 16 12 17 24
2. 26 22 17 22 25 25 31 26 13 26 25
3. 37 40 39 46 38 39 37 45 61 42 39
4. 7 28 17 7 8 11 13 12 13 12 10
***
Includes 26 Per Diem employees not identified by Department.
Includes 9 Per Annum employees not identified by Department,
Includes 110 employees not identified either by Department or by Per Diem
or Per Annum.













PER DIEM PER ANNUM NOPI***
QUESTION IND. ENG. R fc T QUAL. AVERAGE* IND. ENG. R k T QUAL. AVERAGE** AVERAGE
% % % % % % % % % % %
38 58 56 42 40 41 31 39 50 37 39
25 20 28 20 24 28 33 32 34 32 27
6 2 6 5 3 12 6 2 7 6
3 5 5 4 2 3 1 1 2 3
19 15 17 22 19 19 15 17 12 16 18
62 75 72 69 64 69 51 45 65 57 61
20 12 6 17 19 18 30 28 16 25 21
13 8 22 14 13 11 16 17 15 15 13
4 5 3 3 3 10 5 4 4
5 2 5 5 6 7 6 4 6 6
45 40 56 51 45 50 52 49 40 49 46
49 58 44 44 49 43 41 45 56 44 48
60 68 72 52 60 58 49 59 71 56 59
34 30 28 40 34 35 44 33 27 38 34
4 6 4 4 6 3 2 4 4
1 2 • 1 1 2 .8 4 1 1
44 48 39 16 42 15 12 10 5 11 32
44 50 56 58 46 63 69 71 71 68 52
8 2 6 25 8 18 16 16 21 17 11
.9 .8 3 3 3 4 3 1
8 5 11 12 8 8 9 4 5 8 8
36 35 33 38 36 37 39 32 34 37 36
35 35 39 37 35 39 43 48 35 41 37






61 88 89 81 82 82 84 90 79 83 82
17 12 11 15 16 15 13 10 18 15 16
.9 1 .9 3 .8 1 1 I
2 5 2 3 .8 1 1 1 2
7 5 11 8 8 11 4 6 8 8
62 52 78 46 60 60 63 59 54 60 59













PER DIEM PER ANNUM NOPI***
QUESTION IND. ENG. R «t T QUAL. AVERAGE* IND. ENG. R & T QUAL. AVERAGE** AVERAGE
% % % % * % % % % % %
1. 5 2 17 4 5 8 14 10 1 10 7
2. 33 30 39 32 33 32 42 49 26 38 34
3. 61 68 44 63 61 57 43 38 73 50 58
1. 51 52 56 53 52 50 34 46 59 44 49
2. 21 20 11 21 20 22 37 26 26 30 24
3. 25 4 28 23 24 24 25 23 15 23 23
1. 81 78 78 86 81 71 71 71 77 72 78
2. 7 15 17 4 7 3 6 16 5 6 6
3. 10 5 6 10 10 18 18 7 18 16 12
1. 11 5 11 10 10 4 7 5 6 9
2. 16 8 6 15 15 18 12 9 9 12 15
3. 50 45 61 49 50 45 54 48 49 51 49
4. 19 42 33 23 21 24 28 36 37 30 24
1. 34 48 28 26 34 25 25 36 32 27 32
2. 30 20 44 46 31 30 30 28 43 31 31
3. 13 10 22 7 12 8 11 10 6 10 11
4. 14 12 6 14 14 21 24 19 16 21 16
5. 6 8 5 6 8 7 7 4 7 6
1. 27 10 17 23 26 30 33 29 21 30 27
2. 39 32 61 41 39 42 43 45 38 42 39
3. 27 55 17 32 29 19 21 23 3* 24 27
4. 4 6 2 4 4 .4 1 2 3
1. 52 42 22 56 52 53 42 39 55 46 50
2. 37 45 50 42 38 30 49 29 37 40 36
3. 9 10 28 1 8 13 8 29 9 12 9
1. 32 30 22 16 30 15 20 17 21 19 26
2. 53 60 61 59 54 54 57 61 61 57 55
3. 12 10 11 22 13 29 19 20 11 20 16
1. 10 6 12 10 10 11 12 7 10 10
2. 54 65 67 57 55 46 54 61 60 54 54
3. 7 5 22 10 7 5 3 1 6 4 6











PER DIEM PER ANNUM NOPI***
QUESTION IND. ENC. R It T QUAL. AVERAGE* IND. ENG. RiT QUAL. AVERAGE** AVERAGE
% % % % % % % % % % %
I. 6 2 1 5 5 3 4 3 5
2. 51 52 39 51 50 45 35 14 45 35 44
3. 15 25 17 10 15 18 26 20 33 24 18
4. 25 20 44 33 27 28 31 55 18 32 29
1. 7 10 11 9 7 10 .8 2 3 6
2. 2 5 4 3 3 3 6 3 3
3. 63 60 72 56 62 56 63 67 63 62 62
4. 25 25 17 28 26 26 29 26 30 28 27
1. 36 38 50 40 37 43 34 42 26 36 37
2. 22 22 22 21 22 11 10 4 23 11 19
3. 25 22 22 21 24 20 29 20 30 26 25
4. 11 18 6 14 12 21 22 22 20 21 14
1. 48 45 44 83 50 68 62 45 78 64 54
2. 5 2 7 5 9 6 10 5 7 5
3. 2 1 2 3 6 4 6 5 3
4. 40 52 56 6 39 17 21 39 7 20 33
1. 11 12 11 16 12 13 19 13 15 16 12
2. 37 45 28 32 36 40 27 13 43 31 35
3. 7 2 6 7 7 3 2 10 3 6
4. 40 40 56 43 42 37 48 65 33 46 43
I. 23 35 11 17 23 13 12 17 20 15 20
2. 37 38 50 38 36 40 33 33 41 36 36
3. 7 10 11 7 12 10 6 10 10 8
4. 24 15 33 23 24 22 37 30 24 30 26
5. .8 2 .9 3 1 1 1 1
1. 34 42 50 40 35 37 35 41 45 38 37
2. 9 2 6 6 8 10 12 6 5 9 9
3. 44 48 38 42 43 36 37 39 45 38 41
4. 2 2 1 2 .4 1 1 .6 2











PER DIEM PER ANNUM NOPI***
QUESTION IND. ENC. R fc T QUAL. AVERAGE* IND. ENG. R k T QUAL. AVERAGE** AVERAGE
% % % % % * % % % % %
1. 24 42 44 20 25 20 21 29 22 22 24
2. 32 32 28 41 32 36 38 46 41 39 34
3. 27 15 22 25 26 25 14 14 27 24 26
4. 15 10 6 15 15 16 12 10 10 12 14
1. 33 38 39 47 35 29 33 49 27 34 34
2. 26 28 22 21 25 28 31 35 39 32 27
3. 19 12 17 12 18 18 15 7 16 15 17
4. 18 18 22 11 18 18 17 6 18 16 17
5. 3 2 9 3 3 3 3 3 3
1. 5 2 10 5 8 5 3 2 5 5
2. 24 20 28 16 23 24 27 22 22 25 23
3. 19 18 17 10 18 18 19 10 20 18 18
4. 25 28 22 27 25 23 32 35 32 30 27
5. 25 30 33 37 27 26 15 30 23 21 25
1. 47 52 78 52 48 46 47 62 60 51 48
2. 8 15 6 9 9 15 9 12 17 12 10
3. 7 2 6 6 7 8 8 4 6 7
4. 8 12 11 8 7 16 12 11 13 9
5. 6 5 9 6 9 5 1 1 5 5
6. 7 8 6 7 5 3 1 4 3 6
1. 22 12 6 26 22 19 13 7 11 13 19
2. 46 52 56 1 33 45 48 42 38 41 43 44
3. 30 35 39 40 31 29 43 55 48 42 35
1. 20 5 6 11 18 23 8 6 18 13 16
2. 14 15 16 14 18 22 16 17 19 16
3. 6 4 11 7 7 6 4 7 7 5 6
4. 22 20 39 23 23 17 27 26 12 22 22
5. 35 35 44 38 36 32 34 42 43 36 36
1. 47 60 61 58 49 50 49 62 56 52 50
2. 20 18 22 17 20 21 24 17 24 23 20
3. 17 15 6 17 16 12 15 13 10 13 16




PER DIEM PER ANNUM NOPI***
QUESTION IND. ENG. RI>T QUAL. AVERAGE* IND. ENG. R b T QUAL. AVERAGE** AVERAGE
% % % % % % % % % % %
49) 1. 10 15 17 11 11 10 11 7 13 11 11
2. .9 .8 4 1 2 1
(Second 3. .5 .5 1 .2 .4
Choice) 4. 2 5 6 2 3 .8 5 10 2 4 3
5. 16 12 22 14 16 16 11 9 7 11 14
6. 25 15 11 17 23 28 17 20 18 20 22
7. 25 30 28 38 26 24 33 35 34 31 28
8. 15 18 6 15 14.7 16 18 13 16 16 14
50) 1. 8 12 17 12 9 10 5 6 10 7 8
2. 1 5 22 2 2 3 5 6 2 4 2
(Third 3. .7 6 .8 3 1 1 1 2 1
Choice) 4. 7 15 6 6 7 3 9 19 6 8 7
5. 13 15 11 20 13 14 11 9 11 10 12
6. 17 15 17 10 14 13 19 17 16 17 16
7. 26 12 11 19 25 25 25 16 20 23 24
8. 21 18 11 28 21 24 23 20 27 24 23
51) 1. 5 18 6 4 6 6 1 7 2 a 6
2. 8 5 22 9 8 9 9 12 11 10 9
(First 3. 16 12 6 12 15 18 >5 12 10 14 15
Choice) 4. U 8 17 11 11 9 8 6 15 9 10
5. 21 15 28 11 20 18 11 16 20 15 18
6. 7 10 12 8 8 11 12 10 10 8
7. 1 6 2 I 7 4 4 2
8. 8 10 6 9 8 13 13 22 13 14 10
9. 1 1 3 2 4 4 3 2
10. 17 18 6 27 18 13 19 4 13 15 17
52) 1. 3 1 3 2 4 3 2 3
2. 4 8 11 6 5 3 6 7 7 6 5
(Second 3. 12 22 11 10 12 14 11 19 13 13 13
Choice) 4. 13 8 28 20 14 18 13 14 18 15 14
5. 17 15 17 28 18 16 20 6 15 16 17
6. 14 20 12 14 17 11 17 10 13 14
7. 3 5 4 3 .8 10 10 5 7 5
8. 8 2 22 2 8 8 6 3 15 7 7
9. 3 8 1 3 3 6 10 2 5 3




PER DIEM . PER ANNUM NOPI***
QUESTION IND. ENG. R fc T QUAL. AVERAGE* IND. ENG. R fc T QUAU AVERAGE** AVERAGE
% % % % % % % % % % %
53) 1. 4 5 4 4 3 5 1 4
2. 8 5 28 16 9 10 8 9
(Third 3. 11 18 14 11 8 14 15 12 11
Choice) 4. 8 10 5 8 11 6 18 8
5. 6 2 6 10 6 6 10 9
6. 15 15 6 11 15 18 21 J7 15
7. 3 2 33 7 4 6 8 7
8. 15 10 17 11 14 13 11 13 12 14
9. 7 5 5 7 5 7 8
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